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The Missile Defense “Arms Race” Myth

US policy toward ballistic missile defense (BMD) of the homeland is designed to stay ahead of the rogue state threat while relying on nuclear deterrence to prevent an attack from the nuclear missile arsenals of Russia or China. Today, the United States has 44 ground-based interceptors (GBI) and plans to increase the total number of its most capable interceptors to 64 by 2030 with the deployment of the Next Generation Interceptor. After its recent successful test against an intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM)-type threat, the United States is also examining how the Standard Missile-3 (SM-3) Block IIA could complement GBIs in a layered homeland missile defense architecture.

Domestic critics of US homeland missile defense, as well as Russia and China, claim that increased US missile defense capacity and capability will lead to an arms race. They assert that it will stimulate Russia and China to build more offensive missiles in response, ultimately making the United States less safe. The critics’ logic also assumes that US restraint in missile defense will obviate Russian and Chinese perceived needs for missile modernization and production. These individuals predict a prototypical action-reaction dynamic that has little empirical support and deserves great scrutiny.

Russian Reaction to US Missile Defenses

Broadly speaking, Russia could react in two ways to overcome perceived advances in US missile defense: proportionally or disproportionately increase the overall number of missiles, launchers, and reentry vehicles in an attempt to overwhelm US missile defense capacity, or develop specific weapon systems meant to evade US missile defenses. Evidence for the first reaction is severely lacking while evidence for the second is mixed at best.

Beginning in 2000, when it became a serious possibility that the United States might pull out of the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty that limited missile defenses, one would expect Russia to react—according to the “arms race” logic—by increasing the numbers of its missiles, launchers, and reentry vehicles. However, the number of Russian ICBMs and submarine-
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launched ballistic missiles (SLBM)—the systems most likely to be adjusted to counter advances in US missile defenses—and their associated launchers and reentry vehicles declined substantially. Open source, estimated numbers tell the story. In 2000, analysts believed that Russia had 756 ICBMs and 348 SLBMs, totaling 1,104. Five years later, analysts believed that Russia had 585 ICBMs (down 23 percent) and 192 SLBMs (down 45 percent), totaling 777 (down 30 percent). In 2010, analysts believed that the number of ICBMs fell 43 percent and SLBMs 17 percent, a combined reduction of 37 percent. Russian ICBMs and SLBMs have remained at 2010 levels, with minor variation, through today. There is no perceptible arms race here.

Perhaps Russia placed more warheads on its missiles to overcome US missile defenses? Again, the data do not support such a mechanical action-reaction. Russia in 2000 had an estimated 5,116 warheads dispersed between ICBMs and SLBMs. In 2005, that estimate was 2,942, down 42 percent. In 2010 and 2015, estimates were at 1,666 and 1,721, respectively. Today, Russia is estimated to have 1,856 warheads. These numbers indicate a small increase in the past 10 years, yes, but it is hardly attributable to US missile defense—much less shows evidence of an arms race. More likely, the increase can be attributed to Russia’s ongoing nuclear modernization that is replacing older systems with newer systems.

Some may counter that Russia could not respond to US missile defense increases because of strategic arms control treaties with the United States. Indeed, Russian forces were constrained by such treaties, but Russia would likely never have agreed to those force limits unless it felt secure enough in its force composition to do so. Certainly, it was aware of the potential for US homeland missile defense improvements.

Furthermore, as Lt Gen Robert Ashley, US Army, retired, stated in 2019 when serving as the Defense Intelligence Agency director, the United States expects the Russian nuclear arsenal to grow “significantly” over the next decade. However, that growth “is primarily driven by a significant projected increase in the number of Russia’s non-strategic nuclear weapons” (i.e., short-range weapons, not the long-range weapons one would expect if there was an overriding impetus to compete in an arms race to offset US homeland missile defense advances).1

Likewise, Cold War data do not support the inverse of the critic’s argument: that the US refraining from building missile defense lessens the need for Russia to build more missiles. From 1972 to 1982, a time when the United States built and then completely dismantled its only limited homeland missile defense system, the Soviet Union increased its number
of ICBM reentry vehicles from about 1,500 to almost 6,000 total. SLBM reentry vehicles, in the same period, increased from 500 to about 1,500.² Again, US restraint in building missile defenses apparently did nothing to discourage a Soviet buildup in offensive missile forces.

If building additional or more capable US missile defenses will not necessarily lead to an increase in Russia’s missiles or reentry vehicles, what then can be said for the second argument? Will building more US missile defenses stimulate an asymmetric Russian reaction to build weapon systems specifically designed to negate or evade US missile defenses, thus making the US less safe? On this point, critics may find firmer ground, but the evidence is mixed at best.

It is undeniable that Russian president Vladimir Putin’s attitude toward US missile defense plans has consistently ranged from skeptical to outright hostile; he has regularly declared that Russia will take the necessary steps to respond, specifically with its own asymmetric weapons programs. To cite just one of many examples, President Putin stated, “I want to say that the United States, when it withdrew from the ABM Treaty in 2002, forced us to begin developing new weapon systems. We told our partners about it, and they said, ‘Do whatever you like.’ Fine, that is what we did—so enjoy.”³ And, indeed, as detailed in President Putin’s speeches to the Federal Assembly, he has ordered a number of new exotic systems be built in response to US homeland missile defenses.

But does this settle the matter? If the US had remained in the ABM Treaty, would Russia not have built these systems, and would the United States be safer? We must examine these new Russian “super weapons” as evidence of Russia’s response.

The first is the SS-X-29, a super-heavy ICBM, reportedly capable of carrying 10 reentry vehicles and nicknamed in the West as the “Son of Satan.” “Satan” was the NATO designator of the missile that Russia will likely replace—the SS-18, which can also reportedly carry 10 reentry vehicles. The SS-18 itself was a replacement for the SS-9 Scarp, and its primary missions were reportedly destroying US ICBM fields and penetrating possible US missile defenses. But the SS-18 was originally deployed in 1975 and continued being fielded throughout the ’70s and early ’80s when the United States had zero missile defenses.⁴ In the context of nuclear arms control, it might be advantageous to have the capability of loading a relatively large number of warheads on a single missile when the number of missiles is limited. It is likely then that Russia views having this new super-heavy ICBM as much more than just a missile defense killer, and it was certainly not built solely as a response to US missile defenses.
The second and third new weapon systems that Putin claims are in response to US missile defenses are the SS-19 Mod-X-4 (Avangard) hypersonic glide vehicle (HGV) and the Kinzhal air-launched ballistic missile. While the Kinzhal seems more likely to be used in a geographically limited conflict rather than for penetrating US homeland missile defenses, the Avangard HGV appears at first glance to be a direct counter to US missile defense. It seems designed to outmaneuver any BMD interceptor. But Russian officials plausibly may have wanted an HGV even if the United States had no missile defenses. Due to their low flight altitude, HGVs can literally “fly under the radar” of terrestrial-based radars pointed into space. This makes the HGV detectable much later in flight, giving the United States less strategic warning. Indeed, Russian officials could view Avangard as useful for targeting US radars, BMD sites, or time-sensitive assets. Again, Russia would likely find Avangard to be advantageous even if there were no US homeland missile defenses.

Finally, the fourth and fifth of Putin’s nuclear “super weapons” have the most plausible argument in being direct responses to US missile defenses. The “Poseidon,” a nuclear-powered “transoceanic nuclear-armed” torpedoes, will evade US missile defenses by operating underwater. In addition, Russia is developing the “Burevestnik” nuclear-powered, nuclear-armed cruise missile, which Putin specifically mentions having “unlimited range” and is useful for avoiding missile defense. These two systems do seem to validate critics’ claims that without the US building up its missile defenses, these Russian systems would have no purpose and would not have been built, thus increasing US security.

Even this apparent action-reaction dynamic, however, is not proof enough of US missile defenses’ allegedly destabilizing nature. As Rose Gottemoeller, former NATO deputy secretary general, recently stated, it is not obvious that Russia views these nuclear-powered novelties as having real operational value for bypassing US missile defenses. She notes,

These exotic systems have more of a political function than a strategic or security one. Their role is to signal Russia’s continuing scientific and military prowess at a time when the country does not otherwise have much on offer. Devilishly expensive and sometimes dangerous to operate, they are unlikely to be deployed in big numbers, as a 2019 fatal testing accident of the Burevestnik shows. . . . The exotics don’t add to that [strategic] deterrent. They have some show-off value, but they will do no more than make the rubble bounce.5

If these systems do come to fruition, they will be inherently redundant for a mission that Russia can already accomplish: penetrating and over-
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The United States designed and built its homeland missile defenses to defeat only rogue state ICBMs—not the much more advanced Russian or Chinese missiles that can accommodate missile defense countermeasures. Thus, Russia gains practically no security advantage in developing these exotic nuclear weapons. In fact, US homeland BMD may have unintentionally imposed costs on the Russian defense sector—causing Russia to invest untold millions of rubles into redundant systems. Every ruble it invests in these exotic systems is not invested in systems that could threaten a perceived US weakness.

More importantly, US homeland defense efforts lose none of their effectiveness or value if Russia may more easily defeat them. The purpose of US homeland missile defense is to defend against rogue states, not Russia or China. While Russia’s reactions to US missile defense show little evidence of an arms race dynamic, China’s reaction may provide additional insight into this debate.

Chinese Reaction to US Missile Defenses

Just as with Russia, there are two broad ways of potentially demonstrating that the buildup of US missile defenses would likely cause a buildup of China’s intercontinental-range missiles. First, one can examine the number of China’s intercontinental-range missiles and associated reentry vehicles over time, especially the period from 2000 to today. Indeed, in the past 20 years there has been a substantial increase in the number of Chinese intercontinental-range systems and their associated warheads. In 2000, according to open sources, China had about 20 ICBMs and associated warheads. By 2010, those numbers had risen to approximately 40, and by 2020, China possessed approximately 98 ICBMs with 138 associated warheads and 48 (intercontinental-range) SLBMs and associated warheads—all of which could conceivably reach the United States and overcome US homeland missile defenses. These increases do indeed line up with the steady US improvement in the capability and quantity of missile defense interceptors over the same period.

But does this apparent correlation equal causation? During this same time, the United States also increased its conventional capabilities and signaled a much greater focus on defending its interests in the Pacific. In addition, the United States is just beginning to modernize its entire nuclear arsenal, from missiles to submarines to bombers. Meanwhile, Russia has modernized its nuclear forces on its border with China. Any of these factors could be the basis for China’s growing intercontinental-range missile arsenal, without mentioning some intangible factors such as wanting...
to demonstrate its scientific prowess as a great power. Finally, two years before President Bush decided to withdraw from the ABM Treaty in 2001 and pursue homeland missile defense, the US intelligence community was already projecting a relatively significant growth in the Chinese intercontinental-range nuclear arsenal—indicating that China may have at least partially planned the growth of its missile forces without US missile defense in mind. It is difficult to describe the slow and steady buildup of Chinese intercontinental-range missiles as an arms “race” (the next 20 years might be a different story), much less solely attributable to US homeland missile defense enhancements.

If the overall size of the Chinese intercontinental-range nuclear force cannot provide definitive proof of an action-reaction dynamic with US missile defenses, perhaps its composition—the types of weapons China is producing—can provide clues. China has, and is developing, missiles capable of delivering multiple reentry vehicles. Whether China views this capability as mainly aimed at defeating US missile defenses or simply being able to threaten multiple targets with one missile, or both, is impossible to say with certainty. China is also developing hypersonic glide vehicles, seemingly designed to defeat US missile defenses. But, as explained with Russian HGVs, China may value the element of reduced attack warning provided by its HGVs just as much as their counter-missile defense capabilities. In any case, it is certainly not clear that if the United States refrained from improving its homeland missile defenses, China would have acted any differently in building new systems. Again, just as with Russia, China is likely increasing its forces in proportion to its national strategic aims, regional ambitions, and threat perceptions—of which US missile defense is only one factor, and likely a minor one, among many.

**Conclusion**

The available open-source data, culled from the Cold War to the present day, on the numbers and types of Russian and Chinese intercontinental-range systems and their associated warheads does not indicate a direct, discernable, or predictable relationship between the size and capability of US missile defenses and Russian and Chinese missile developments. While it appears that Russia and China believe they have reacted to US missile defense developments, it is far from clear how those unique reactions are manifest in their numbers or types of weapons, and there is good reason to suspect they might have done the same things even in the absence of US missile defenses. In short, Russian and Chinese reactions to US homeland
missile defense in the past cannot reasonably be called an “arms race,” and present trends in the arsenal can be attributable to range of factors.

While perhaps counterintuitive, the point should not be surprising. When the US government asked similar questions about the action-reaction dynamic between the nuclear arsenals of the US and USSR during the Cold War, some of the brightest minds, given access to the full collection of intelligence, came to a similar conclusion. The consensus was that “the facts will not support the proposition that either the Soviet Union or the United States developed strategic forces only in direct immediate reaction to each other.” Or paraphrasing then-US secretary of defense Harold Brown, “When we build, they build; when we cut, they build.”

The motivations behind the decisions of what type of missile to build and how many are so numerous and variable that they defy direct, mechanical-like linkage and formulation. We must advance the field of study by eschewing simplistic and unsupported “arms race” rhetoric and focus instead on the unique cultural, historical, and bureaucratic factors that influence threat perceptions, technological innovation, and weapons procurement. Anything less will provide an incomplete threat picture and cause avoidable misperceptions—an unacceptable outcome for a subject where the consequences of being wrong are by nature strategic.

Matthew R. Costlow
Senior Analyst, National Institute for Public Policy
Former Special Assistant for Nuclear and Missile Defense Policy, Department of Defense
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Codifying *Jus in Bello Spatialis*—The Space Law of Tomorrow

Fabio van Loon

Abstract

From the 1950s to the modern day, the race for space has embodied the classical geopolitics of great power competition. As early as 1961, 80 percent of the astronautic community’s members agreed “that there are strategic areas in space which may someday be as important to space transportation as the Panama Canal is to ocean transportation.” Today, this geopolitical reality is defined by the acceleration of highly militarized space programs and a competition for outer space’s strategic areas in tomorrow’s ultimate high ground. In preparing for the war-fighting domain of the future, the US can and must lead in defining *jus in bello spatialis*—the law of armed conflict in space. This article assesses the current framework of international space law and recommends ways the United States can lead in enhancing today’s space security and in creating tomorrow’s rules of the road. The proposed approach would strengthen existing protections for astronauts and satellites in the context of military escalation, conflict, and resolution.

*****

With a deep-rooted history of customary space law, state activities in outer space have largely been established for the areas of research, exploration, and scientific inquiry. The teleological origins of today’s space law—namely the principles of peaceful exploration and the freedom of navigation—were candidly expressed by President Dwight D. Eisenhower in a letter he wrote to then-Soviet premier Nikolai Bulganin in 1958. He stated, “I propose that we agree that outer space should be used only for peaceful purposes. We face a decisive moment in history in relation to this matter. . . . Should not outer space be dedicated to the peaceful uses of mankind and denied to the purposes of war?”

President Eisenhower’s commitment to cosmic peace in the opening months of the space race proved foundational to the negotiation of the historic Outer Space Treaty (OST) a decade later, the keystone of today’s *corpus juris spatialis*—the body of law in space. The 1967 Outer Space
Treaty, similar to the landmark 1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty (LTBT) and 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty, epitomized the success of international legal cooperation. Mutual restraint, advanced through the treaty’s notion of space as “the province of all mankind,” effectively prevented the likely weaponization of space both during and after the Cold War. Washington’s leadership in defining and upholding the principles of international space law has since guaranteed peace in the cosmos for over 60 years, a testament to the successes of American space diplomacy and the strength of international space law.

Today, evolving security challenges in the outer space environment have placed an unprecedented strain on the stability of the international space regime. The challenges of the return to great power competition in space have been compounded by the seemingly unavoidable militarization of the cosmos. This issue has highlighted how the “customary principles of this body of law are probably neither sufficiently specific nor entirely appropriate for military action in outer space.” Filling this normative void in the spirit of national and international security must be at the center of US-led efforts to draft and define tomorrow’s jus in bello spatialis. Ultimately, to determine tomorrow’s law of war in space, strategists must pay particular attention to the normative applicability of the UN Charter, the compelling analogy of the high seas, the law of armed conflict (LOAC), and existing protections for astronauts and satellites.

The Applicability of the UN Charter

Today, the UN Charter’s applicability to space affairs is hardly disputed. Historical precedent includes Dutch international legal scholar Daniel Goedhuis’s statement in 1967 that “international law is ‘ipso jure’ [by the law itself] applicable extra-terrestrially.” Further, he asserts that “the relevant rules of international law must be taken to regulate international relations wherever such relations take place.”

Evolving from historic precedent, today’s international consensus stems from the customary law established by both Soviet and US leadership in the 1960s. In “Soviet Legal Views on Military Space Activities,” lecturer Malcolm Russell states that “East and West both share the view that States have the same right to exercise self-defense in space that they do on earth.” This view was clearly expressed in the 2001 Report to the Commission to Assess United States National Security Space Management and Organization, which specifies that “a number of existing principles of international law apply to space activity. Chief among these are the definition of . . . the right of self-defense.”
The US government’s most explicit support for self-defense in space as provided for in Article 51 of the UN Charter was voiced in 2002 by then-US ambassador to the Conference on Disarmament (CD) in Geneva. He argued, “Article 51 of the UN Charter makes it clear that all Member States have the inherent right of individual and collective self-defense. The global responsibilities of the United States, and the new threats facing it in today’s world, require that that right be exercised both on the Earth and above it.”

While the 1967 Outer Space Treaty has forbidden the stationing of nuclear arms and other weapons of mass destruction (WMD) in space, Bruce Hurwitz argues that the treaty has “not prohibited the use of outer space sensu strictu [in a strict sense] for all military purposes.” In fact, by invoking the direct applicability of the UN Charter, the OST indirectly provides support for the use of force through the concept of state sovereignty. Article VIII of the treaty specifies that the state launching a space object retains jurisdiction over it regardless of its location, so “if jurisdiction is equivalent to sovereignty,” then “the right of a State to defend objects under its sovereignty on earth logically extends to outer space.”

Implying the sovereignty over its own installations, it seems reasonable that a state “may take appropriate steps for self-protection.” Following this logic, the foundational document of modern space law clearly affords states “the right to defend themselves in, from and through outer space.”

Through the explicit application of the UN Charter as generally accepted law (lex generalis) to outer space, the customary legal practice of states led Goedhuis to contend that the majority of states have accepted that, in accordance with the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, some “military activities are legal.” In this regard, international law professors Jackson Maogoto and Steven Freeland indicate that “the legal regime that governs the possible weaponization of outer space is . . . largely protective of a State’s sovereign right to utilize force in self-defense.” Through the development of Earth- and orbit-based antisatellite technologies, this view has been accurately reinforced via the practice of spacefaring states, thereby cementing the norms of the Outer Space Treaty and the UN Charter into customary international space law.

Readers must therefore note that the OST, routinely “referred to as the Magna Carta or constitution of outer space,” has consistently shaped and refined state practice from its inception. By the same token, it could also be argued that the OST was developed in parallel to the emerging customary law of the 1960s. This observation is validated by the content of the OST’s provisions, largely reflecting that of the 1959 Antarctic Treaty—
particularly regarding the exploration and non-appropriation of territory. Similarly to the Antarctic Treaty, the OST reflects an international desire to prevent “a new form of colonial competition” in space, confirming the spirit originally expressed by President Eisenhower in 1958 that space must remain an environment “denied to the purposes of war.”

The Law of Space and the High Seas Analogy

Arms control theorists have conceived of several legal analogies to drive the debate on creating a more “elaborated normative regime” in space. This goal was consolidated in paragraph 4 of the OST preamble, which states the desire “to contribute to broad international co-operation in the scientific as well as the legal aspects of the exploration and use of outer space for peaceful purposes.” In an effort to respond to the threats of weaponization while operating within the realm of realistic arms control, legal experts have theorized and proposed the application of a variety of arms control analogies, the most practicable of which is the analogy to the high seas.

Today, the high-seas analogy—based on the Roman law tradition of *res communis* (the common heritage of mankind)—is a core tenet of US space strategy. Historically evolving from the successful high-seas legal regime, international space law is primarily based on the freedom of navigation and exploration. In drafting and negotiating the foundations of modern space law to incorporate the core spirit of free, unrestrained exploration, Everett Dolman notes that “the United States desperately wanted to have the prevailing notion of innocent passage as reflected in the law of the sea applied to outer space.” Further, the US did not want “to allow an upward extension of existing air law, in which territorial ownership extends upward, *usque ad coelum* (as far as the sky).” In fact, according to Hurwitz, “the exercise of self-defense in outer space may be viewed as analogous to its exercise on the high seas, or in any other areas where a State is taking action outside of its territory.” While this view may find support in elements of the US national security establishment, it has not yet been established as customary law in the space environment.

Modern advocates of arms deployment in space have regularly relied on this rationale, specifically the freedom of the seas as an environment where naval power may be boundlessly projected under customary international sea law. University of Exeter professor Kubo Mačák contends that “this longstanding interpretation . . . has been reflected in the widely respected 1994 *San Remo Manual*, according to which hostile actions by naval forces may be conducted in, on, or over . . . the high seas.” In this view, similarly
to the high seas, the UN Charter is interpreted as not providing restrictions on state activity while simultaneously providing protection for states against aggression under Article 51. The analogy to instruments of maritime law, such as the 1994 San Remo Manual, seeks to ensure the “peaceful purposes” of space while guaranteeing the traditional conventions of freedom of exploration and lawful military activities. Just as the authors of maritime law envisioned “peaceful purposes” for military operations, they guaranteed more or less “unrestricted military activities in the high seas.”\(^{25}\) This invariably affected the modern form of *jus ad bellum* as to how and when navies could rightfully engage an adversary—simultaneously ushering in a distinct form of *jus in bello*. While this legal framework has proven to be a successful guarantor of peace in space for over 60 years, the waning security of the global commons leaves the largely unprotected US satellite systems “on the open seas of space” in a position of profound vulnerability.\(^{26}\)

**The Applicability of the Law of Armed Conflict**

According to the *Routledge Handbook of Space Law*, “When the use of force in space occurs, the *jus in bello*, currently called the law of armed conflict (LOAC) or international humanitarian law (IHL) applies.”\(^{27}\) However, lacking codified legal mechanisms for the conduct of hostilities in the event of an armed conflict, the law of cosmic war remains largely to be determined.\(^{28}\) Despite this normative impasse, two international non-governmental diplomatic initiatives, similar in nature to the 1994 San Remo Manual, are currently endeavoring to restate, define, and provide guidelines for the interpretation and application of international legal instruments to military operations in space. The *Woomera Manual* and the *Manual on International Law Applicable to Military Activities in Space* (MILAMOS) are leading international efforts to develop the rules of the road for an increasingly competitive space environment. In articulating and further defining the law that applies to military activities, these projects respond to the normative void of today’s *jus in bello spatialis* by contributing, as the MILAMOS website affirms, “to a future where all space activities are conducted in accordance with the international rules-based global order.”\(^{29}\) Considering how space law has lagged the development of military space capabilities, these efforts are of crucial importance.\(^{30}\)

Nonetheless, considering the current potential for the militarization of national space assets (both satellites and other astronautic operations), LOAC provisions remain highly relevant in the conduct of space activities. Given the extent of lethality ensured by space-based directed-energy weapons, kinetic weaponry (missiles), electromagnetic pulse (EMP), or
potentially nuclear armaments, it is imperative that legislators, diplomats, and national space agencies work toward the drafting of key *jus cogens* prerogatives. *Jus cogens*, or peremptory norms also known as matters of “compelling law,” are norms from which no derogation is permitted. These norms—typically addressing war crimes, acts of genocide, and other crimes against humanity—“reflect and protect fundamental values of the international community, are hierarchically superior to other rules of international law and are universally applicable.”

In this regard, the most encompassing instruments of international humanitarian law—the Geneva Conventions—are highly applicable to space and are a valuable point of departure for the drafting of said *jus cogens* provisions. While terrestrial operations are hardly comparable to those carried out in space (and will remain so for the foreseeable future), the issue of war in space—and perhaps that of one entirely waged in space, however unrealistic it may seem—must be contended with.

Mačák argues that applying customary (terrestrial) *jus in bello* law to outer space would “alleviate the problem of limited applicability of some of the relevant treaty law.” Lacking any specific references to the laws of war in space treaty law, this seems a most appropriate point of departure. Being “well established . . . that the Hague Regulations have acquired the force of customary international law,” reinforcing that the principles of customary law would help create a clearer set of conduct for peacekeeping operations, belligerents, and space diplomacy at large.

Unlike conventional terrestrial conflict, conflict in space would rely on capital-intensive technology and a highly specialized cadre of astronautic military personnel. Therefore, it is imperative that the law of war in space develops into a highly specialized, normative regime. To this end, its drafters will likely find the normative framework of the UN Charter, the LOAC, and Geneva Conventions to be a helpful point of departure. That said, the law of space war necessitates a *lex specialis* regime, one prepared to deal with the challenges of an unprecedentedly militarized, twenty-first-century space race. The need for an updated, highly specialized legal framework is heightened by the threats of rapidly advancing ASAT technologies. Modern international initiatives such as MILAMOS and Woomera are valuable tools in refining the provisions of the powerful 1967 Outer Space Treaty and are a much-needed springboard for the drafting of tomorrow’s law of space.

Reinforcing the Outer Space Treaty’s ban on WMDs must remain a key element in informing today’s debate on the use of weapons in outer space. The bold and prescient provisions of the OST must be strengthened
and updated to best address present and future challenges. Moreover, it is important to reiterate that “updating” these arms control provisions should not be interpreted as prejudicing or limiting the use of other weapons for self-defense based on terrestrial law and tradition. In fact, maintaining the right to self-defense, while strengthening and refining the OST’s ban of WMDs, is the most effective way to address the menace of nuclear weapons in space. Efforts to reaffirm and update the OST are urgent when accounting for the devastating scope of a nuclear weapon detonated from space. According to NASA research, a space denotation could have 8 to 17 times the blast radius of a nuclear detonation on Earth.\textsuperscript{34}

### Protections for Astronauts

Historically considered the envoys of mankind, astronauts cannot logically be considered combatants—just as military chaplains and paramedics are not in the conventional military. Maj Robert Ramey, USAF, contends that “it would simply be incongruous for one person to simultaneously constitute a combatant and an ‘envoy of mankind.’”\textsuperscript{35} As noncombatants, states are “prompted by sentiments of humanity” to assist astronauts wherever possible, similarly to individuals in distress on the high seas.\textsuperscript{36}

While envoys of mankind are reasonably distinguished from combatants, the distinction may become blurred in a state of war, “as there will undoubtedly be some role for military astronauts in space combat.”\textsuperscript{37} Whereas astronauts have never been considered military personnel under the auspices of peaceful military exploration, current military developments require an analysis of the relevant, applicable \textit{jus in bello} to their activities in space. In the event of hostilities, would astronauts constitute legitimate military targets? According to Mačák, “Astronauts maintain their status as ‘envoys of mankind’ and the concomitant rights unless and until they engage in conduct with a material nexus to an armed conflict.”\textsuperscript{38} Their conduct as combatants would \textit{eo ipso} (by their own account) transform them into legitimate military targets.\textsuperscript{39} After all, “there is no reason the term combatant could not apply to military personnel in space just as it does to individuals on land, sea, and air if authorized to engage in armed conflict.”\textsuperscript{40}

To establish the combatant status of astronauts according to the standards of the 1907 Hague Convention, astronauts must (1) “be commanded by a person responsible for his subordinates”; (2) “have a fixed distinctive emblem recognizable at a distance”; (3) “carry arms openly”; and (4) “conduct their operations in accordance with the laws and customs of war.”\textsuperscript{41}

In Ramey’s view, the classification of astronauts as envoys of mankind is to be interpreted with the object and purpose of the document in which
this view is expressed, namely the OST. The view presupposing the “peaceful purposes” of space activities would be nullified insomuch as belligerent space activities would violate the treaty. In this regard, *jus in bello* norms are certifiably applicable to astronauts who engage in nonpeaceful activities with the astronauts and/or the space assets of other states.

Therefore, in having identified the hostile acts of astronauts in a state of war, UN Resolution 2345 (XXII)—the Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts and the Return of Objects Launched into Outer Space (herein termed the Astronaut Convention)—would be null. As stated by Canadian space legal counsel Michel Bourbonnière, “The Rescue Agreement never specifically enounces conditions of war or of use of military force. Furthermore, there is no specific mention of any intent to modify the Geneva Conventions which regulate capture.” In this case, *jus in bello spatialis* would, like terrestrial combat, designate captured astronauts as prisoners of war. Though protected under the international humanitarian law of the Geneva Convention, they would not enjoy diplomatic immunity. This caveat would nullify the requirement of the capturing state to return captured astronauts to their launching state as required by the Astronaut Convention. While the Astronaut Convention would cease to enjoy legal value during armed conflict, the Convention “cannot preclude a military astronaut from seeking political asylum since this is a well-established right in international public law.” Furthermore, as in the case of a pilot having to evacuate his aircraft, future space law should provide the same protection to Airmen as stated in Article 39(1) of the 1977 Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Convention (AP I), guaranteeing that a military astronaut is not a legitimate target when piloting a disabled spacecraft toward earth.

### Protections for Satellites, Neutrality, and Dual-Use Technology

In a state of war, a similar albeit different approach would apply to satellites, which would no longer enjoy immunity as they have historically been accorded by the Conference on Disarmament and Article VIII of the OST. Similarly to astronauts, upon the opening of hostilities, satellites engaging in or facilitating military activities constitute legitimate military targets. While satellites do assume military significance in a state of war, Article 1 of the 1977 Additional Protocol I (AP I) to the Geneva Convention underwrites the need for an attack to minimize all collateral damage. Considering the extent of debris caused by the use of kinetic or directed-energy weaponry, potentially damaging the function-
ality of satellites belonging to third parties or those serving civilian purposes, it has been argued that states should endeavor for a soft kill, reducing collateral damage by using cyber or electromagnetic jamming technology. Following from this concern, “ASAT attacks producing significant amounts of space debris that may affect the orbital environment for decades could be classified as a prohibited method or means of armed conflict under Art. 35 (3) of AP I, depending on the definition of the ‘natural environment.’” In addition to violating AP I, creating excessive debris would likely “violate the obligation of due regard for the interests of other States required in the OST (Art. IX).” The use of a highly destructive ASAT weapon, particularly a nuclear weapon, would also violate the Environmental Modification (ENMOD) Convention, which prohibits “any technique for changing—through the deliberate manipulation of natural processes—the dynamics, composition or structure of the earth, of its atmosphere . . . or of outer space.”

Naturally, it is also in the strategic interest of the belligerent parties to reduce debris to a minimum—to decrease the chances for collision—while increasing the functionality and orbit of satellites. In conclusion, Art. 36 of AP I stipulates that states that develop and eventually adopt a new weapon are “under the obligation to determine whether its employment would be prohibited by international law.” The employment of weaponry creating excess debris would be a clear example of such a violation.

Civilian satellites are protected under Article 52(2) of AP I, expressly ruling out the possibility of “attacks and reprisals against civil objects.” Such civilian space assets may be identified through the Registry of Space Objects, stipulated by the 1974 Registration Convention. Civilian satellites may, however, be attacked if the civilian assets are “being used to support military activity.”

With a projected threefold increase in the number of both military and (predominately) civilian satellites launched over the next seven years, dual-use satellites concealing offensive capabilities are of ever greater concern. The possibility of satellite jamming satellites that can evade international law and verification has become a key security issue. Civilian satellites can also be equipped with this technology—categorized as a space-stalker threat with dual-use, potentially offensive capabilities. Such technologies include robotic arms and radio frequency jammers and lasers that, while traditionally serving as satellite maintenance and/or communications equipment, may host a range of offensive military capabilities. Under current legal norms, seemingly peaceful capabilities, while in effect offensive in their purpose, could be easily concealed from national
and international compliance monitoring efforts. Assuming the general immunity of civilian assets under customary law, the current state of ASAT legislation, and the Conference on Disarmament’s ambitious concept of an international inspectorate, satellite verification may remain difficult if not impossible to effectively implement.\(^5^9\)

Like the protections for astronauts in peacetime or those serving a non-belligerent or neutral state, satellites owned by a private firm or a neutral state are generally protected by immunity. However, the Hague Convention affirms that neutral states are not required to “forbid or restrict the use on behalf of the belligerents” of technology used for typically civilian purposes, such as weather or civilian communications satellites.\(^6^0\) While this protection is generally valid for the satellites of neutral states, neutrality protections could be reasonably voided upon discovery that the neutral state supplied a belligerent with sensitive information or high-tech capabilities such as remote sensing satellite imagery.\(^6^1\)

The rules of engagement are still to be determined, but attacking satellites would likely be a far more common mode of conflict than targeting astronauts. ASAT weapons include in-orbit threats (i.e., other satellites), direct-ascent land-based ICBMs, or electronic jamming from ground-based transmitters. See figures 1–3 below for a visual representation of direct-ascent attacks, electronic jamming, and a variety of orbital threats.

**Figure 1. Kinetic and directed-energy weapons.** (Reproduced from Defense Intelligence Agency [DIA], *Challenges to Security in Space* [Washington, DC: DIA, 2019], 8, [https://www.dia.mil/](https://www.dia.mil/).)

**Figure 2. Electromagnetic jamming.** (Reproduced from Defense Intelligence Agency [DIA], *Challenges to Security in Space* [Washington, DC: DIA, 2019], 9, [https://www.dia.mil/](https://www.dia.mil/).)
As figure 3 demonstrates, a number of space-based weapons may be integrated into a satellite, effectively transforming it into a fully offensive form of dual-use technology. Another form of ASAT weaponry was explored in a 1995 study for the US Air Force, which demonstrated how high-power electromagnetic radiation (EMP) could become the future weapon against satellites in geosynchronous orbit. The strategic employment of such zero-debris (ENMOD Convention–compliant) technology could be codified into future space law as a standard complementing the ban of more damaging (likely kinetic) ASAT weaponry.

Today, it is imperative for the US and its allies to defend themselves against satellite attacks in the hope of averting worldwide repercussions and a crippling of military readiness. Such attacks would have an immeasurable impact on civil society and the military, which depending on the extent of the attack would cause societies to shut down—as demonstrated by the May 1998 malfunction of the Galaxy IV satellite. With satellites facing ever greater threats from rapidly advancing ASAT capabilities, it is crucial that Washington lead in efforts to develop tomorrow’s protections for satellite technologies.

**Conclusion**

In drafting today’s and tomorrow’s rules of the road, the United States must encourage international de-escalation while relying on an advanced defensive posture in space. Leading and negotiating from a position of strength, Washington must advance a balanced, defensive capability as “a prerequisite for a credible deterrence.” Reminiscent of the Nixon administration’s policy of détente, the United States must undergird its position through the enhancement of treaty verification mechanisms and the international monitoring (e.g., the International Atomic Energy Agency) of space programs, both military and civilian.
A variation of this approach was recently described by Brown University researcher Nina Tannenwald as one advancing “stabilizing military activities.” In this approach, “stabilizing military activity (such as monitoring of arms control agreements) should be continued, while developing new weapons technologies that upset the strategic balance should be avoided.”

Tannenwald’s notion of “stabilizing military activities” mirrors the classical notion of mutual restraint or détente in nuclear deterrence theory. In other words, a realistic policy objective for space peace is likely not the outright banning of weaponized systems in space (though a militarization of the cosmos should be discouraged). Rather, it is one based on the deployment of defensive capabilities necessary to enforce treaty compliance and, in the worst-case scenario, to supply a crucial response to any form of aggression. In fact, it can reasonably be entertained that the drafters of the OST did not prohibit arms deployment in space sensu stricto for this exact reason. The deployment of defensive arms capabilities can serve for stabilizing (i.e., defensive) purposes as a crucial set of resources for the protection and effective guarantee of satellite immunity—a policy fundamental to upholding the prohibition of “interference with national technical means (treaty verification satellites).” In this vein, a defensive military presence in space remains central to the preservation of peace through the verification of present and future space arms treaty compliance.

Arms treaty compliance through satellite imagery, as a form of Tannenwald’s defensive stabilization, was first introduced through the employment of national technical means (NTM) of verification used by both the US and USSR in mutual compliance verification of the 1972 ABM Treaty. With the legal protection for NTM formally established into law through the 1991 START Treaty, military and civilian satellite immunity have proven fundamental to ensuring compliance with arms control treaties and remain as such to this day. An enhanced protection for NTM of verification, backed by a strong defensive posture in space, will be instrumental in guaranteeing the mutual restraint discussed by both Tannenwald and Gallagher—a model that can continue to inspire the United States, Russia, and China to cooperate on space arms control.

While this optimistic scenario may appear untenable to some, recent experience suggests that cooperation between space powers is more realistic than some strategists have suggested. A striking example of cooperation was seen between American and Russian astronauts during the political standoff between the two countries over the 2015 Ukraine crisis. This remarkable hallmark of international cooperation in space demonstrates
the possibility for the advancement of existing space law as well as the creation of new international legislation that underwrites the continued state practice of free and peaceful international exploration as embodied by the International Space Station (ISS). As US senator Albert Gore Sr. alluded to in 1962, acceptable space operations can indeed simultaneously be “military” and “nonaggressive.” In other words, “the test of any space activity must not be whether it is military or non-military, but whether or not it is consistent with the United Nations Charter and other obligations of international law.” These prescient considerations are a valuable springboard for future negotiation and the maintaining of peace in the space environment.

In light of these considerations, Washington must prioritize cooperation while remaining skeptical of Chinese and Russian proposals for both a complete or partial weapons ban. A complete weapons ban was initially suggested by the two parties in a working paper submitted to the Conference on Disarmament (CD/1778) in 2006, which was followed by the proposal for a partial weapons ban in the draft 2014 Treaty on the Prevention of the Placement of Weapons in Space, aka the PPWT. While the PPWT’s calls for a partial weapons ban may seem reasonable to some, the treaty proposed a ban just for on-orbit weapons and did not address ground-based ASAT weapons—a loophole that fueled international skepticism and ultimately led to the proposed treaty’s failure. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the activities of these powers—from China’s 2007 Fengyun 1C satellite incident to Russia’s evolving PL-19 program—foundationally undermine their credibility in committing to a completely or even partially deweaponized space environment. Referring specifically to Russia, though equally applicable to China, US Air Force attorney Christopher Petras contends that “given the extensive history of Russian military utilization of outer space under both the Soviet regime and succeeding administrations, the Russian Federation’s current musing about the demilitarization of space could reasonably be looked upon with skepticism.” Petras is referring to Russian (and formerly Soviet) thinking from the 1980s to the early 2000s and not the PPWT. Nevertheless, proponents of demilitarization must remain aware that “a regime promoting a purely nonmilitary approach to outer space”—similarly to the weapons ban espoused in the PPWT—“would likely be purely aspirational, lacking clear definitions or compliance measures.” In fact, “given the widespread use of space for surveillance and communication, the banning of all military activity in space is, in any case, a wholly impractical option.”
Following these conclusions, US national security interests are most likely advanced through the crafting of a defensive American military posture supportive of mutual restraint and, most importantly, through the enhancement of international space law. Strengthening diplomatic channels through the Conference on Disarmament and other international forums of diplomacy is a first, crucial step in the establishment of a codified *jus in bello spatialis* framework. As an important venue for the negotiation of historic arms control agreements and modern-day nuclear policy, the CD can play a vital role in limiting and codifying military operations in space. Providing further specificity and codifying the conduct of military space operations in the form of new, relevant treaty law will help establish modern precedent and a path for lasting peace in the space environment. From arms control to the rules of engagement and conflict resolution, it is imperative that continued arms control efforts be made through a treaty-driven framework. Doing so will strengthen the historic OST while providing a set of solutions appropriate for the challenges of today and tomorrow.

In today’s space age, the United States can and must spearhead cosmic diplomacy. After all, enhancing tomorrow’s normative space security framework is the only guarantee that “the dream of yesterday is the hope of today and the reality of tomorrow.”
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Abstract

Potential US adversaries have integrated nuclear weapons into their concepts for fighting and winning a future regional conflict. To this end, they have organized, trained, and equipped nuclear-capable forces for theater war fighting. The United States, and its allies, must prepare for adversaries who integrate conventional and nuclear arms to shape the regional battlespace, counter theater defenses, and combat coalition forces. The challenge posed by this conventional-nuclear integration (CNI) cuts across strategic, operational, and tactical levels of warfare. While CNI is not a new phenomenon, its growth and evolution in recent years is placing increasing pressure on US regional deterrence and defense strategies. To effectively deter this threat requires an integrated, but not mirror-imaged, approach. The goal of US CNI is to convince potential adversaries that integrating conventional and nuclear-capable forces grants insufficient advantages within a future regional conflict to overcome either the latter’s potential vulnerabilities or the risks attendant with attempting to leverage nuclear escalation. Potential adversaries are likely to retain some of these platforms and their associated nuclear weapons as a hedge against uncertainty. However, it is important for the Department of Defense to bolster US and allied deterrence postures in Europe and the Asia-Pacific by taking steps—prior to any regional crisis—to influence their cost-benefit calculus in contemplating the deployment or employment of nuclear weapons in theater. This article proposes a three-part framework using the Department of Defense’s Deterrence Operations – Joint Operating Concept (deny benefits, impose costs, and encourage restraint) to plan and posture for accomplishing this goal.

*****

Russia, China, and North Korea are fundamentally opposed to regional security arrangements currently underpinned by US defense commitments. They are determined to undermine these
alliances and partnerships and are preparing for potential future regional conflicts with the United States and its allies. They recognize, however, that US and allied militaries represent a formidable challenge when fighting together with full national support. To counter these forces, potential adversaries seek to fully integrate all elements of their military power, sow political division between Washington and allied capitals, and exploit potential seams and gaps within US and allied theater defense postures.

An important component of their approach is integrating conventional and nuclear-capable forces into their political-military strategies. For advanced militaries, nuclear-capable forces include delivery systems that are solely devoted to a nuclear role and dual-capable platforms that can carry either conventional or nuclear weapons (and whose status and armaments may be unclear to a potential opponent). All three states have developed and deployed both long-range “strategic” nuclear-armed missiles and theater-range (i.e., short-, medium-, or intermediate-range) nuclear-capable delivery systems, with the latter serving alongside, or intermixed with, their conventional forces. These integrated forces provide these actors with the ability to develop combined arms theater campaign plans bringing conventional and nuclear capabilities to bear against US and allied forces within a future potential regional conflict. As stated by Brad Roberts, former deputy assistant secretary of defense (DASD) for nuclear and missile defense policy, the “United States must expect that nuclear weapons would play a role in regional wars against Russia or China,” as both Moscow and Beijing have incorporated nuclear coercion, and potential employment, into their “theories of victory” for these types of conflicts. Roberts further assesses that North Korea’s nuclear weapons and missile development programs may have granted it “operationally attractive” options for a “credible anti-access area-denial strategy” against the United States and South Korea within a future conflict on the Korean Peninsula. Keith Payne, who also previously served in this DASD role, shares many of these same concerns. In 2018 he noted, “We must understand how to deter Great Powers and nuclear-armed Rogues from exploiting limited nuclear threats and/or escalation for coercive purposes in support of their respective goals to change established orders and borders in Europe [and] Asia.”

For US policy makers, it is important to recognize that present efforts to address the challenge posed by conventional-nuclear integration (CNI) can be informed by the Cold War, when the Soviet Union attempted to utilize a combination of conventional forces and theater-range nuclear delivery systems to threaten and attempt to fracture the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). The United States met this challenge with
its own integrated conventional-nuclear force, with the allied regional defense posture relying on the US arsenal of “non-strategic” nuclear weapons to counter the Warsaw Pact’s significant advantage in conventional forces. Critically, however, the present CNI threat from adversaries combines both of these concepts. Russia, China, and North Korea field integrated forces to challenge US regional defense alliances and deterrence postures while also viewing CNI as necessary to offset what they assess as contemporary US advantages in conventional forces.

As a result, while aspects of the present situation echo the Cold War, today’s CNI environment is more complex than in the past era. The United States must address the challenge of three potential adversaries fielding integrated conventional and nuclear forces, to include new theater-range, nuclear-capable mobile missiles recently fielded by each state. Our proposed counter-CNI strategy seeks to adapt to today’s multi-polar context, a half century of technological achievement, and the important fact that the United States is less reliant on nuclear weapons to impose costs on an opponent’s military forces within future regional conflicts than its potential adversaries. US policies and strategies for countering the evolving and cross-cutting CNI threat thus requires an integrated, but not mirror-imaged, response. It should leverage US conventional and nuclear-capable forces to enhance regional deterrence and defeat options, without mimicking potential adversaries by overly and dangerously relying on the threat or use of nuclear weapons in theater to prevail in a potential future regional conflict.

This article begins by defining the broader phenomenon of CNI and the present CNI threat posed by Russia, China, and North Korea. Next, it assesses why these potential adversaries seek to integrate their conventional and nuclear-capable forces and how these states may seek to use them in regional crises and conflicts. It then uses the concepts within the DOD three-part framework from *Deterrence Operations – Joint Operating Concept* (deny benefits, impose costs, and encourage restraint) to propose potential courses of action for countering this evolving threat. The US military must prepare for adversaries to readily accept and leverage nuclear risk to realize an advantage in a future regional conflict. With adversary CNI posing a number of pressing challenges to US and allied defense policies and postures, we focus our assessments and recommendations on steps US policy makers and combatant commanders can take to bolster regional deterrence and assurance strategies. These include preparing US war fighters to combat and defeat an opponent’s integrated conventional and nuclear forces while signaling preparedness and resiliency to potential adversaries.
Defining the CNI Phenomenon and Present Threat

CNI is a subset of the broader phenomena of nuclear-conventional “entanglement,” a term referring to the ways and means by which conventional and nuclear forces may intersect, interconnect, and/or overlap. Importantly, entanglement does not necessarily attribute intentionality to this interrelationship. Research on this subject often focuses on areas of entanglement that may be unintentional and, therefore, are either reversible or can be otherwise addressed to reduce the risk that overlap could lead to nuclear crisis or conflict.

We define CNI as the deliberate, calculated decision by a state actor to combine conventional and nuclear-capable forces for the purpose of realizing strategic, theater, and/or tactical military objectives that it assesses cannot be achieved through the use of conventional forces alone. This intentionality extends across a spectrum of activities associated with fielding military forces. These include researching and developing delivery systems and weapons that can fit into an integrated force (such as dual-capable missiles that can carry conventional or nuclear warheads); organizing, training, and equipping both conventional and nuclear-capable military forces; preparing, planning, and training these forces to operate together; and openly conducting tests or exercises for combined operations, demonstrating how one type can support or enable the other and/or making clear to outside audiences that nuclear-capable forces are integral to theater war-fighting concepts. The focus here is on the integration of conventional and nuclear-capable forces by Russia, China, and North Korea as actors that represent potential adversaries of the United States. It is important to note, however, that CNI is a broader phenomenon that also extends to states such as Pakistan, which has integrated short- and medium-range nuclear-capable forces into strategies and plans for defending its territory against a potential cross-border offensive by large numbers of Indian conventional forces.

Understanding the Evolving CNI Threat

While the integration of nuclear and conventional forces never fully disappeared after the end of the Cold War (to include for the purposes of preparing for potential regional contingencies), CNI has substantively evolved in the past five years in a manner posing additional threats and challenges to the United States and its allies.

Russia, China, and North Korea have devoted significant resources to developing and fielding new theater-range, nuclear-capable delivery sys-
tems. Their goal is to supplement their conventional forces and to provide their national leaders with options for threatening regional states and holding US and allied targets at risk below the threshold of strategic nuclear forces. Russia deliberately violated the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty that reflected US–Russian mutual agreement to fully eliminate an entire class of missiles and reduce the risk of regional nuclear crises. It did so by developing and fielding the SSC-8/9M729, a dual-capable, ground-launched intermediate-range cruise missile—the exact type of delivery system expressly banned by the treaty. As stated in November 2018 by then-director of national intelligence Dan Coats, Russia now fields “multiple battalions of 9M729 missiles, which pose a direct conventional and nuclear threat against most of Europe and parts of Asia.” The missile joins a range of other Russian short- and medium-range nuclear-capable delivery systems (ground, naval, and air) that can be equipped with munitions from the country’s “active stockpile” of approximately 2,000 “non-strategic nuclear weapons.” China currently fields the world’s largest arsenal of medium- and intermediate-range conventional and nuclear-capable missiles. While Beijing long restricted its nuclear forces to a relatively small number of silo-based intercontinental ballistic missiles kept at a low level of readiness, it now deploys multiple mobile nuclear-capable delivery systems. These include the DF-26, an intermediate-range ballistic missile (IRBM) that the Chinese media describes as having an “aircraft carrier killer” role and the DOD states is “capable of rapidly swapping conventional and nuclear warheads” and ranging US bases across the Indo-Pacific region as far as Guam. In addition, North Korea has pursued a breakneck effort to develop a range of conventional and nuclear-capable missiles, to include theater-range, nuclear-capable systems such as the KN-15 MRBM and Hwasong-12 IRBM. Pyongyang has successfully test-launched both missiles from transporter erector launchers (TEL), leading a number of analysts to conclude these systems are either operational or will be in the near future. Moreover, Russia and China, per unclassified US government assessments, maintain open production lines for nuclear weapons (with China potentially doubling its nuclear arsenal in the next decade), while North Korea has stated it maintains the ability to produce fissile material for new weapons. The implications of such developments are that Russia, China, and North Korea have intermingled their conventional and nuclear-capable forces.

Russia, for example, currently deploys several SSC-8/9M729 IRBMs together with its conventional forces (to include conventionally armed ballistic missiles) stationed in the Kaliningrad Oblast bordering Poland.
and Lithuania, where these missiles can range a number of key NATO military facilities across several states.\textsuperscript{21} China’s People’s Liberation Army Rocket Force (PLARF), responsible for the country’s ground-based missile fleet, assigns brigades of conventional and dual-capable delivery systems to shared bases, appears to deploy and/or exercise these brigades in overlapping areas, and is increasingly training its personnel in how to use both.\textsuperscript{22} This situation led at least one PLARF officer to publicly note the increased burden in training, stating in 2017 that “our missile weapon systems are both nuclear- and conventional-capable. . . . Nuclear must be learned, and conventional also must be learned. This is equivalent to one person doing two jobs.”\textsuperscript{23} China’s command-and-control systems and processes for conventional and nuclear-capable missiles also appear to be either shared or substantively overlap.\textsuperscript{24} In addition, North Korea’s conventional, dual-capable, and nuclear missile programs are closely integrated, both in terms of “systems integration” and in some cases, co-location at certain bases.\textsuperscript{25}

Russia, China, and North Korea have also conducted exercises and/or tests where nuclear-capable forces carry out strikes demonstrating their ability to support a broader, integrated force in its achievement of regional war-fighting objectives. From 2013 to the present, several Russian military exercises have combined conventional and nuclear-capable forces in operations practicing for an armed conflict against an unnamed adversary that appears closely modeled on NATO. These exercises have included “simulated” nuclear attacks against NATO members and partners and tests of various types of nuclear-capable systems in providing fire support to conventional forces.\textsuperscript{26} In August 2020, China made public a recently concluded “cross regional confrontational exercise,” allegedly held in response to the “US provocatively [sending] two aircraft carriers to the South China Sea for exercises [with] India, Japan and Australia” that practiced striking mobile targets at sea, such as aircraft carriers.\textsuperscript{27} This exercise followed a number of other PLARF exercises highlighted by Chinese government-controlled media outlets in the last four years that have featured theater-range, nuclear-capable missile units rapidly deploying and carrying out simulated strike operations against an advanced military opponent equipped with fighter jets and “electronic warfare” capabilities (which in at least one case was directly referred to as the “blue team” squaring off against the PLA’s “red team”).\textsuperscript{28} North Korea has stated that past tests of its nuclear-capable missiles represent practice for potential future strikes against US military bases in Japan.\textsuperscript{29} These tests (and statements) are consistent with both South Korean and US assessments of North
Korea’s strategy for a future conflict on the peninsula, which would first rely on “coercive nuclear preemptive threats” with ballistic missiles to try to prevent unified US and allied action against its forces. If these threats failed to have the desired effect, Pyongyang would then lean on artillery and missile strikes, to possibly include with nuclear weapons, against Seoul and US bases in South Korea and Japan to support a surprise attack by its conventional forces to attempt to win a quick victory prior to the arrival of US reinforcements.

In short, these above developments reflect the DIA’s 2018 assessment that Russia, China, and North Korea are developing and fielding nuclear capabilities “for military or coercive use on the battlefield.” All three states view integrated forces—and the credible threat of nuclear employment on regional battlefields by theater-range platforms—as important to their “theories of victory” for future potential regional conflicts.

Why Pursue CNI?

Development of capability alone, however, does not fully explain the intent of potential adversaries or the potential risks CNI poses to the United States and its allies. Why have Russia, China, and North Korea pursued CNI, and why should their integration of conventional and nuclear-capable forces concern the United States?

Russia, China, and North Korea’s perspective on regional affairs represents a jaundiced form of realism; while they strongly believe they are engaged in a “zero sum game” with the United States and its allies (with regional prestige and influence the prize), they categorically reject ever accepting a regional balance of power. Russian and Chinese leaders are determined to be seen both at home and abroad as the preeminent power within their respective regions (with North Korea’s primary concern that it be recognized as the strongest state on the Korean Peninsula and a power center independent from the United States and China). All three thus strongly oppose and continually seek to undermine US-led regional security arrangements, which Russia and China view as obstacles to assuming their “rightful” place as first among equals in the region. Meanwhile, North Korea fears that US allies such as Japan will wholeheartedly support Washington’s efforts to topple its ruling regime.

This competitive animosity leads these states to contemplate and prepare for potential armed conflict with the United States and its allies either on or near their borders or within what they view as their traditional sphere of influence. All three likely assess that they face a significant challenge in defeating the United States and its regional allies within a conflict
that solely features conventional forces. They worry that US conventional forces will best their own in a future fight and fear facing the same type of ignominious defeats meted out to autocrats such as Slobodan Milosevic and Saddam Hussein in past conflicts. Moreover, they are deeply wary of launching any kinetic strike against the US homeland, likely calculating this type of attack would bring the full force of the United States to bear on a conflict they would prefer remain regional.

Russia, China, and North Korea thus conclude they face a significant security dilemma in their pursuit, within their respective regions, of what they consider critical national objectives. They believe it imperative to field and wield military power that can coerce and compel other regional states to accept their leadership. At the same time, however, they seek to limit US involvement, and prevent US intervention, in regional affairs, to include within any military crises or conflicts. Moreover, they are committed to preparing for a possible future fight with the United States or its allies and resolve to find a potential pathway to victory either on the battlefield or at the negotiating table.

We assess that Russia, China, and North Korea conclude that integrating conventional and nuclear forces, with the latter specifically featuring theater-range options, can play a key role in achieving these imperatives. CNI does so, in their view, by allowing their military forces to realize some or all the following objectives within a potential regional conflict with the United States and its allies.

**To Guarantee at Least a Draw (and Thus Preserve the Regime)**

Russia, China, and North Korea all view military power as a critical tool of statecraft and seek to use it to coerce and compel other states. All three are wary, however, of the risks of military aggression against the United States and its allies. They do not have full confidence of victory in a regional conventional military conflict. Moreover, their leaders may fear that suffering a serious military reversal in the field could pave the way for US-imposed regime change or even catalyze an internal coup d'état.

In the face of these grim (but in their view, entirely plausible) outcomes, Russia, China, and North Korea likely view theater-range, nuclear-capable forces as critical to preventing potential setbacks within a future regional military conflict from turning into routs. They may conclude that the only means to force the conclusion of an armed conflict not going their way is to threaten US and allied forces with a theater nuclear strike unless both sides agree to a cease-fire and/or a negotiated settlement. Should this fail to end hostilities (and if their conventional forces continue to suffer
reverses in the field), they may seriously contemplate employing a theater nuclear strike against US and allied forces, perhaps even on or within the boundaries of their own borders to cover a military retreat. They may gamble that nuclear employment in the midst of ongoing combat—perhaps with a small number of weapons configured for low yield and low fallout—would fall below the threshold of the US stated policy to impose “intolerable costs” in response to an adversary’s nuclear attack. 39

Their leaders very likely understand that a nuclear strike causing significant US or allied civilian casualties would result in devastating counter-strike. But in the heat of a battle with potentially existential stakes, they may bet that a “limited” nuclear attack on US or allied military forces—particularly if these forces were either afloat or away from major civilian population centers—might be assessed differently by US leaders. All three states may share the assessment of Bernard Brodie, who in his 1965 classic, Escalation and the Nuclear Option, concluded that “the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons in tactical operations seems at least as likely to check as to promote the expansion of hostilities.”40 Like the venerable Cold War strategist, they may conclude that theater nuclear employment will not necessarily result in a broader nuclear war, as the attacked party may hesitate to order a significant nuclear counterattack for fear of initiating a mutually destructive nuclear conflagration. If so, this form of nuclear employment may be viewed as an acceptable risk and the best, or perhaps the only, way to halt the advance of coalition forces and compel the United States and its allies to accept a negotiated settlement. 41

To Discourage Allied Participation and/or US Intervention

Any future regional crisis or conflict involving Russia, China, or North Korea will occur near their borders and under a nuclear shadow cast by their growing nuclear arsenals. Potential adversaries may view CNI’s ability to put pressure on US alliances as one of its prime benefits, forcing foreign leaders to contemplate the possibility that their populations and military forces can be targeted with nuclear-capable platforms from the outset of hostilities. CNI allows Russia, China, and North Korea to exercise or deploy large integrated conventional-nuclear forces—prominently featuring theater-range, nuclear-capable delivery systems—adjacent to allied territory.

Russia and North Korea, for example, have already made open, credible nuclear threats against allied targets in Europe and the Asia-Pacific, respectively. In addition to the simulated nuclear attacks against NATO noted above, Russian officials and legislators have made public nuclear
threats against NATO allies and partners for their support of activities such as theater missile defense exercises and hosting US forces. 42 North Korea regularly makes bellicose nuclear threats against US regional allies, to include stating that Japan’s main islands can be “sunken into the sea” with nuclear weapons and that South Korea faces “pre-emptive” and “indiscriminate” nuclear attacks due to its ongoing military cooperation with Washington. 43 These statements aim to dissuade key allied and partner capitals from operating or exercising with the US military and to convince their publics to oppose hosting or otherwise supporting US forces. These shots across the bow may also represent attempts by potential adversaries to influence regional states to consider denying the US military access to airports and seaports in a future conflict, slowing the flow of US forces intended to relieve beleaguered allies into the theater (and possibly tipping the balance of a contested fight).

Adversaries may also view CNI as useful for raising questions in Washington regarding whether overseas allies are worth the potential cost in US blood and treasure necessary to defend them against nuclear threats from delivery systems that cannot range the United States. They may also seek to raise doubts in allied capitals regarding whether a US president would answer these questions in the affirmative. These issues are not new. During the Cold War, Western European leaders perennially asked whether a US president would really “trade New York or Detroit to save Hamburg or Bonn.” 44 They are made acute, however, by the evolution and expansion of theater-range, nuclear-capable options and the fact that these capabilities are fielded by multiple actors. Dissuading the United States from military intervention on behalf of allies, and persuading these actors they may be better off negotiating their own forms of bilateral détente, will be top priorities for Russia, China, or North Korea in a future regional military crisis or conflict. All three may view CNI as a way to achieve both objectives.

To Provide Fidelity for (Theater) Brinkmanship

Potential adversaries may also believe that integration grants them a more expansive military tool kit for managing and exploiting future regional crises. They may view CNI as granting ways and means for manipulating nuclear risk in a regional crisis or conflict in a manner that enhances the reach or weight of their conventional forces. Russian military writings, for example, argue that “the threat of nuclear escalation, particularly with nonstrategic nuclear weapons, helps amplify the coercive effect of strategic conventional weapons.” 45 The mobility of theater-range, nuclear-capable
platforms that can transit to and from border areas, for example, can pro-
vide leaders with a form of local pressure that can be readily dialed up or
down against neighboring or nearby states as needed.\footnote{46}

Introducing theater-range, nuclear-capable forces into a region and/or
spotlighting their presence may also be viewed—by potential adversaries
and allies—as a way to ratchet up tensions during a crisis by providing the
former with a more plausible battlefield weapon than “strategic” nuclear
forces capable of reaching the United States. Saber rattling with the latter
would likely prompt the United States to quickly respond with strong
deterrence and assurance measures. Potential adversaries may calculate
that the ambiguous status of integrated forces in theater permits them to
communicate threats with these capabilities that will effectively play on
the fears of regional actors without directly antagonizing Washington.\footnote{47}

**To Complicate the Rules of Engagement (ROE) and Targeting**

A potential adversary might also hope that deliberately intermixing
conventional and nuclear-capable forces at certain locations, or as part of
a specific combined arms operation, will shield the latter and transfer this
protection to nearby assets. Its intent is for the United States to either
hesitate before launching an attack against an intermixed force or other-
wise truncate target lists in a way that limits the effectiveness of strikes.\footnote{48}
For Russia, China, and North Korea, this ability to buy time, and perhaps
a form of protection, for their integrated forces in theater may be consid-
ered an important way to achieve a military balance against the United
States and its allies. It may also provide a means of safeguarding certain
key homeland targets, such as rear-area military headquarters or political
leadership sites, from US conventional attacks through stationing nuclear-
capable forces at these locations or signaling (or tacitly allowing the US to
conclude) that these facilities are integral to the command and control to
some or all of their nuclear forces.

This approach relies on potential adversaries making two broad as-
sumptions. The first is that the United States is unable to readily discern
the difference between intermixed conventional and nuclear-armed forces
in theater. US forces will thus prove wary of engaging the combined forces
of an opponent out of concern the possible inadvertent or incidental de-
struction of nuclear platforms (or their means of command and control)
could escalate a conventional fight into a nuclear conflict. The second as-
sumption is that even in those cases where the United States is confident
it has correctly identified an opponent’s theater-range, nuclear-capable
platform, it will hesitate to attack these forces. Recognizing that these
forces represent high-value assets (due to their limited numbers, their value to leadership, or other factors), the United States may fear attacks on these platforms will quickly place an opponent into a “use or lose” situation with its remaining delivery systems.\textsuperscript{49}

If these assumptions proved correct, CNI could pose a unique obstacle to US freedom of action regarding attacking key adversary forces, bases, and supporting elements. Potential adversaries are deeply concerned by the speed, accuracy, and effectiveness of US strike capabilities and are eager to find ways and means to counter this advantage. They may view comingling conventional and nuclear-capable forces as useful for slowing or even paralyzing US military activities in the field, complicating US ROEs, forcing US war fighters to gather onerous amounts of information before acting, and/or pushing targeting decisions up the command chain.

\textit{To Enhance the Lethality of Standoff Strike Options}

Nuclear weapons are uniquely powerful; the effects of detonation include blast, heat, radiation, and an electromagnetic pulse.\textsuperscript{50} A nuclear warhead’s explosion is orders of magnitude more destructive than a comparably-sized conventional one. By arming theater-range platforms with nuclear weapons, aggressors significantly increase the destructive capacity of their standoff strike options.

This enhanced lethality can boost broad efforts to restrict US and allied freedom of movement in theater that are sometimes collectively referred to as anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) strategies. Adversaries may believe that the threat of a possible nuclear strike in theater will cause US political leaders and military commanders to hesitate before flowing additional forces into a particular region or lead to less efficient, more dispersed force flow. They may also hope the presence and posture of theater-range, nuclear-capable systems on or near their land or maritime borders can force US ground forces to avoid using or transiting through certain areas or US naval forces to keep their distance from coastlines.

Potential adversaries who fear they are overmatched in theater (whether due to US and allied strike systems in particular or some “correlation” of offensive and defensive forces in general) may view the destructive potential of theater-range, nuclear-capable forces as providing a more favorable balance of forces, particularly if they only have limited numbers of standoff strike systems available.\textsuperscript{51} In the event of an actual conflict, equipping platforms such as theater-range mobile ballistic missiles with nuclear warheads may also provide an option for delivering a stinging blow against massed coalition forces or other critical targets that are either outside the
reach, or resilient to the effects, of their conventional platforms. At a basic level, nuclear weapons may be the most lethal munitions available to an opposing force, and their use in combat could simply reflect a potential adversary’s assessment that military necessity demands their employment.

The above list is not intended to be comprehensive or all inclusive, nor do all these reasons apply to every potential adversary that integrates its conventional and nuclear-capable forces. Several of the above factors, however, likely figure into the decision-making calculus of potential adversaries. Understanding the nuances of why potential adversaries are pursuing CNI is essential for the United States to prepare efficiently and effectively to deter, counter, and defeat these types of capabilities.

**Countering the CNI Threat**

Adversary CNI poses two interrelated challenges for US policy makers and US combatant commanders. First, Russian, Chinese, and North Korean CNI represents a cross-cutting challenge for US defense policy and military strategy. Their integration of conventional and nuclear-capable forces can affect a range of US and allied cost-benefit calculations before and during hostilities. By placing pressure on US alliances and extended deterrence guarantees, the CNI threat requires US policy makers to devote time and attention to assuring allies they are protected against an opponent’s conventional and nuclear forces, to include during any regional contingency or conflict. It also necessitates US policy makers making resource decisions on capability investments, the placement of forces, and other matters relevant to countering potential adversaries in contested regions. Furthermore, it presents a range of operational and tactical issues for US combatant commands that must plan against the challenges posed by an opponent’s integrated force, to include the possible threat of nuclear employment in a regional conflict. Moreover, these various challenges cannot be separated from each other. Adversaries and allies must believe the United States has both the political will and military capacity to directly counter, deter, and if necessary, defeat an integrated force fielding conventional and nuclear-capable assets in a regional fight far from US shores.

The second challenge is convincing potential adversaries that theater-range, nuclear capable delivery systems operating as part of an integrated force do not represent a critical offset to, or a competitive advantage against, US and allied forces in a regional conflict. Russia, China, and North Korea likely assess that the stakes of a possible regional armed conflict are higher for them than for the United States. Potential adversaries may view CNI as a useful *cost imposition* strategy vis-à-vis the United States.
States, prompting US commanders to expend significant time and resources to either defend against or attempt to avoid platforms they are forced to treat as highly lethal war-fighting assets. As described by Kenneth Ekman, “Cost imposition strategies focus on eliciting an adversary response that creates a hardship differential favoring the initiating nation. . . Necessary preconditions include the requirement and will to compete, the impetus to do so efficiently, and the potential to do so from a position of capability advantage with ability and intent to elicit a disadvantageous response from an adversary.” To counter this strategy, the United States must attempt to convince potential adversaries that integrating conventional and nuclear-capable forces will incur rather than impose costs, particularly if they are used to commit regional aggression.

Addressing these two challenges in an era of military competition with Great Powers and ongoing contention with rogue regimes requires renewed policy attention and military focus. Following the approach to deterrence stated in the Department of Defense Deterrence Operations – Joint Operating Concept, US policy makers and combatant commanders must work together to affect the “adversary’s decision calculus elements in three ‘ways’: Deny Benefits, Impose Costs, and Encourage Adversary Restraint.”

Importantly, due to the unique challenges posed by nuclear weapons, deterrence (and parallel efforts to assure allies) cannot rely on conventional forces alone. The United States needs its own integrated response addressing adversary CNI as a strategic, operational, and tactical threat. Combatant commanders, for example, need to develop plans and activities designed specifically to deter potential adversaries from either integrating their forces or attempting to leverage CNI for the purposes of intimidation, coercion, or armed aggression within a contested region. The Department of Defense recognized this issue in the 2018 Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) and now requires “the integration of [US] nuclear and non-nuclear military planning. Combatant Commands and Service components will be organized and resourced for this mission, and will plan, train, and exercise to integrate US nuclear and non-nuclear forces to operate in the face of adversary nuclear threats and employment.” The NPR further notes that “the United States will coordinate integration activities with allies facing nuclear threats and examine opportunities for additional allied burden sharing of the nuclear deterrence mission.”

Critically, however, this integration should counter, but not mirror-image, the CNI strategy of potential adversaries. The latter’s approach incorporates CNI as part of broader political and military strategies that ultimately rely on coercion and threats of aggression to reorder regional
security arrangements. In addition, all three states have rejected US offers over the past decade to engage in substantive talks on arms control, strategic stability, or regional confidence-building measures for nuclear or conventional forces. They assert that their increased commitment to nuclear forces (to include theater-range, nuclear capable delivery systems) is necessary to address a dangerous and unstable regional security environment, but for the most part refuse to engage in diplomacy that could address a range of risks associated with military competition, whether with nuclear, conventional, or both types of forces.

In contrast, the US approach to CNI should be carefully calibrated and clearly communicated as a commitment to regional stability that directly denies the benefits, and increases the costs, of nuclear threats and aggression. US CNI can be further differentiated from potential adversaries’ approach to integration by emphasizing that, as an important part of the US approach to extended deterrence, it is collaborative in nature, reflecting Washington’s readiness to accept risks to defend its allies against all threats. In addition, the United States should continue to press all three capitals to participate in diplomatic talks and military-to-military engagements aimed at verifiably reducing nuclear risks, to include those associated with entanglement, while simultaneously ensuring its force capabilities and posture provide US negotiators with a strong hand in future negotiations. By making these distinctions in the development of a US approach to CNI, policy makers and combatant commanders can ensure the US response to integrated nuclear and conventional threats both assures nervous allies and imposes costs on those choosing to rely on delivery systems such as theater-range, nuclear-capable platforms.

**Deny CNI Benefits (Intermingling)**

Potential adversaries may believe they can realize a number of benefits from intermingling their conventional and nuclear forces, to include complicating US efforts to understand their order of battle, obscuring the nature and purpose of key strike systems, and even attempting to protect certain locations or units from attack. To deny them from realizing any advantages from either attempting to cloak their intent or shield key assets, the United States should seek to equip military commanders with intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities that can help disentangle these integrated forces by identifying the presence of nuclear weapons on the battlefield.

The development and fielding of tools for providing commanders with this information represents a significant, but not insurmountable, techni-
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cal and tactical challenge. Past experiments have demonstrated the ability to use standoff platforms equipped with radiation detectors to find radioactive signatures at a distance, to include those associated with nuclear weapons. In 1989 US and Russian scientists, as part of a joint effort to develop verification tools for future nuclear arms control agreements, successfully demonstrated that a helicopter equipped with a neutron detector could find a nuclear weapon stored inside a surface ship from a range of 100–150 meters. Later experiments using detectors carried by piloted and remotely piloted platforms have shown improvement in the ability to detect different types of radiation sources at these and greater distances, to include in radioactively contaminated environments. Although not designed for battlefield conditions, these platforms and their sensors could possibly be modified for military purposes. In addition to providing means for detecting nuclear weapons on a battlefield and depriving potential adversaries the ability to hide or mask the status of delivery systems (or the larger force elements within which they are integrated), these types of platforms could also prove invaluable for finding and securing stored, unused, or even lost nuclear weapons and help support future diplomatic efforts to develop a new generation of arms control agreements.

Deny CNI Benefits (Lethality)

Within potential future regional conflicts, the United States and its allies may face adversaries willing to take significant risks to achieve their goals or to avoid ignominious defeat. A combatant commander facing an adversary with an integrated nuclear and conventional force must prepare for the possibility that it may seriously contemplate a theater nuclear strike even if it is well aware that the United States can impose considerable costs in response.

In addition, potential adversaries may integrate their standoff strike capabilities (such as air and missile platforms) to boost the profile of their overall forces within a regional conflict. In doing so, they may hope to force their opponents to treat some or all of these forces as if they are equipped with nuclear munitions, expending finite time and resources attempting to deal with this amplified risk.

This scenario highlights the importance of the United States developing deterrence strategies to deny a potential adversary from realizing any benefits from launching a standoff nuclear strike in theater against US and allied forces and imposing significant costs should such a strike be attempted during a regional conflict. Such strategies can play a critical role in assuring allies that the United States wields both a sword and a shield.
on their behalf against CNI opponents. Deterrence by denial efforts aimed at achieving this goal can include mounting both “active” and “passive” defenses against an adversary’s theater-range, nuclear-capable platforms.

**Active defenses.** The primary US approach to protecting forces from theater air and missile threats is integrated air and missile defense (IAMD).58 IAMD posits a layered, dynamically active approach to incorporating “sensors and shooters” that brings together radars and theater missile defenses (such as Terminal High Altitude Area Defense [THAAD] and Patriot Advanced Capability [PAC]-3 batteries). This approach is “agnostic” with regard to the characteristics of the armaments of the air and missile platforms it defends against, and US military doctrine on IAMD does not generally focus on or otherwise highlight theater-range, nuclear-capable threats for prioritization, especially during a mass strike.59

This approach is both logical and practical in terms of broad application to the wide range of air and missile threats faced by US and allied forces worldwide. Within a region where an adversary has integrated its conventional and nuclear-capable forces, however, US policy makers and combatant commanders can send signals (e.g., via IAMD exercises) communicating to an adversary that it cannot trust that a limited theater nuclear strike will prove successful.60 In addition, intelligence-based tipping and cueing can help focus “sensors and shooters” on nuclear threats hidden within a larger salvo, focusing interceptors on the most lethal part of an adversary’s attempted strike. The realization that even a limited defensive system can plausibly destroy an inbound nuclear-armed missile or aircraft can serve as an important deterrent to potential adversaries launching such an attack. US and allied active defenses can tilt their cost-benefit assessments against attempting a standoff strike whose prospects are uncertain but whose initiation invites major retaliation.

No defense, however, can provide a perfect shield against all incoming attacks. An unfavorable ratio of interceptors against the number of both conventional and nuclear missiles an adversary can fire (and/or air defenses against adversary dual-capable strike aircraft) requires a theater IAMD approach that integrates offensive and defensive operations.61 During a conflict, for example, ISR systems tracking an adversary’s theater-range, nuclear-capable systems could send information about an imminent launch to both missile defense interceptors and piloted and remotely piloted assets already in the air.62 These latter forces could then undertake actions (both kinetic and nonkinetic) to destroy, disable, or otherwise disrupt adversary air and missile forces before they can fully launch an attack or fire a second salvo, helping to prevent US and allied defenses from being overwhelmed—
even as these latter forces are already alerted to, tracking, and preparing to intercept any missiles that make it into the air.

With this mixed offense-defense approach, the United States and its allies can place and posture forces that can rapidly impose costs on an opponent’s launchers and their support elements at the same time as partnering defensive capabilities are denying the benefits of the attempted strike. This can further bolster the United States’ deterrence posture against an integrated opponent contemplating a theater nuclear strike, as it may have a limited number of high-end assets such as TELs and strike aircraft—only some of which may be armed with nuclear weapons. If a potential adversary has to worry that any attempt at launching such a strike faces poor odds of success and may well result in some or many of its most prized forces and weapons being knocked out of the fight (perhaps without any prospect of replacing them in time to affect the remainder of the conflict), it may conclude that this type of attack is not worth attempting.

**Passive defenses.** Another key tenet of a robust regional deterrence posture against a CNI opponent is to convince the potential adversary that US and allied forces can survive—and operate in, around, and through—a potential theater nuclear attack. While less high-profile than active defenses, passive defenses play an important deterrent role against theater nuclear use, particularly if the latter’s combined arms operations rely on a handful of standoff strikes against key US and allied nodes either on the battlefield or at operational depth.  

If the hardening of key facilities in theater, for example, means that an adversary attack featuring a limited number of low-yield nuclear munitions causes damage at ports and/or bases within the region but does not necessarily suspend all US operations, then the construction of protective structures such as “third generation” hardened aircraft shelters at these locations is a worthwhile investment. Importantly, not all facilities necessarily require hardening, which would prove prohibitively expensive. Selective hardening may be sufficient to protect critical facilities and impact an adversary’s cost-benefit calculus, as the latter must factor in the possibility that a nuclear attack may hit but neither fully nor effectively destroy its target. The attack will have thus broken the nuclear taboo, with costly implications, to realize little or no military gain.

In addition, dispersion and redundancy are two means of defeating geographically and numerically limited nuclear threats that may prove more affordable than widespread nuclear hardening. The essential assumption underpinning this counter-tactic is that dispersion and duplication create more targets than the attacker’s means of destruction. In the past, force
dispersal posed a challenge to regional combatant commands because this complicated the ability to concentrate combat power. Advances in communications technology and networked approaches to warfare, however, have drastically reduced this negative effect.\(^6\) Integrated command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence (C4I) is a baseline requirement for contemporary theater combat operations. Many core capabilities such as intelligence gathering and munitions delivery are now also naturally disaggregated and dispersed across the fighting force. In addition, precision strike effects can be provided from many ground, air, or sea platforms deployed to the theater. In short, smaller numbers of platforms, operating from a range of locations (to include locations outside of the theater), can now provide the same effects that once required massing forces at a few regional bases.

This message is bolstered by the United States demonstrating the ability to combine assets in and outside of a specific theater to practice complex operations, such as a July 2020 maritime exercise where a B-52 from a US-based bomber task force flew 28 hours to support a US carrier strike group in the Pacific.\(^6\) Publicizing these types of exercises clearly demonstrates to both US allies and potential adversaries that geographic distance is no obstacle to US efforts to rapidly and decisively respond to potential regional aggression. Moreover, this approach may realize a range of efficiencies for the global force, and it would be worthwhile for the Defense Science Board or some other US government-funded research effort to study how dispersion and duplication can help the United States address regional defense and deterrence challenges in an era of Great Power competition.

**Exercises simulating nuclear environments against nuclear-armed opponents.** Deterrence can be further strengthened by demonstrating competency fighting on simulated radiologically contaminated battlefields. US and allied forces should conduct combined exercises preparing participants to encounter both conventional and nuclear-capable forces on regional battlefields. Moreover, these exercises, whether conducted in theater or on tabletops, should continue unabated through a simulated battlefield nuclear attack. This act should not be treated as a terminal part of the exercise or as an activity separated from other “conventional” actions. Demonstrating preparedness to continue operations despite a notional opponent’s theater nuclear strike assures both internal and external actors of the US-led coalition’s ability to remain cohesive and effective after any conventional or combined attack.

These types of exercises are critical for both physically and psychologically preparing personnel for a situation without precedent—continuing
to fight following adversary employment of a nuclear weapon. A study of the potential psychological effects of a nuclear attack notes that following the nuclear bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, survivors of the attacks reported, in addition to physical injuries, “psychic numbing, severe anxiety, and disorganized behavior, and there were later chronic effects such as survivor guilt and psychosomatic reactions.” The study’s author concludes that the psychological impact on military personnel surviving a nuclear strike would likely be the same.\(^68\) While nothing can fully mitigate the shock of experiencing a nuclear attack, preparing forces for the possibility that one could occur on a battlefield where they are engaged in combat can help manage fears of the unknown. Doing so can ensure that, should a nuclear detonation occur, troops are mentally and physically prepared to maintain good order while treating casualties, mitigating radiological contamination, and preparing to execute response orders.\(^69\)

Within a future regional conflict a potential adversary, if sufficiently pressured, may gamble that the “shock value” of a nuclear detonation in theater will provide time, space, and other forms of military advantage. By devoting attention and resources to openly preparing US and allied forces to withstand the physical and psychological impact of a nuclear attack, US policy makers and combatant commanders can clearly signal to an adversary that the United States and its allies will be neither intimidated by nor unprepared for possible nuclear strikes in theater.

**Impose Costs**

The ability to impose unacceptable costs via defeat in actual tactical combat is also foundational to deterrence theory. As described in the DOD’s *Deterrence Operations – Joint Operating Concept*,

Deterrence by cost imposition involves convincing adversary decision-makers that the costs incurred in response to or as a result of their attack will be both severe and highly likely to occur. Cost imposition includes the full array of offensive operations including kinetic and non-kinetic options. . . . The key challenge to improving the effectiveness of deterrence by cost imposition is to overcome adversaries’ perceptions that they can successfully deter US attack, or that the US will be self-deterred.\(^70\)

In addition to making it clear to potential adversaries that their integration of conventional and nuclear forces cannot effectively hide or protect the latter, it is important for the United States to show that it can rapidly target and destroy high-value, low-density, nuclear-capable assets such as mobile missiles. While strike lists within a campaign strategy will
undoubtedly target many other types of assets, these expensive and rare nuclear-capable platforms are an easily justified pressure point for imposing costs in response to the threat or employment of nuclear weapons in theater. Increasing the vulnerability of an adversary’s theater-range, nuclear-capable forces will decrease the utility of both CNI in force planning and the use of these forces in theater war fighting.

**Calibrate the kill chain.** The ROEs and “kill chain” for fighting a CNI adversary will differ in several ways from fighting an opponent that fields a solely conventional force. It is important for policy makers setting guidance (and for combatant commanders in planning and execution) to balance several key considerations. If there are policy and operational concerns regarding attacking nuclear-capable platforms that may or may not be armed with nuclear weapons, US forces in theater should be equipped with precision weapon options that can disable or destroy these threats with low collateral damage risk. Hellfire missiles equipped with blades instead of explosives, for example, are already in the US arsenal; these or other nonexplosive weapons could potentially be used against the crew or tires of a wheeled TEL carrying a missile in order to prevent it from reaching a launch site.\(^71\) In addition, directed-energy weapons (DEW), several of which are in later stages of development, may provide other nonexplosive options for disabling theater-range, nuclear-capable platforms by providing means for disabling or otherwise interfering with their guidance, communications, or other key internal systems.\(^72\)

Another challenge is that US platforms will likely be operating within a contested, high-risk environment and may be searching for a moving target accompanied by conventional forces. These cases may require locally generated, high-penetration, precise engagement options that are highly discriminate and capable of striking both priority platforms and their defenses (such as theater-range, nuclear-capable delivery systems protected by air-defense batteries). Moreover, policy makers and combatant commanders will likely seek to minimize the risk to US personnel; if available, they will either employ unmanned systems or manned-unmanned combinations that reduce human exposure to hazardous environments. Emerging strike delivery options such as the Golden Horde and CLEAVER programs provide expendable, semiautonomous weapons that can significantly increase standoff strike capacity across a theater, granting US commanders numerous options for attacking an adversary’s forces while keeping US forces out of harm’s way.\(^73\)

These and other examples of “smart” weapons currently fielded or under development could be important cost imposition tools for dealing with
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CNI opponents. An additional benefit of these conventional systems is their complementary traits of rapid incorporation expandable across a coalition and slew of delivery platforms as well as, in relative terms, their low costs per unit or weapon.\(^7\) By providing US forces with large numbers of inexpensive weapons that are dispersed across multiple bases and platforms and able to operate in a wide range of nonpermissive environments, these strike options can obviate some of the perceived benefits of intermingling forces and seriously complicate the planning of a CNI adversary. Even when its strike systems (conventional and nuclear-capable) are protected by active defenses or appear to be operating away from American strike platforms, these types of smart weapons will be able to hold all these forces—offensive and defensive—at risk of a sudden, accurate, lethal conventional attack.

Tailor communications. A threat that is not effectively communicated or fully understood is not credible, regardless of the military capabilities behind it. US policy makers should develop tailored strategic communications plans aimed at influencing the cost-benefit calculus of potential CNI opponents. Through public speeches and statements at events or engagements (particularly with allies and partners), policy makers should emphasize the risks potential adversaries face if they fail to disentangle their nuclear forces or choose to engage in theater nuclear brinkmanship. At the same time, however, they should also tout the potential benefits these states can realize through joining arms control talks, agreeing to implement confidence-building measures, and engaging in Track 1 and Track 2 dialogues. In turn, US combatant commanders, whose public statements are also closely watched by the capitals of both allies and potential adversaries, can broadcast these same messages to their defense counterparts across the region.

US policy makers should draw a clear distinction within their public messaging between a potential adversary’s approach to CNI and the regional defense strategy and deterrence posture of the United States and its allies. Opening talking points could focus on potential adversaries’ over-reliance on destabilizing (and vulnerable) theater-range, nuclear-capable forces to attempt to hold US and allied forces within the region at risk. In contrast, the United States and its allies have a wide range of conventional ways and means for locating and either disabling or destroying an adversary’s key theater-range strike systems (however armed) and, more broadly, for halting any combined conventional-nuclear theater offensive. Furthermore, the effectiveness of these conventional operations is enhanced by the enduring US commitment to extended deterrence. This provision of a
US “nuclear umbrella” is neither static nor applicable only in dire crises. It is an integral part of a broader US regional defense posture that includes conventional and nuclear-capable forces and is calibrated to meet contemporary security challenges, to include neutralizing adversary efforts to use nuclear threats to shape the battlespace or otherwise alter US and allied conventional operations. Neither the United States nor its allies rely on nuclear saber rattling to communicate resolve, nor do they require nuclear strikes to realize US and allied theater campaign objectives. Indeed, the potential employment of US nuclear forces, which will never target civilians, remains solely reserved for “extreme circumstances.”

A second important message for US policy makers to emphasize is that these actors stand alone, and their efforts to use nuclear weapons to intimidate regional states betray their isolation and comparative military weakness. In contrast, the US approach to regional deterrence and assurance, including extended deterrence, is part of a common, coordinated theater defense posture based on consultation and cooperation rather than bullying. Indeed, the unique challenges posed by a potential adversary’s integrated forces and nuclear weapons ultimately bind the United States and its allies more closely together. As a result, coalition forces are well prepared for a full range of adversary threats, can maintain combat effectiveness in even the most challenging operating environments, and are fully equipped to counter conventional and nuclear-capable platforms in theater.

Finally, US policy makers can state that US alliance networks—and the extended deterrence guarantees undergirding these relationships—function to impose significant costs on adversaries in times of both competition and conflict. With coalition forces able to hold an opponent’s integrated forces at risk regardless of when, where, and how they seek to leverage nuclear threats, theater-range, nuclear-capable forces are not credible tools of coercion or war fighting. As such, the substantial resources potential adversaries devote to developing, fielding, and maintaining theater-range, nuclear-capable forces and their accompanying nuclear weapons entail significant resource costs without offering any real benefits.

Encourage Restraint

The third pillar of US deterrence strategies is encouraging restraint. As stated in *Deterrence Operations*, “Encouraging adversary restraint is the way in which US actions can influence adversary decision-makers’ perceptions of the benefits and costs of not taking an action we seek to deter. Thus, encouraging adversary restraint involves convincing adversary decision-
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makers that not undertaking the action we seek to deter will result in an outcome acceptable to them (though not necessarily desired by them)."

Regarding the challenges posed by CNI, the United States should encourage adversaries to either halt or roll back their integration of conventional and nuclear-capable forces. A closely related objective is attempting to convince a potential adversary to convert its theater-range, nuclear-capable systems so that they can only deliver conventional munitions and making this nonnuclear status permanent and readily observable. Overall, the United States seeks to convince potential adversaries that casting a nuclear shadow over a region is a costly, counterproductive endeavor not worth pursuing.

_Deterrence Operations_ also indicates that encouraging restraint requires convincing a potential adversary there are viable alternatives to pathways the United States does not wish them to pursue (and that accepting this alternative will result in an outcome amenable to both). On some issues, this may entail finding a “minimax” solution whereby the United States and the other party reach a mutually advantageous agreement (and avoid a mutually costly outcome) despite their broader competition.

Persuading a potential adversary to either roll back its integration of conventional and nuclear forces or give up some of the latter may require a combined diplomatic-military approach akin to the “dual track” employed by the United States and NATO prior to the negotiation of the 1987 Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty. To counter the threat posed by new Soviet intermediate-range nuclear forces in the form of the SS-20 Pioneer missile, the United States developed its own highly capable intermediate-range, nuclear-capable platforms (which several NATO states then agreed to host). The United States, however, also offered a diplomatic “track” to Moscow, proposing arms control talks to potentially limit these types of forces. The Soviet Union, which viewed the United States’ ground-launched intermediate-range missiles as particularly dangerous (due in part to fears they could spearhead a “decapitation” strike on its leadership) and increasingly concerned about the costs of a prolonged arms race, eventually agreed to a treaty eliminating both sides’ arsenals of these types of theater-range delivery systems.

A contemporary dual-track approach could focus the military track on the United States fielding its own type(s) of ground-launched, intermediate-range missiles previously banned by the INF Treaty; continuing to develop several types of locally generated, high-penetration, precise-engagement “smart” weapons such as those discussed above; increasing troop rotations, force levels, or pre-positioned equipment to areas
or allies subject to specific regional nuclear threats; or perhaps employing some combination of the above. At the same time as it took these steps boosting its ability to hold a potential adversary’s theater-range, nuclear-capable platforms at risk, the United States could also offer diplomatic negotiations to limit these types of capabilities and their associated nuclear weapons. One possible approach could be the pursuit of an agreement representing a hybrid of nuclear and conventional arms control treaties, such as combining elements of the Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) Treaty, INF Treaty, and New START. The agreement would provide for numerical limitations of certain types of weapon systems and inspections within a specific theater and verification measures confirming the nuclear or nonnuclear status of dual-capable platforms.

The success of these or other types of talks seeking to address CNI-related challenges will ultimately depend on a broad range of factors. Whether via arms control negotiations or the use of other ways and means to encourage restraint (such as sanctions designed to penalize the development of certain types of weapons), US policy makers can negotiate or operate from a position of strength when backed by flexible, effective military capabilities and strong support from allies. This position can pave the way for potential adversaries to accept restraint regarding nuclear integration or the deployment of theater-range, nuclear-capable forces.

Conclusion

Potential adversaries such as Russia, China, and North Korea are continuing to invest in theater-range, nuclear-capable delivery systems and the production of new nuclear warheads. Their integration of nuclear and conventional forces, to include for the purpose of theater campaign planning, is a present and future challenge for US policy makers and combatant commanders.

Deterring and countering CNI threats from potential adversaries requires an integrated, but not mirror-imaged, US response. Policy makers should clearly communicate that the US approach to CNI allows its forces to hold opposing high-value theater assets, such as theater-range, nuclear-capable forces, at risk throughout a conflict. Such a message credibly threatens defeat of their integrated forces with US conventional capabilities—all without ever resorting to bellicose threats of nuclear use. Moreover, when properly equipped, US combatant commanders will possess an uninterrupted alliance all-domain kill chain that can effectively isolate an adversary’s nuclear assets and eliminate theater employment options.
By coupling cost imposition and deterrence by denial strategies, the United States can make clear to both adversaries and allies that attempting to introduce nuclear weapons into a regional military conflict will not provide the former with a pathway to victory. In addition, developing effective US strategies for negating the perceived benefits of CNI will strengthen the ability of policy makers to encourage potential adversaries to refrain from their dangerous reliance on theater-range, nuclear-capable forces and regional nuclear coercion. In the long term, these strategies may also contribute to broader efforts to encourage these actors to retire or negotiate away nuclear weapons and nuclear-capable platforms either designed or assigned for regional conflict.
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Abstract

Cyberspace is a key war-fighting domain that affects all aspects of United States national security. Although defense contractors are essential to United States cyber operations, little research has examined the specific cyber services military and intelligence agencies outsource to corporations. This article evaluates government contracting practices in three strategically important United States cyber markets: cybersecurity, offensive cyber operations, and data analytics. Each market possesses distinct structural economic features that affect cyber outsourcing. After almost two decades of contracting, the cybersecurity market functions efficiently because it is competitive and information about the capabilities of corporate suppliers is widely available. Conversely, the small number of suppliers in the offensive cyber market coupled with the limited commercial utility of offensive cyber tools suggests that the sector may develop into an oligopoly in which the United States government is highly dependent on contractors. Finally, data analytics is a relatively new field comprised of numerous corporate suppliers that possess limited experience working with the Department of Defense and the intelligence community. Lack of information about companies’ relative capabilities in the data analytics market means that government agencies are likely to make suboptimal contracting decisions when choosing among prospective suppliers.

*****

Cyberspace is a key war-fighting domain that affects all aspects of United States national security. Although defense contractors are essential to United States cyber operations, little research has examined the specific cyber services military and intelligence agencies outsource to corporations. Furthermore, the nature of contracting between government agencies and corporate cyber service providers remains understudied. What types of cyber operations do defense contractors carry out for United States military and intelligence agencies? Is United States cyber outsourcing efficient? That is, do government agencies accurately identify the most qualified cyber service providers, capably monitor their
behavior, and foster competitive markets that encourage innovation while keeping costs affordable?

This article argues that structural economic differences in three distinct cyber markets—cybersecurity, offensive cyber operations, and data analytics—have important implications for the quality of outsourcing carried out by United States defense and intelligence agencies. In the cybersecurity market, which has existed for over 20 years, contracting is relatively efficient. The market is characterized by numerous suppliers, and government agencies possess detailed information about corporations’ capabilities and past performances. By contrast, the emerging market for offensive cyber operations has a small number of suppliers, and the tools companies develop for offensive cyber missions have limited utility outside national security settings. These two factors are likely to lead to an inefficient market in which government agencies are highly dependent on contractors. Finally, the market for “big data” analytics—which involve collection, analysis, and visualization of information using algorithms—is relatively new. Thus, the Department of Defense (DOD) and intelligence community have little experience assessing the capabilities of competing firms. This feature of the analytics market means that government agencies are more likely to make suboptimal choices when assessing the relative capabilities of companies in the field. However, the competitive nature of the analytics market coupled with the wide applicability of analytics products outside defense-specific settings suggests that assessment and oversight of firms will become more efficient as information about companies increases through repeated contracting.

This article first describes three key United States defense markets for cyber operations and identifies the major companies active in each market. Next, it presents concepts from transaction cost economics and applies this body of theory to government outsourcing in the cybersecurity, offensive cyber, and data analytics markets. The article then examines two important cases of United States government cyber contracting: The Department of Homeland Security’s $1 billion Development, Operations, and Maintenance (DOMIno) contract and the United States Army’s $876 million Distributed Common Ground System A-2 (DCGS-A2) contract. The conclusion summarizes major findings and presents policy recommendations for future military and intelligence cyber outsourcing.

Defense Contracting and United States Cyber Operations

American military and intelligence agencies have an extensive history of procuring goods and services from corporations. By outsourcing non-
essential duties and hardware production to contractors, the national security community can more efficiently focus on its core strategic planning and war-fighting responsibilities. Additionally, companies are an important source of technological innovation for the armed forces.⁵ Although partnership with the private sector is a key pillar of American national defense, in recent decades the government has increasingly outsourced vital national security functions historically carried out by Soldiers and civilian government employees.⁶ As a recent Congressional Research Service report notes, “without contractor support, the United States would not be able to arm and field an effective fighting force.”⁷

Cyber operations are an emerging field in which the DOD and the intelligence community are highly integrated with the private sector and where contractors perform mission critical functions. In 2017, the United States government authorized $19.8 billion in unclassified spending for all cyber related activities performed by defense contractors, an increase of 120 percent over 2012 levels.⁸ Scholars have advanced several typologies to classify varying types of cyber operations. While academic debate in this area is likely to persist, there is emerging consensus that distinct differences exist among cybersecurity—which includes defensive cyber operations,⁹ offensive cyber operations, and data analytics.¹⁰ What follows is an analysis of outsourcing in these three strategically important cyber markets.

**Cybersecurity**

The Joint Chiefs of Staff define cybersecurity as activities that protect United States government data, networks, and cyberspace-enabled hardware by defeating malicious cyber activity carried out by adversaries.¹¹ Various technical responsibilities fall within the broad category of cybersecurity, including providing network defense, software application security, protection of command and tactical communications, and hardware and infrastructure protection against electronic attacks. The central objectives of cybersecurity operations are to protect United States government computers and electronic communication systems and to ensure that military and intelligence agencies possess data availability, integrity, and confidentiality.¹²

Among the three main categories of cyber operations, cybersecurity comprises the largest share of federal government spending, accounting for 75 percent of funds spent on all outsourced cyber activities related to national defense between 2012 and 2017.¹³ The corporations receiving the bulk of defense-related funding for cybersecurity operations during this period include Northrop Grumman, Lockheed Martin, Perspecta, IBM,
Dell, General Dynamics, Leidos, Booz Allen Hamilton, Raytheon, CACI, and SAIC. These companies provide “full spectrum” cybersecurity capabilities. That is, they offer government agencies a suite of services ranging from network risk analysis and cyber threat anticipation through cyber incident response and digital forensics. For example, Booz Allen Hamilton uses “cyber fusion centers” to support the DOD and intelligence community with services including vulnerability assessment, threat prevention, red team testing, and cyberattack detection and response. Similarly, Leidos offers full-spectrum cyber services using a “security operations center” approach that supports government agencies by detecting, managing, and responding to cyber threats. The largest corporations providing the federal government with cybersecurity services employ thousands of specialists whose skills are in high demand. General Dynamics alone employs over 3,000 cyber professionals who work with government agencies in an effort to improve the nation’s defensive cyber capabilities. By comparison, the United States Cyber Command (CYBERCOM)—the DOD’s organizational hub for coordinating the military’s cyber operations—presently has approximately 1,000 full-time military and civilian staff members.

A notable feature of the cybersecurity market is the recent entrance of prime defense contractors, traditionally associated with hardware production, into the sector. In part, prime contractors’ shift into cybersecurity has occurred out of necessity. As hardware becomes increasingly integrated with applications that run in cyberspace, corporations must ensure that the satellite systems, planes, drones, and tanks they produce are “cyber resilient” against enemy attack. However, many major contractors—including Raytheon, Northrop Grumman, and Lockheed Martin—have also begun providing government agencies with cybersecurity services not directly associated with the hardware they design and build. Raytheon, for example, supplies cybersecurity services to the Department of Homeland Security and other government agencies as part of the $1 billion DOMino contract. Northrop Grumman, another major manufacturer of military hardware, recently won an Air Force contract to provide CYBERCOM with rapid access to a “full spectrum of cyber capabilities.”

Another significant trend in cybersecurity operations is the emergence of major commercial technology companies as suppliers to the national security community. In the past, technology firms often were reluctant to work with the DOD and CIA for fear of damaging their brands. In recent years, however, Amazon, Microsoft, and Oracle have become direct competitors to traditional federal information technology (IT) contractors in certain cybersecurity service areas, particularly network and cloud
In 2013, for example, Amazon won a $600 million contract to modernize the CIA’s computer networks. As part of this transition, Amazon was responsible for securing sensitive information stored and operated in its cloud platform. Amazon has publicly acknowledged that the defense industry represents a major focus of its future strategic business plans: “The defense, intelligence, and national security communities deserve access to the best technologies in the world[,] . . . and we [Amazon] are committed to supporting their critical missions.” Another high-profile example of commercial technology firms’ rise in the cybersecurity market is the Pentagon’s Joint Enterprise Defense Infrastructure (JEDI) project, a $10 billion contract that attracted proposals from Amazon, Microsoft, Google, IBM, and Oracle. The JEDI project tasks one company with managing the DOD’s transition from traditional to cloud-based computer systems. A central part of this transition involves securing classified Pentagon information stored in cloud networks. Microsoft was awarded the JEDI contract in 2019; however, Amazon is actively contesting the award.

**Offensive Cyber Operations**

Cybersecurity operations protect United States government computer networks. By contrast, offensive cyber operations seek to penetrate enemy cyberspace and, at times, to impair adversaries’ hardware and critical physical infrastructure. The Joint Chiefs of Staff note that all cyber operations conducted outside of “blue cyberspace”—areas in cyberspace protected by the government and its mission partners—are classified as offensive cyber operations. Therefore, causing kinetic damage is not a necessary criteria for a cyber operation to be considered offensive in nature. In fact, much offensive cyber activity carried out by the DOD and the intelligence community consists of efforts to gather intelligence, with no intent to cause immediate physical or functional damage to adversaries’ computer systems or infrastructure. These types of nondestructive offensive cyber operations are referred to as “cyber exploitation” and constitute the primary activity of defense contractors operating in the offensive cyber market.

In 2017, federal spending on offensive cyber activities outsourced to contractors totaled $2.6 billion, an increase of 65 percent over 2016 outlays. Contractors’ offensive cyber activities include environment preparation and cyber tools development, which both involve penetration of adversaries’ computer networks. Environment preparation consists of efforts to penetrate enemy cyberspace in order to evaluate the capabilities, intentions, and potential threats posed by adversaries. Environment preparation can be considered surveillance and reconnaissance in cyberspace and
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is key to the DOD’s “defend forward” approach to cyber threats, which stresses halting malicious cyber activity at its source.29 Cyber tools development entails creating code and applications that can be used to access and potentially damage enemy networks, hardware, and infrastructure. Defense contractors that support cyber tools development are often referred to as “offensive cyber operations planners” and assist the DOD and intelligence agencies in the design phase of offensive cyber missions. Although some contractors are increasingly willing to acknowledge that they take part in offensive cyber operations, most maintain that they neither build cyber weapons nor direct offensive cyber operations. According to company representatives, both of these activities remain the exclusive responsibility of the military and the intelligence community.30

Defense contractors active in the offensive cyber market include Northrop Grumman, Booz Allen Hamilton, ManTech International, CACI, General Dynamics, Leidos, Lockheed Martin, BAE Systems, and SAIC. The private sector market for offensive cyber is relatively new, and corporations doing business in the field have only recently publicly acknowledged their role in these operations.31 Some companies now overtly advertise their offensive cyber capabilities. ManTech International, for instance, claims that its “offensive cyber experience is unrivaled within the Intelligence Community and Department of Defense” and that the company provides services including “vulnerability research” and “media and hardware exploitation.”32 CACI touts an “expert offensive cyber operations team” that provides support against “adversarial platforms.”33 In contrast to ManTech and CACI, SAIC is less overt about its offensive cyber work; however, the company frequently advertises job openings for “offensive cyber planners” on its website, and SAIC executives have acknowledged that the offensive cyber market is an important growth area for the company.34

From the vague language that corporations publicly use to describe their offensive cyber services, it is evident that this area of operations is highly classified and also represents a potential legal and public relations challenge for contractors. Because offensive cyber operations involve missions that infiltrate adversaries’ cyberspace, they represent behavior that could be considered “inherently governmental”35—that is, duties that by United States law or policy must be performed by federal government employees.36 In the Iraq War and the war in Afghanistan, several defense contractors—most notably Blackwater—were alleged to have engaged in activities that constituted inherently governmental functions.37 Since that time, government agencies have sought to delineate clearly those activities that must remain
the responsibility of government personnel and those that contractors can perform. In kinetic domains, this has resulted in a clear distinction between Soldiers—whose responsibilities may entail physical violence or kill-chain decisions—and contractors, who are not permitted to directly take part in activity that may “significantly affect the life, liberty or property of private persons.”

In the emerging domain of offensive cyber operations, the activities that constitute inherently governmental functions remain less clearly defined. This may pose a challenge in the future if contractors assist government agencies with cyber missions that result in casualties or significant damage to physical infrastructure.

**Data Analytics and Machine Learning**

The third major area of government spending on cyber capabilities is in the field of data analytics, which is closely related to machine learning and artificial intelligence. This emerging service area involves data mining, predictive algorithms, and visualization tools that can inform both kinetic and cyberspace missions. Thus, while traditional cyber operations form part of the data analytics field, the potential applications of data analytics tools are extremely diverse. In the realm of cybersecurity, analytics applications use algorithms to gather information about cyber threats in order to identify and neutralize malicious code. Analytic cyber tools may also be offensive in nature, such as Russia’s use of automated malware in recent cyberattacks against Ukraine. Within the national security community, agencies are increasingly turning to machine-led data analysis to assist in mission critical decision-making.

In 2017, the federal government spent $1.4 billion on services provided by contractors to enhance analytics and machine learning capabilities related to cyber operations. These services include incident response and forensics, continuous diagnostics and mitigation, and data visualization. Leading companies in this field include Palantir, KBR, Raytheon, Perspecta, and Booz Allen Hamilton. The market for machine learning–supported cyber tools is dynamic and includes numerous start-up companies that supply a variety of different services. More so than other cyber markets, advances in machine learning technologies are taking place at corporations not considered pure-play defense contractors. This reality has altered traditional DOD methods of procurement and has caused established defense contractors to anticipate challenges from upstart firms. To gain a foothold in the data analytics market, many existing corporations in the defense industry have pursued strategic acquisitions. For instance, in 2018 Perspecta—formerly the public-sector services division of DXC
Technology—acquired Vencore and Keypoint, two smaller firms specializing in machine learning and cybersecurity. With these acquisitions, Perspecta leveraged its existing relationships with the DOD and the intelligence community to rapidly become one of the leading cyber data analytics suppliers in the defense industry. Similarly, KBR—a company primarily known for its oil and gas logistics capabilities—acquired data analytics firm Stinger Ghaffarian Technologies (SGT) for $355 million in 2018. KBR now brands itself as a leader in big data, artificial intelligence, and machine learning and is focusing much of its future business on cyber operations in addition to its core energy services enterprise.

In contrast to Perspecta and KBR, data analytics firm Palantir has its roots in the Silicon Valley start-up community. Established in 2003 by a group of investors that included PayPal co-founder Peter Thiel, in its early years Palantir was supported by investments from CIA-backed venture capital organization In-Q-Tel. In the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, Palantir’s software was used by both the CIA and Marine Corps to support counterterrorism missions. Since the late 2000s, Palantir’s analytic tools—which involve data mining, predictive algorithms, and data visualization—have been adopted by numerous defense and intelligence agencies as well as by private sector businesses. Palantir’s Gotham platform is used by the intelligence community to analyze “data sources, unstructured cable traffic, structured identity data, email, telephone records, spreadsheets, [and] network traffic” to inform intelligence analysis. Similarly, Palantir’s Phoenix and Hercules systems are used for cybersecurity by government agencies and the private sector and employ data mining and machine learning technologies to autonomously identify and mitigate cyber threats. The company’s rapid rise within the United States defense community has resulted in a corporate valuation of over $45 billion, and it is now a publicly traded corporation.

Although data analytics and machine learning presently represent a small segment of the United States cyber services market, technological advances in the field have the potential to affect the global balance of power. This prospect is supported by the substantial investment countries are making in artificial intelligence technologies. China, for instance, is a world leader in facial recognition capabilities and has identified artificial intelligence as an “existential priority.” Similarly, Russian president Vladimir Putin famously asserted that whatever state becomes dominant in artificial intelligence “will be the ruler of the world.” While machine learning has utility in traditional defensive and offensive cyber operations, its potential applicability to numerous other facets of military plan-
ning and operations—both in cyberspace and in physical domains—is broad. For this reason, the market for data analytics and machine learning services is perhaps the most lucrative and strategically important cyber sector going forward.

**Transaction Cost Economics and Defense Contracting**

This inquiry applies two related bodies of theory, transaction cost economics and principal–agent theory, to explain features of United States cyber outsourcing. Both areas of knowledge examine relationships in which a principal, often a corporation or government agency, enters into a contractual relationship with a second organization—the agent—tasked with providing a good or service to the principal in exchange for a fee. According to these theories, both corporations and government bureaucracies regularly procure goods and services from outside suppliers because they confront the “make or buy” decision. That is, organizations must determine what goods and services they can efficiently produce internally and what inputs and operations are more efficiently supplied to them by the market via contracting. In the context of defense outsourcing, this question can be reframed by asking, What services—excluding inherently governmental functions—are most effectively performed by Soldiers and government employees, and which are more efficiently supplied to the DOD and the intelligence community by the private sector?

A central assumption in both principal–agent theory and transaction cost economics is that participants in any contractual agreement are limited by imperfect information. This bounded rationality signifies that all complex, long-term contracts are inherently incomplete and contain what economist Oliver Williamson refers to as “gaps, errors, and omissions” that may result in varying interpretations of a contract’s meaning. In business relationships governed by contracts, several potential inefficiencies—referred to as transaction costs—may result from imperfect contracts. For example, in the contract bidding phase, principals may make suboptimal decisions when choosing among potential suppliers. This “adverse selection” results from information asymmetries that exist between principals and agents with respect to the capabilities of companies competing for a contract award. In the execution phase of a contract, principals often face challenges assessing agents’ performance. Because principals usually cannot monitor the totality of agents’ activities—and may even lack the expertise to effectively evaluate agents’ output—they inevitably allot a degree of “agency slack” to contracted firms. Finally, even if principals find that agents have shirked their obligations, it can be difficult for them to
enforce agreements because of the imprecise nature of contracts’ language and the costs associated with finding an alternate supplier or seeking financial recompense in the courts.

An additional inefficiency that may arise in outsourcing results from variation in asset specificity. Asset specificity refers to transaction costs that occur due to the nature of the products and services being exchanged between buyers and sellers and the potential for these products and services to be redeployed for other purposes.\textsuperscript{61} If asset specificity is low, goods and services produced as part of a contractual agreement can be redeployed easily for alternative purposes by different users without significant reduction of value. However, if goods and services arising from a contractual agreement are highly specialized—and have little utility outside an existing contractual arrangement—asset specificity is high and may result in increased levels of dependency by one or both parties due to sunk costs associated with the contract.\textsuperscript{62}

Asset specificity can take numerous forms; among those most commonly identified in previous literature are human asset specificity and physical asset specificity.\textsuperscript{63} Human asset specificity refers to skills, knowledge, experience, and intellectual property that are unique to a bilateral contractual relationship.\textsuperscript{64} In agreements characterized by high human asset specificity, knowledge-related products that emerge from a contract are limited in use outside a unique buyer-supplier relationship. Physical asset specificity refers to products and equipment used to fulfill the terms of a contractual agreement. Physical goods designed for a specific transaction that cannot be redeployed for other economic purposes are characterized by high asset specificity.\textsuperscript{65}

To reduce the transaction costs associated with outsourcing, principals often adopt a number of strategies. Chief among these is repeating contractual agreements with the same supplier. In many instances, transaction costs associated with outsourcing can be reduced if screening and oversight regimes between buyers and sellers are standardized over time.\textsuperscript{66} Frequent transactions improve monitoring ability and reduce information asymmetries, allowing principals to more accurately assess the performance of agents. However, recurring contracting may also lead to alternate types of inefficiencies. Foremost among these hazards is the possibility that buyers will no longer seek competitive bids for a specific good or service due to the perceived costs of screening alternate suppliers. Therefore, in some cases, failure to engage in competitive bidding in an effort to reduce transaction costs may inadvertently result in adverse selection.
Previous literature examining defense outsourcing through the lens of transaction cost economics has identified several important characteristics of American defense markets that make contracting in the industry unique. First, many markets for defense-related goods and services are monopsonies. That is, the government is the dominant buyer in the field and can use its leverage to influence contracting processes and aspects of corporations’ market conduct. Second, adverse selection occurs frequently in defense procurement because government agencies lack sufficient technical knowledge to discern accurately the capabilities of rival firms competing for contract awards. Adverse selection may occur even in mature weapons acquisition and hardware markets due to the rapidly changing nature of some technologies. To reduce information asymmetries, government agencies often seek repeated contracting with the same corporations. This trend toward frequency, however, can lead to bilateral monopolies, which may result in agency dependence on a single contractor. Third, asset specificity presents particular challenges to the defense industry. Many goods and services produced from agreements between government agencies and defense contractors have high asset specificity, meaning they have limited practical value outside their existing contractual arrangements. As previous research has noted, much military training has limited applicability in commercial markets, and certain military hardware such as missiles, tanks, and submarines has almost no use outside national defense settings.

To summarize, contractual agreements between government agencies and companies comprise the primary framework used to manage defense outsourcing. Transaction cost economics and principle-agent theory—two bodies of research previously used to assess the contracting practices of government bureaucracies—provide a useful foundation to explain the behavior of corporations and features of markets within the American defense industry. While previous research has leveraged these theories to examine defense procurement broadly, analysts have not used transaction cost economics to assess the markets for cyber operations, which possess characteristics that make them distinct from other sectors of the defense industry.

**Theorizing Contracting Efficiency in United States Cyber Markets**

As outlined in the previous section, contracting efficiency varies based on the number of buyers and sellers in a market, a market’s maturity, and the types of goods and services being exchanged. Competitive markets in which buyers and sellers have longstanding relationships and where goods exchanged can be easily repurposed are likely to be efficient. By contrast,
nascent markets with few suppliers and high levels of asset specificity are more likely to be characterized by high transaction costs. This section identifies the structural economic features of the cybersecurity, offensive cyber, and data analytics markets and uses this information to develop theory about how these markets function. Table 1 summarizes these arguments.

**Table 1. Contracting efficiency in US national security cyber markets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset Specificity</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Offensive Cyber Operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Cybersecurity</td>
<td>Data Analytics/Machine Learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because the federal market for cybersecurity has existed for over 20 years—allowing for frequent interactions between corporations and government agencies responsible for American national security—outsourcing in this market is likely to be characterized by low levels of adverse selection. Furthermore, repeated agreements between federal agencies and major defense contractors operating in the cybersecurity market reduce information asymmetries and allow for regularized monitoring and assessment regimes to exist. Additionally, asset specificity in the cybersecurity market is likely to be low because technologies developed for defensive cyber operations can be redeployed for commercial use in the private sector and for use in government agencies outside the national security community. For all these reasons, transaction costs in the cybersecurity market are likely to be low. This does not signify that adverse selection will never occur in the cybersecurity market; however, the structural features of the field indicate that it will operate more efficiently than other national security cyber markets.

In contrast to the cybersecurity market, the offensive cyber market is likely to be characterized by significant transaction costs due to high levels of adverse selection and high asset specificity. Contractors have participated in offensive cyber operations for only a few years. This limits information about companies’ comparative capabilities and increases the possibility that information asymmetries exist between government agencies and suppliers. Additionally, asset specificity in the offensive cyber market is likely to be high because offensive missions often involve development of unique code used to enter the cyberspace of disparate adversaries. For this reason, the tools created as part of offensive cyber contracts have limited applicability outside their specific mission environments. Additionally, because the field is highly classified and involves covert operations in which corporations help government employees penetrate the cyberspace
of adversaries—including rival states—many companies will refrain from entering the offensive cyber market. Furthermore, participation in the market is limited by legal barriers such as the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA), which restricts offensive cyber operations to United States government entities and their mission partners. Therefore, as the offensive cyber market develops, it will exhibit only moderate levels of competition and is likely to become an oligopoly on the supply side.

Finally, the market for data analytics is likely to be characterized by moderate transaction costs. More so than other federal cyber markets, data analytics has seen the rapid emergence of start-up firms that specialize in niche services. Because the application of machine learning technologies to cyber operations is a new field, adverse selection in the market is likely to be high. Furthermore, because machine learning has a broad range of applications in both cyber and kinetic domains, outsourcing will likely take place with many different companies across numerous national security agencies. In this type of market, agencies are apt to make suboptimal contracting decisions because they lack information about suppliers that comes through years of repeated contracting. However, unlike in the offensive cyber market, asset specificity in the analytics market is low because the tools and technologies developed by companies have broad use in commercial sectors. This market feature means that neither bilateral monopolies nor government dependence on a small number of contractors is likely to develop. Therefore, as contracting in the field becomes more routinized over time, adverse selection in the data analytics market should decrease, and the market will function more efficiently.

**Evaluating the Theory by Examining Bid Protests**

This inquiry empirically assesses one type of transaction cost present in government cyber markets: adverse selection. Measuring adverse selection can be challenging because the concept possesses an implied counterfactual. That is, an assertion that adverse selection has occurred in a contract award infers that another company could have executed the contract’s terms in superior fashion for the same cost. Of course, this type of claim is not verifiable unless an agency hires multiple contractors to perform an identical task for the same fee—an event that rarely occurs outside the early stages of R&D projects or weapons prototyping. In United States defense procurement, however, a formal review process exists whereby companies may protest contracting decisions made by government agencies. If a company believes that an agency has made an error in its award decision, it may file a bid protest with the United States Government
Accountability Office (GAO), which then reviews the contract solicitation process in an “objective, independent, and impartial” manner.\textsuperscript{77}

A bid protest automatically halts implementation of a contract until the dispute is reviewed and closed by the GAO.\textsuperscript{78} If the GAO finds that a government agency acted improperly or violated federal procurement law as part of the award process, it may sustain a protest and subsequently issue appropriate corrective action, which can include termination of an improperly awarded contract. The GAO’s oversight function serves as an internal check on government contracting inefficiencies, especially with respect to adverse selection. Cases in which the GAO sustains protests—such as for lack of fair competition or for incorrect assessment of companies’ technical capabilities—strongly indicate that adverse selection has occurred in the procurement process.

If the GAO denies a protest, companies may still seek relief in the courts. The United States Court of Federal Claims (COFC) hears cases in which corporations believe that procurement law or policy has been violated by a government agency. While relatively few companies file complaints with the COFC, it stands as a second level of review and oversight for government contracting award decisions. If the COFC sides with a company opposing a contract awarded by a government agency, then it is likely that adverse selection occurred in that award. Decisions rendered by the COFC are considered final and are almost never appealed to the United States Court of Appeals or United States Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{79}

Bid protest decisions are useful in assessing the prevalence of adverse selection in defense outsourcing. By examining decisions in which the GAO or COFC sustain challenges from protesting companies, government agencies can identify weaknesses in their procurement practices. By contrast, denied protests serve as evidence that agencies are carrying out thorough contract award practices. Transaction cost economics suggests that adverse selection is more prevalent in the data analytics and offensive cyber markets and less widespread in the cybersecurity market. The subsequent section evaluates these expectations by reviewing two significant cases of cyber outsourcing that underwent bid protests.

**Case Studies in United States Cyber Outsourcing**

The GAO and COFC together review thousands of bid protests annually; however, all defense contracts are not equal in terms of their strategic importance. A majority of bid protests are initiated by businesses seeking to reverse decisions on relatively small-dollar awards.\textsuperscript{80} While adverse selection may occur across all types and sizes of contracts, suboptimal award
decisions have the greatest potential to influence American national security on large contracts that outsource key defense responsibilities to corporations. For that reason, this inquiry reviews two major cyber contracts tasking companies with core national security duties. Each case serves as a test to determine if adverse selection occurred during the contract bidding phase. The two contracts examined are the Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) $1.15 billion DOMino contract and the Army’s $875 million DCGS-A2 contract.

With respect to market type, DOMino is a cybersecurity contract while DCGS-A2 is a data analytics contract. Therefore, the article assesses outsourcing in two distinct cyber markets. While the DHS’s original decision was upheld by the GAO in the DOMino award, the COFC agreed with a complaint filed against the Army on the DCGS-A2 contract. Therefore, evidence exists that a suboptimal contracting decision was made on the DCGS-A2 analytics contract, while the GAO’s decision in denying a protest on the DOMino award indicates that the correct decision was made on that cybersecurity contract. These findings support arguments previously advanced in the inquiry that predict efficient contracting in the cybersecurity market and less efficient contracting in the field of data analytics.

Ideally, the market for offensive cyber services would also have been examined in this study; however, to date there are no publicly available bid protest decisions for offensive cyber contracts. Activities within the offensive cyber field remain highly classified, and information about the private sector’s involvement in offensive cyber operations is therefore limited. Although this inquiry cannot empirically evaluate offensive cyber outsourcing, it is the first study to develop a theoretical framework for assessing economic aspects of the offensive cyber market. In the future, as additional information about offensive cyber outsourcing becomes available, the theory advanced in this article can undergo empirical assessment.

Finally, while the two case studies in this section provide supporting evidence for the inquiry’s arguments, they do not serve as a comprehensive test of the article’s theoretical claims. Rather, the case studies are exploratory in nature and serve to advance theory development by identifying contracting processes in cyber markets that may lead to inefficient outsourcing. Further investigation of additional cases across the cybersecurity, offensive cyber, and data analytics markets is necessary to evaluate the study’s broader assertions. Despite this limitation, the arguments presented in the article serve as an important initial effort to explain features of the markets for defense-related cyber operations performed by corporations.
Development, Operations, and Maintenance Contract

The DOMino contract is a five-year, $1.15 billion cybersecurity award that tasks a corporation with defending over 100 federal computer networks from cyberattacks. The DHS first issued the DOMino request for proposal (RFP) in 2014. The project tasked a contractor to assist the DHS with the design, deployment, operation, and maintenance of the National Cybersecurity Protection System (NCPS), an “integrated system of intrusion detection, analytics, information sharing, intrusion prevention, and core infrastructure capabilities that are used to defend the Federal Executive Branch civilian government’s [information technology] infrastructure from cyber threats.” The NCPS is essentially an expansive firewall that defends all civilian federal agencies with the .gov domain from malicious cyber activity.

In the DOMino RFP, the DHS highlighted several criteria used to evaluate companies’ proposals. Four criteria dealt with technical aspects of DOMino’s implementation. These included characteristics of the NCPS system design, ability to integrate the NCPS’s capabilities across agencies, operations procedures, and staffing capacity. Additionally, the DHS specified that past contractor performance would be used to assess competing bids. The DHS received proposals from five companies. While the identity of all bidders was not made public because the DOMino review process was managed by the Office of Selective Acquisitions—which supports classified procurements for the DHS—it has been reported that General Dynamics, Leidos, and Lockheed Martin were vying for the award in addition to two publicly confirmed bidders, Raytheon and Northrop Grumman.

In 2015, the DHS awarded the DOMino contract to Raytheon, but Northrop Grumman quickly challenged the award. Northrop’s initial challenge resulted in the DHS reevaluating its decision; however, after two reassessments the DHS reaffirmed its award to Raytheon. Northrop subsequently issued another bid protest with the GAO, arguing that awarding DOMino to Raytheon was improper for a number of reasons. Some of Northrop’s complaints addressed alleged technicalities and claims of impropriety by Raytheon; however, a significant portion of the protest’s content concerned issues related to past performance. Specifically, the DOMino RFP prioritized previous experience in cybersecurity operations “conducting relevant and recent work of the same and or similar nature to the requirements described in the solicitation.” Northrop contended that Raytheon had not demonstrated the ability to execute a cyber contract of DOMino’s “scope and complexity.” Thus, a central component of Northrop’s complaint maintained that Raytheon
was a suboptimal prospective supplier because there was insufficient past information establishing that the company could execute a large cyber contract. In effect, Northrop asserted that an information asymmetry existed between the DHS and Raytheon, indicating that it was not possible for the DHS to accurately assess Raytheon’s cybersecurity capabilities on a large-scale contract. According to Northrop, Raytheon’s lack of previous experience increased the probability that selecting Raytheon to implement DOMino would be an instance of adverse selection.

The GAO’s response to Northrop’s bid protest evaluated the claim that Raytheon’s previous cybersecurity contracting provided insufficient information about the company’s ability to execute the DOMino contract. In its evaluation, the GAO noted that Raytheon had relevant experience on three large government cybersecurity projects within the previous five years, collectively totaling $629 million. The GAO also concurred with the DHS’s determination that Raytheon’s recent cybersecurity work demonstrated “the offeror’s ability to successfully perform work under a high dollar value contract.” The GAO additionally remarked that Raytheon had performed cybersecurity operations for the FBI and the National Geospatial Intelligence Agency and agreed with the DHS’s assessment that this work possessed “the same complexity and scope as the anticipated cybersecurity and operations and management work under the RFP.” In brief, in assessing Northrop’s claim that Raytheon had insufficient recent experience working on large cybersecurity contracts, the GAO found “no basis to conclude” that the DHS’s initial determinations about Raytheon’s capabilities were flawed. For this reason, the GAO denied Northrop Grumman’s protest, and the DOMino contract was officially awarded to Raytheon.

To summarize, Northrop Grumman challenged the DHS’s award of the $1.15 billion DOMino cybersecurity contract to its competitor Raytheon on the grounds that Raytheon had not demonstrated the ability to execute a large cybersecurity project. However, because the federal cybersecurity market has been in existence for decades and numerous companies in the field have worked on prior contracts, government agencies have substantial information about suppliers’ capabilities. Therefore, when reviewing proposals, the DHS was able to assess information about contractors’ past cybersecurity performance and capabilities. The GAO’s review of Northrop’s bid protest found that Raytheon had previously executed large cybersecurity contracts of similar scope and scale to DOMino and, based on Raytheon’s previous work, agreed with the DHS that the company had the capacity to execute DOMino. While there is no definitive
way to know that Raytheon was a superior supplier to Northrop Grumman, the GAO’s review of the DHS’s award procedure, coupled with the fact that both the DHS and GAO had substantial information about Raytheon’s and Northrop Grumman’s cybersecurity capabilities, reduces the likelihood that adverse selection occurred as part of the DOMino contract award process.

**Distributed Common Ground System 2 Contract**

The Army issued the DCGS-A2 RFP in December 2015. The contract is an extension of the DCGS-A Increment 1 (DCGS-A1) contract, which called for the development of a mobile intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) analytics platform of software and hardware that would improve Soldiers’ “seeing and knowing” on the battlefield—augmenting troops’ situational awareness and thus enhancing tactical options and combat capabilities.\(^{95}\) The DCGS system is intended to combine “all intelligence software/hardware capabilities within the Army into one program.”\(^{96}\) Thus, it is an analytics platform that can both analyze and visualize data, providing troops in the field and Army command personnel with vital ISR information in real time via a shared network. The Army views successful implementation of the DCGS as essential to its missions and deploys the system worldwide in all theaters of operation.\(^{97}\) The system is therefore a key cyber component of United States national security operations.

DCGS-A1 comprised initial efforts to develop and implement the DCGS system. Principal companies involved in the program included Lockheed Martin and Raytheon, which both worked for over a decade on the project.\(^{98}\) Although DCGS-A1 resulted in the development and deployment of an operational platform for troops on active duty, its introduction into the battlefield was met with negative assessments. For instance, after the platform was made available to units in Afghanistan, Soldiers from the 130th Engineering Brigade reported that the software was “unstable, slow . . . and a major hindrance to operations.”\(^{99}\) The Army Test and Evaluation Command reviewed initial iterations of the DCGS and found them to have “limitations”; it determined that the system had “poor reliability” and was ultimately “not survivable” due to its excessive complexity and “network vulnerabilities.”\(^{100}\) In 2014, after numerous software updates attempting to fix the DCGS platform, an internal Army review found that the system could not consistently print documents, locate files, maintain a functioning server, or perform search functions.\(^{101}\) As a result of DCGS-A1’s shortcomings, the DCGS-A2 solicitation called for “development of
a new data architecture” that would include cutting-edge “analytical tools, cloud computing, and ‘big data’ analytic capabilities.”

Before the Army could review offerors’ proposals for DCGS-A2, Palo Alto–based technology firm Palantir Technologies Inc. submitted a pre-award bid protest to the GAO. Palantir argued that the terms of the DCGS-A2 RFP were illegal because they expressly prohibited use of a commercially available product as part of the DCGS’s core system. This provision would prevent Palantir from competing for the DCGS-A2 award. Rather than developing an entirely new data analytics platform, Palantir argued that its existing product—Palantir Gotham—was already in use by several defense and intelligence agencies and could be adjusted to perform the core analytic functions outlined in the DCGS-A2 RFP. From Palantir’s perspective, adoption of an existing software platform with a proven record of success represented a superior option for the Army versus creating an entirely new DCGS system.

Palantir made two claims about adverse selection in its protest. First, the company argued that a data analytics system it had already developed was superior to the existing DCGS and would be superior to competitors’ efforts to develop a new system. Second, Palantir claimed that selecting a commercially available “off the shelf” system would save the Army both time and money because less labor would be required to modify an existing platform than to develop a new DCGS system.

Palantir’s pre-award bid protest was denied by the GAO; however, the company subsequently sued the Army in the COFC, asking for an injunction halting solicitation on the DCGS-A2 contract. In the suit, Palantir elaborated on arguments it made to the GAO, stressing that its existing software could meet most of the contract’s provisions. Specifically, Palantir included testimony from engineers who had reviewed the DCGS-A2 RFP and had knowledge of Palantir Gotham’s data analytic capabilities. In assessing Palantir’s ability to meet the DCGS-A2 contract’s key terms, one expert concluded, “All of these capabilities are available through the commercial marketplace—at a minimum, they are available from Palantir, which is able to provide each of these functions through the Palantir Gotham platform.” As it had previously argued to the GAO, Palantir also contended that developing a new data architecture platform from scratch “will result in failure” and will “lock the Army into an irrelevant and unusable ‘flagship’ intelligence architecture for the next decade.”

In November 2016, the COFC ruled in Palantir’s favor and issued an injunction ordering the Army to cease procurement efforts for the DCGS-A2 contract until its solicitation terms complied with United States law.
and allowed commercially available products to be considered for the award.\textsuperscript{109} In its decision, the COFC found that even the Army’s own technical experts could not conclusively refute Palantir’s ability to perform most duties outlined in the DCGS-A2 RFP.\textsuperscript{110} Furthermore, the COFC noted that “it would be wise for the Army to seriously consider reviewing the commercially available products of Palantir, or any other potential offeror, before concluding that no commercially available product can meet the Army’s requirements.”\textsuperscript{111} Therefore, while the COFC did not assert that Palantir Gotham represented a superior product, it ordered the Army to open the DCGS-A2 award to competition so that a more thorough evaluation of all potential offerors’ capabilities could take place. The COFC’s order thus implied that without increased competition the likelihood of adverse selection was high.

In 2018, after revising the DCGS-A2 RFP to allow companies with commercially available software to compete for the award, the Army chose Palantir and Raytheon—among eight original offerors—to demonstrate their prototypes to Soldiers in a simulated battlefield exercise.\textsuperscript{112} After receiving feedback from Soldiers and reviewing proposals from both companies, in 2019 the Army awarded the DCGS-A2 contract to Palantir.\textsuperscript{113} In 2020, Palantir was subsequently chosen to continue work on the DCGS system through an $823 million extension known as Capability Drop 2.\textsuperscript{114} The company was also recently awarded its first major contract with the Navy, again defeating Raytheon to implement a data analytics project.\textsuperscript{115}

In summary, the application of data analytics to military and intelligence operations is an emerging cyber service area. Because it is a relatively new market, government agencies have limited information about corporations’ capabilities. Palantir’s potential exclusion from consideration for the DCGS-A2 contract meant that the Army would have failed to evaluate a proposal from a qualified supplier that had existing business with the CIA and United States Special Operations Command. This increased the likelihood that adverse selection could occur. If Palantir had not ultimately protested the RFP’s terms in court, the DCGS-A2 contract could have been awarded to an inferior supplier, and a clear instance of adverse selection would have taken place. This might have seriously hampered the Army’s efforts to develop a state-of-the-art data analytics and visualization platform.

\textbf{Conclusion}

Cyber operations represent the latest strategic domain in which United States military and intelligence agencies have outsourced key national
security responsibilities. This inquiry argues that outsourcing across all cyber markets is not identical. This reality should inform policy makers’ management of this growing service area. Cybersecurity is the most developed and competitive cyber market and thus poses the lowest risk for inefficient outsourcing. Owing to decades of repeated contracting, information about the capabilities of corporations active in the cybersecurity market is readily available. Consequently, government agencies outsourcing cybersecurity capabilities are less likely to make suboptimal choices when selecting suppliers and are better able to monitor contractors’ performances after agreements are executed. Conversely, the offensive cyber operations market is a new service area with only a small number of companies active in the field. Additionally, the tools that firms develop as part of offensive cyber operations have limited applications outside national security settings. For these reasons, the offensive cyber market risks developing into an oligopoly: a market structure that increases government dependence on a small number of firms. Finally, like the offensive cyber market, the application of data analytics and machine learning to defense and intelligence operations is a new field. For this reason, information about companies’ relative capabilities is difficult for government agencies to assess accurately, signifying that rates of adverse selection are likely high. However, there are numerous suppliers in the data analytics market, and services provided by companies in the sector have utility outside national defense settings. Thus, contracting efficiency in the analytics market should improve over time.

Going forward, American leaders must make important policy choices about the trajectory of cyber outsourcing. Two key policy guidelines emerge from this study’s arguments. First, outsourcing offensive cyber operations poses both economic and legal risks. The structure of the offensive cyber market and the nature of the tools produced in the field predispose it to inefficiency. Legally, contractors risk taking part in inherently governmental functions if their work on offensive cyber missions directly results in casualties. This means defense agencies should retain—or insource if necessary—the capacity to conduct most aspects of offensive cyber operations. Second, because the data analytics market is made up of many nontraditional defense contractors, it is imperative that the DOD and other agencies look beyond established suppliers to ensure they procure services from the most qualified companies. The DCGS-A2 case demonstrates that agencies may have difficulty evaluating the relative capabilities of companies in the analytics field, while also favoring established defense contractors over new entrants to the marketplace. If the national security
community seeks access to the best analytics and machine learning technologies, it must be more open to working with nontraditional suppliers. The CIA and DOD have recently made efforts to access technologies emerging in start-up businesses through initiatives such as In-Q-Tel and the Defense Innovation Unit (DIU); however, major obstacles still exist for commercial firms seeking to work in the defense industry.¹¹⁶

In conclusion, as technology becomes increasingly central to national security, corporations are likely to assume a more central role in military and intelligence operations. While cooperation with the private sector contributes to American defense capabilities, the DOD and the intelligence community must continue to implement rigorous procurement practices to ensure they hire the most capable service providers and monitor contractors’ performances meticulously. This will prove challenging as new suppliers of cybersecurity and other technology services seek to enter the rapidly growing United States defense market.¹¹⁷ To successfully navigate future outsourcing challenges, the national security community will need to balance the entrance of major commercial technology firms like Amazon and Microsoft with agencies’ existing relationships with traditional defense contractors such as Raytheon and Northrop Grumman. Additionally, the DOD should make further efforts to access cutting-edge innovations emerging from smaller technology firms while overcoming any lingering anti-defense bias that exists in some commercial circles. Historically, the partnership between the United States’ dynamic businesses and the national security community has been a strategic asset. To make sure this pattern carries on in cyberspace and beyond, the DOD and the intelligence community should continue to innovate their outsourcing practices while carefully monitoring and evaluating the work defense contractors perform.
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Abstract

Competition with China has become the main lens through which the United States looks at the world. How will this affect US strategy in Europe? First, Washington’s increased focus on China leaves fewer US resources available to influence security developments in and around Europe. This compels US policy makers to seek ways to preserve a favorable regional balance in Europe that require less of the United States. Second, Sino-American competition is leading Washington to view its transatlantic relationships in terms of how they affect its position relative to China. As the Euro-Atlantic area becomes less central to US grand strategy, global—and particularly China-focused—considerations will play an increasingly important role in the context of the transatlantic relationship.

The United States has steadily shifted strategic attention toward China and Asia since the end of the Cold War. However, US strategists long argued that the US and China shared an interest in “sustain[ing] . . . the international . . . system that has enabled [China’s] success.” The Trump administration, in contrast, was the first to define America’s relationship with China in unambiguously competitive terms, referring to China as a “long-term strategic” competitor seeking to “substantially revise the post–Cold War international order and norms of behavior.” Bipartisan support for this approach means that the decision to put global competition with China at the center of US grand strategy may turn out to be President Trump’s main foreign policy legacy. Critically, the notion that the United States finds itself in strategic competition with China appears to have won strong support among Democrats, with
the Obama administration’s senior China advisor describing competition with China as “more of a condition than a strategy” and the party’s 2020 platform urging that the United States must “stand up to China” to “shape the unfolding Pacific century.”

As competition with China becomes increasingly central to US grand strategy, the United States is likely to look at different regions and relationships across the world through the lens of that competition. How is competition with China likely to affect US strategy in Europe? We argue that a stable Europe is a precondition for the US to marshal diplomatic, economic, and military resources to compete with China. This means that the US both seeks to ensure a favorable balance of power in Europe and to enlist European support in its rivalry with China. Thus, two sets of challenges exist for the United States going forward.

First, to influence and maintain a favorable balance of power in Europe, Washington has traditionally relied on a strategy of forward military presence coupled with economic and diplomatic engagement. But US resources are limited, and increasing demand for them in Asia raises new questions about whether Washington can preserve a favorable European regional balance at a lower cost than in the past. In this context, Washington must consider how much influence it is willing to cede to European actors, including Germany, Russia, Britain, France and the European Union (EU).

Second, as Europe becomes a secondary theater in US grand strategy, Washington is compelled to ensure that Europe’s key powers and institutions support US interests when it comes to competition with Beijing, or at least that they do not undermine US efforts in this regard. In reframing its relationship with Europe, the US is paying increasing attention to Europe’s positions toward China and Asia. Washington recently warned Europeans, for example, about China’s efforts to leverage investments and trade to gain technological and related strategic advantages relative to the United States. China-related considerations are also likely to gain relevance in the context of America’s calculations vis-à-vis Russia, a country that can play a direct—if limited—strategic role in China’s immediate periphery: Central Asia, Northeast Asia, and the Western Pacific. For now, the US continues to look at Russia (primarily) through a European lens and worries about Moscow’s potential to threaten US regional interests and upset the European balance. However, as competition with China becomes the focus of US grand strategy, Washington may increasingly consider how Russia can affect that competition—whether through its relationship with China, its ability to strain the European balance of power, or its propensity to create challenges elsewhere in the world.
While it is certainly conceivable that the United States could retain such overwhelming advantages vis-à-vis all its peer competitors, or that China’s rise could organically slow or reverse, the US does not seem to be betting on either scenario. The centrality of China in US grand strategy appears to be structural, driven by the broader eastward shift in the distribution of global economic power. It is therefore unsurprising that as the United States becomes increasingly preoccupied with China’s rise, it adjusts strategy in other regions accordingly. The fact that Washington has labelled China as a “global” competitor makes it difficult to isolate Sino-American competition in Asia and the broader Indo-Pacific area from what happens in other theaters, particularly Europe.

This article first introduces the notion of Sino-American competition as it relates to Washington’s European strategy. Second, we focus on US efforts to maintain a favorable balance of power in Europe and delineate a set of challenges that arise as Washington has fewer resources at its disposal for a proactive role in this regard. Third, we look at Washington’s efforts to coordinate with Europeans—allies and adversaries alike—in its rivalry with China. Drawing on an examination of elite discourse, interviews, and existing literature, we demonstrate that Washington’s European strategy is today informed by both European and non-European developments. In the conclusion, we briefly summarize our main findings and provide avenues for future research.

**Sino-American Competition and US Grand Strategy**

The US’s post–Cold War strategic reorientation toward Asia has developed over successive administrations of both parties, benefiting from broad elite support. The rise of Asia was a prominent foreign policy theme during the Bush and (especially) Obama administrations, both of which looked at Asia primarily through the lens of economic opportunity. While the Obama administration noted the risks China’s rise and military modernization posed to the region’s existing security order, it also clung to the notion that economic liberalization would bring about political liberalization and avoided casting its relationship with Beijing in unambiguously competitive terms.

The Trump administration has, though, particularly emphasized the competitive character of the Sino-American relationship and elevated that competition to the center of US grand strategy. The 2017 *National Security Strategy* (NSS) describes China as challenging “American power, influence, and interests . . . across political, economic, and military arenas,” aiming “to change the international order in [its] favor.” In addition, the
unclassified synopsis of the 2018 National Defense Strategy (NDS) notes that the US seeks to “expand the competitive space” in its relationship with Beijing to “compete, deter, and win.” The NSS highlights China’s attempts to “displace the United States in the Indo-Pacific region” and “reorder the region in its favor.” Against that backdrop, the NDS underscores the importance of “maintaining a favorable balance of power in the Indo-Pacific” and reassuring US allies and partners therein.

The Trump administration did not view competition with China as limited to Asia or even the broader Indo-Pacific, nor as solely military. In fact, it prioritized technological competition. US vice president Mike Pence, for example, strongly denounced ongoing efforts by Chinese state-led companies to access—and eventually dominate—global markets in technologies such as fifth generation (5G) cellular network technology and artificial intelligence (AI). The developed economies and lucrative markets of Europe and East Asia are particularly important in this context.

At the same time, the 2017 NSS and 2018 NDS identify Russia as a strategic competitor and often lump Russia and China together, thus seeming to confound prioritization. US officials want to reassure allies and avoid the appearance of neglecting other regions (including Europe) for the sake of Asia. Yet in their public statements, both President Trump and his senior advisors periodically identify China as the greatest challenge for the United States and the rules-based international order. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo argued that China, not Russia or Iran, constitutes the greatest threat to the West. Similarly, in his remarks to the Senate Armed Services Committee in March 2019, former secretary of defense Patrick Shanahan argued that his main priority is to ensure military overmatch worldwide, but particularly with China, which he described as a “whole-of-government threat to the US.” US defense officials have argued that in practice, China is a clear priority. Within the DOD, “Russia is seen as a pretty significant but diminishing threat, whereas China is seen as a growing and long-term threat.”

Although critics often point to alleged inconsistencies in the US’s China strategy, some of its broad contours have remained rather stable. For one thing, the US appears to have abandoned the prospect of China becoming a “responsible stakeholder” in the (US-led) international order. The US has also emphasized its willingness to counter China’s military actions in Asia and across the broader Indo-Pacific region. Such an approach toward Beijing enjoys bipartisan support in Washington, meaning it will likely persist into future administrations—with variations in style but consistency in viewing China as a global competitor.
Because outcompeting China has become its most pressing strategic challenge, Washington is adjusting its policies and relationships elsewhere in the world to ensure that they support competition with Beijing. While the shift has been gradual, it is now apparent; it represents a significant change from the twentieth century when the US went to war twice in Europe and conflicts elsewhere were often driven by the logic of European security. Whereas during the Cold War the US enlisted European allies in a global struggle against a European power, today the US seeks to enlist European allies in a global competition with a non-European power.

To be sure, neither competition with China nor the preservation of a favorable regional balance in the Indo-Pacific fully monopolizes US global strategy. Both the 2017 NSS and the declassified synopsis of the 2018 NDS emphasize America’s ongoing commitment to the preservation of “favorable balances of power in Europe and the Middle East.” The NSS even refers to Europe as the United States’ most “significant trading partner” and notes that America is “safer when Europe is prosperous and stable.” Yet there is growing concern in Washington about how China’s rise might affect European security. In this regard, the NSS warns about Beijing’s supposed efforts to “gain a strategic foothold in Europe by expanding its unfair trade practices and investing in key industries, sensitive technologies and infrastructure.” A 2019 task force report published by the bipartisan Asia Society similarly identifies “China’s pursuit of a mercantilist high-tech import-substitution industrial policy” and its “economic and diplomatic statecraft to gain a military foothold beyond Asia,” including in Europe, as key grand strategic challenges. In other words, because US strategic objectives in Asia and Europe are increasingly interdependent, China and Asia are also becoming increasingly relevant in Washington’s dealings with and in Europe. This interdependence complicates America’s European strategy in two ways: by underscoring the problem resource trade-offs and by pushing the US to reconcile competing interests across the two regions.

**Preserving the European Balance of Power**

Ensuring that no single state or coalition of states would dominate either Europe or East Asia has been a top geostrategic priority for the United States since at least the First World War. Europe and East Asia represent the world’s greatest concentration of latent power in terms of wealth, demographics, and military-industrial potential. They are also the two parts of the Eurasian “rimland” that have the easiest and most direct access to the continental United States via the Atlantic and Pacific...
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Oceans. If a single power managed to dominate the resources of either region, it would be in a strong position to challenge the US’s global economic and strategic influence and freedom of action. While there has been an isolationist strand in foreign policy thinking since the birth of the United States, successive postwar administrations have embraced the view that maintaining a network of forward bases and alliances in Europe and East Asia is the most efficient way to preserve a favorable balance of power in those regions and mitigate the risk of such a challenge. The primary alternative of “offshore balancing”—basing forces in the US and responding to emergencies as they arise—has not gained much adherence in the US government or with either political party, as it is seen as riskier and more expensive. Scholars who advocate for offshore balancing also recognize this fact, even as they often portray events like the end of the Cold War or the 2008 financial crisis as a window of opportunity for the US to adopt a strategy in line with their prescriptions.

For most of the twentieth century, the US clearly elected not to pursue an offshore balancing strategy in Europe. Since the end of the Second World War, in particular, the United States adopted a proactive, forward-leaning grand strategy in Europe as it sought to manage the only two powers deemed to have the potential to dominate the system: Russia and Germany. After defeating Germany militarily in the Second World War, Washington’s immediate priority was to ensure that it would not be in a position to threaten the continental balance again. Yet with Germany militarily and industrially devastated, divided between East and West, and East Germany and most of Eastern and Central Europe under Soviet influence, attention turned toward Moscow—now the greatest threat to the European balance. The United States soon concluded that a friendly and submissive (yet adequately armed) West Germany was the most cost-effective way of balancing the power of Soviet Russia in Central Europe and thus promoted West Germany’s reindustrialization and remilitarization. But this strategy required significant US investment and presence in Europe to reassure the rest of the Continent’s states: Secretary of State Dean Acheson was concerned about Germany acting as “the balance of power in Europe,” and many European allies preferred Germany never to rearm.

Critically, by advancing NATO and the European Community (EC) as mechanisms to oversee the process of West German rearmament and reindustrialization, the United States (and its British and French allies) would ensure that Bonn’s potential would work for and not against its interests. America’s Cold War European strategy thus followed a logic of
dual containment: the Soviet Union through alliances and deterrence and West Germany by socializing it into the nascent transatlantic community. As the Soviet Union grew more threatening and West Germany socialized into the West, the United States focused increasingly on the need to keep the Soviets out rather than keeping the Germans down. In any event, the preservation of a balance of power in Europe was America’s chief global concern throughout the Cold War. This is not to say that Washington did not pay attention to other regions, especially East Asia. But because the strategic competition with Moscow was identified as the top priority of US grand strategy, because Moscow’s power base was firmly anchored in Europe, and because Europe was the world’s most economically dynamic region outside North America, few US resources were spared when it came to the primary objective of preserving the European balance.

With the implosion of the Soviet Union in the early 1990s, Europe began to progressively lose the centrality it had enjoyed in US grand strategy during the Cold War. But even absent an immediate threat to the balance of power in Europe, policy makers did not seek to shift to a strategy of offshore balancing. After all, Washington’s forward presence in Europe continued to provide it with positive leverage over its allies’ strategic direction. It also served as a launching pad for US activities elsewhere, especially in the Middle East. In any case, throughout the 1990s and 2000s, the United States seemed to enjoy such overwhelming advantages vis-à-vis all its potential competitors that discussions on resource trade-offs between regions appeared unnecessary. There was a widespread sense that Washington could do anything, everywhere, any time. This unipolar era appears to be waning. The 2017 NSS and 2018 NDS herald the return of great power competition, identifying China and Russia as long-term strategic competitors that are challenging US interests and the balance of power in Europe and the Indo-Pacific simultaneously. More broadly, the United States faces a much less permissive international environment than was the case during the immediate post–Cold War period. Against this backdrop, resource prioritization is an increasingly salient issue.

Additionally, most scholars and experts agree that China poses a more comprehensive long-term challenge for American power than Russia does. Already in 2014, John Ikenberry wrote that it was China’s rise that would inevitably bring the United States’ unipolar moment to an end. For his part, John Mearsheimer refers to Russia as “by far the weakest of the three great powers for the foreseeable future, unless either the US or Chinese economy encounters major long-term problems.” The key question, according to him, is “to determine which side, if any, Russia will take
in the US-China rivalry.” But as the United States continues to shift its gaze further eastward, can the stability and presence of friendly powers in Europe be guaranteed without a strong US engagement?

The United States currently faces a strategic dilemma in Europe. On the one hand, the prioritization of China and Asia constrains Washington’s ability to engage in Europe, incentivizing it to adopt a more indirect and flexible approach. On the other hand, a significant retrenchment of US power in Europe could leave “too much” space for other players, spurring a process of geopolitical competition that could be damaging to US economic and political interests or, worse still, result in the rise of a dominant power in the Continent. While such risks appear manageable at low cost to offshore balancers, US policy makers disagree. Three powers are particularly relevant in this regard: Russia, Germany, and the prospect of a politically united and strategically autonomous EU.

Europe experts in the United States call attention to the continued importance of Europe-related challenges for US security and prosperity. However, such challenges are no longer at the top of America’s grand strategic hierarchy. As the US adopts an increasingly indirect approach to European security, Washington will devote fewer resources and attention to the achievement of its strategic objectives there. Three challenges stand out: ensuring that Russia and Germany do not become either too strong or too weak, ensuring that the Russian-German relationship is neither too cooperative nor too conflictual, and empowering key allies in Western Europe (notably Britain and France) and helping them preserve a regional balance of power. Below, we address each of these challenges in turn.

**Preserving a Favorable European Balance: Neither Too Strong nor Too Weak**

To preserve the European balance, the US has long sought to ensure that Germany and Russia are neither too strong nor too weak. While German power is comfortably anchored in the institutional architecture of the current international order and a broader “transatlantic orientation,” excessive German power in relation to the rest of Europe remains a concern noted by actors ranging from Trump’s trade advisor Peter Navarro to the leader of the German Social Democratic Party. Rising power in both Germany and Russia could lead to mutual apprehension and increase the risk of tensions. On the other hand, weakness in one could excessively embolden the other, which would risk disturbing the regional balance. Either development could draw the US into unwanted and costly confrontation in Europe. Its increasing focus on the balance of
power in Asia constrains its flexibility and footprint to manage these less pressing risks in Europe.\textsuperscript{54} For one thing, growing Russian assertiveness militates against significant US disengagement from European geopolitics. Since the annexation of Crimea in 2014, Moscow’s push to reestablish a sphere of influence in Eastern Europe has even led some observers to warn of an emerging “New Cold War” in Europe.\textsuperscript{55} While there is vibrant debate about how durable Russian power may be, previous US administrations have considered Russia to be severely constrained by structural, economic, and demographic problems.\textsuperscript{56} Furthermore, the presence of NATO and the EU along its western border, growing Chinese influence across Central Asia and Siberia, and ongoing instability in the Middle East have led Moscow to spread its resources across several fronts, limiting its ability to meaningfully threaten the European balance of power.\textsuperscript{57} Yet Washington currently sees Russian aggression as a real risk and believes that credibly deterring Russia—and, critically, reassuring regional allies—requires some form of US military presence in Europe. In fact, since Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014, the US has reinforced its military posture on the Continent. At the same time, its prioritization of China has led the United States to reassess the relative importance of certain subregions within Europe. It has constrained its engagement in areas like the Western Balkans, Ukraine, and the Caucasus while prioritizing the Baltic and Black Sea areas.\textsuperscript{58}

Additionally, Germany has become, since the end of the Cold War, the economic and financial leader of the EU. Reunification and the enlargement of NATO and the EU to Eastern Europe brought additional security, autonomy, and economic opportunities for Berlin, reducing its strategic dependence on the US and NATO and even reinforcing its position vis-à-vis France and Britain.\textsuperscript{59} Germany’s centrality to the EU’s response to the 2008 global financial crisis and in EU policy toward Russia since 2014 illustrate its rise.\textsuperscript{60} But the need to negotiate decisions with multiple partners and institutions in the context of the EU still constrains Germany as well. France and the UK (perhaps less so after Brexit) also remain important political counterweights to German leadership within Europe. Moreover, while Germany has taken on a stronger leadership role in European foreign policy in recent years on the diplomatic front, the German electorate’s discomfort with military force limits the country’s ability to play a leading security role.\textsuperscript{61}

In contrast to previous US administrations, however, the Trump administration did not think of the EU as a constraint on Berlin. Instead, it saw the EU as a mechanism to further German interests and power and even
supported anti-EU initiatives and movements, including Brexit.\textsuperscript{62} This approach is not purely ideological: Washington faces a long-standing dilemma with regard to European integration.\textsuperscript{63} To the extent that European integration promotes political cooperation, stimulates economic growth, and helps balance Russian power while harnessing German power, it is positive for US interests. However, if the EU were to become either too strong or dominated by a single power, US interests in European balance would be at risk.\textsuperscript{64} Washington’s attitude toward defense cooperation in an EU framework is a good example: the United States welcomes EU efforts aimed at strengthening defense capabilities as positive contributions to the transatlantic security relationship.\textsuperscript{65} However, it is suspicious about attempts in the EU to develop an exclusive approach toward defense policy both on industrial and geostrategic grounds, as it could prove harmful to the position of US defense companies on the European market while constraining US leadership in the transatlantic community.\textsuperscript{66}

While the prospect of a politically and strategically integrated Europe is not exclusively dependent on Germany, Berlin’s active participation and leadership (in cooperation with France) is indispensable for any real breakthrough in that regard. That means that German power and the specter of a strategically and politically united Europe are two interrelated challenges for US grand strategy.\textsuperscript{67} In this regard, as Washington rebalances its attention toward China and the Indo-Pacific, ensuring that the European integration process does not decouple from the wider transatlantic framework and advance in a direction harmful to US interests promises to become increasingly challenging.

**Balancing between Intra-European Cooperation and Conflict**

The US has traditionally sought to ensure that the relationship between Germany and Russia is neither too cooperative nor too conflictual. This is the case because too much German-Russian cooperation could lead to some form of condominium between the two and upset the European balance, thereby undermining US regional influence and freedom of action.\textsuperscript{68} A key illustration of this dynamic is US opposition to the construction of Nord Stream 2, a 1,200-kilometer-long offshore natural gas pipeline between Russia and Germany. US officials accuse Berlin of ignoring the interests of its allies by filling Russia’s coffers and bypassing Central and Eastern European countries, leaving them vulnerable to Russian pressure.\textsuperscript{69} They fear that Nord Stream 2 would allow Moscow to threaten credibly to cut off gas supplies in Eastern Europe without undermining its business with Western Europe.\textsuperscript{70} Because Nord Stream 2 would make Germany the
key transit country in continental Europe, critics have accused Berlin of profiting at the expense of its neighbors, who would find themselves paying more at the end of the transport route through Germany.\textsuperscript{71} Chancellor Merkel’s government continues to defend the project as a purely commercial initiative, however, if less energetically following pressure from allies resulting from the poisoning of Russian dissident Alexei Navalny.

Even as US policy makers are wary of a cooperative German-Russian relationship, conflict in Europe is an entanglement risk that the US would prefer to avoid.\textsuperscript{72} If anything, this dilemma is likely to become more salient as the US strives to keep its engagement in Europe relatively contained. Thus, as Washington continues to shift its attention toward China and the Indo-Pacific, it will likely seek engagement in Europe that is sufficient to influence the strategic interaction between Germany and Russia. Such proactive engagement in Europe, even if somewhat costly, may prove to be an effective insurance policy against costlier risks.

\textbf{Keeping a Strong Anchor in Western Europe}

Finally, the existence of strong and independent countries in Western Europe firmly allied with the United States geopolitically has historically given Washington strategic reach in the region. In particular, a strong alliance with nuclear powers Britain and France is key from a US perspective, as their strategic autonomy supports a European balance of power. During the Second World War, Britain’s ability to withstand an invasion was essential to the logistics supporting Europe’s liberation. During the Cold War, the UK and France played important roles in both nuclear and conventional deterrence. Both remain today an important buffer against the specter of German economic and diplomatic dominance in Europe.\textsuperscript{73} Critically, their status as Europe’s most capable conventional and only nuclear powers allows France and the UK to guide Germany in security matters while also deterring Russia.

If anything, the importance of France and the UK, and their role in managing German and Russian power in Europe, is likely to increase as the US shifts its focus to Asia. At the same time, the 2011 Libya intervention highlighted that British and French influence in and around Europe is more effective with US support. Thus, as it prioritizes China and the Indo-Pacific, the United States may strive to find a balance between delegating greater responsibility to Britain and France in Europe and ensuring a sufficient level of engagement to support those two countries. For example, France leans on the United States to balance resources required to manage terrorism-related challenges in the Sahel while also supporting
NATO efforts to deter Russia and defend the Baltic States. Yet resource constraints and a potentially unbalanced Europe are no longer the only challenge for America’s European strategy. An increasingly important challenge relates to ensuring that Europe’s key actors and institutions support—or at least do not hinder—US efforts in the context of its competition with China.

The US-China Rivalry: Coordinating with Europe

It has become rather commonplace in US scholarly circles to assert that Europe’s global importance is decreasing. Experts in grand strategy are less and less interested in Europe-related developments, while China and Asia experts are increasingly in demand.\textsuperscript{74} Nevertheless, the European continent is not immune from Sino-American competition. In fact, in (re)framing its European strategy, Washington has started to think beyond its traditional concern with preserving a regional balance of power and seeks to ensure that Europe’s key powers and institutions are on its side when it comes to competition with Beijing. This important consideration is increasingly affecting how the United States interacts with its European allies and competitors.

America’s European Allies and Competition with China

The relationship between Washington’s European partners and its competition with China is largely technological and economic. Current efforts by Chinese state-led companies to access—and eventually dominate—global markets in key technologies like 5G and AI raise important strategic as well as privacy- and competition-related issues. China’s disinterest in Western standards, coupled with lack of reciprocity and other barriers to foreign companies operating in the Chinese market, makes these challenges even more acute. The lack of a level playing field ultimately means that China could leverage global supply chains and infrastructure nodes to game the current international order against American power. Europe’s advanced economies are an important prize in that context.

Against this background, several Trump administration officials warned Europeans that using technology from Chinese telecommunications manufacturer Huawei could hurt their relationship with the United States. Washington accused Huawei of being a Trojan horse for Chinese intelligence and has tried to check its influence.\textsuperscript{75} Nonetheless, most Europeans appear to believe that the security risks are manageable, proposing additional security requirements rather than a complete ban.\textsuperscript{76} In response,
Washington warned that the inclusion of Huawei equipment in next-generation mobile networks could curtail intelligence sharing and hurt relations with the US.\textsuperscript{77} It also announced sanctions to those foreign tech manufacturers that sell computer chips built with American technology to Huawei.\textsuperscript{78} Although there was some domestic criticism of Trump’s trans- actionalist approach to the issue, a bipartisan effort is underway to stimulate smaller non-Chinese companies to make individual pieces of networking equipment that interact with one another, breaking Huawei’s market dominance.\textsuperscript{79} This effort further underlines the United States’ preoccupation with the prospect of Chinese dominance in this field. And in any case, dependence on Chinese 5G solutions would make Europeans vulnerable to Chinese sabotage of different sorts.

Beyond 5G, which has become a particularly contentious issue in transatlantic relations as of late, Washington is increasingly worried about China’s growing economic and political influence across Europe.\textsuperscript{80} One concern is the 16+1 (17+1 since the formal inclusion of Greece in April 2019), a forum involving China and a number of Central and Eastern European countries to discuss issues relating to investment, economic, and trade cooperation. After the launch of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) in 2013, the 17+1 format turned into a platform for China to develop infrastructure projects to connect China to Europe. It aimed to facilitate Chinese access to European markets and export its excess capital and labor while building its economic reach on the Continent.\textsuperscript{81} The 17+1 format has allowed China to bypass the EU as a bloc and strengthen its diplomatic and political influence over individual countries. For instance, when Hungary broke the EU’s consensus on human rights violations in March 2017 by refusing to sign a joint letter denouncing China’s alleged torture of detained lawyers, some observers were quick to link this to increased Chinese investment in the country.\textsuperscript{82} Similar reactions emerged in July 2016, when Hungary and Greece blocked a reference to Beijing in a Brussels statement on the illegality of Chinese claims in the South China Sea.\textsuperscript{83}

Over the past decade, the economic and migration crises have exacerbated several cleavages within and between European countries, among which the North-South and East-West divides stand out. As the 17+1 platform illustrates, China has proven quite adept at drawing on those divisions while leveraging its financial and economic largesse to increase economic presence and political influence in Europe.\textsuperscript{84} This strategy has caused alarm in the United States. In a 2018 speech at the Heritage Foundation, former assistant secretary of state for European affairs A. Wess Mitchell alluded to parts of Europe as a new playground for China.\textsuperscript{85} Relatedly, ac-
according to a senior White House official, “China poses an even greater threat to Europe than Russia does” because Russia’s interests and behavior in the old continent are “relatively predictable,” whereas China’s are unpredictable, making China “a highly disruptive force in Europe.” Russia’s economic weakness and thirst for European capital empower European countries vis-à-vis Moscow, opening up the possibility of employing sanctions and other tools of economic statecraft. Yet it is unclear to what extent Europeans are able or willing to adopt similar strategies with Beijing.

The United States is concerned about China’s growing economic and political influence within Europe for two reasons. First, it enables China to amass European financial or market access support for its bid to dominate key technologies such as 5G, neutralizing potential European support for the United States in the context of its long-term strategic competition with Beijing, or even allowing Beijing to gather support in some instances. Second, China’s ability to engage with European countries bilaterally or through subregional clusters challenges European cohesion. The 17+1 framework is particularly striking, as it encroaches into core EU competences like trade or infrastructure. Traditionally, US policy makers have viewed European cohesion as an important enabler of US power. Since sowing divisions and instability is cheaper for China than it is for the United States and its European allies to redress such divisions, China’s policies are deemed problematic. Admittedly, the Trump administration has departed from the long-standing American tendency to consider European cohesion as an end of US strategy. Nonetheless, US leadership considers a Europe divided on Chinese terms a risk for Washington.

Beyond China’s influence, Europe’s place in Sino-American competition is also about how Europeans may facilitate or hinder Chinese influence in other regions, most notably along the Indo-Pacific maritime axis. Some US officials expect European allies to play a more proactive role in the Indo-Pacific, stepping up their diplomatic and military presence there and joining forces with Washington and its Asian allies, including in territorial disputes with China. Former US secretary of defense Leon Panetta, in his farewell speech in Europe, urged US European allies to accompany Washington as it rebalanced its strategic attention to Asia. At the same time, Russia’s annexation of Crimea and the decision to strengthen deterrence in Eastern Europe may be affecting America’s calculus, as facing two “long-term strategic competitors” (China and Russia) and a constrained resource environment forces the United States to prioritize. Against this backdrop, there is a growing feeling amid US defense officials that the most efficient way to use the resources and capabilities of
US European allies is to deter Russia and provide security in their own continent (and its immediate neighborhood), thus (partly) relieving Washington of its burden there as it prioritizes Asia and the Indo-Pacific. In the words of one US defense official, European allies “should focus on holding the line in Eastern Europe” and let “the United States and its East Asian allies guarantee security in Asia and the Indo-Pacific.” At the same time, however, US policy makers also realize that Europeans have their own interests in Asia and the Indo-Pacific. Thus, a key challenge for the United States going forward is how to steer the activities of its European allies in the Indo-Pacific in a fruitful direction from the viewpoint of its competition with China.

How could Washington’s European allies assist the US in its competition with China in the primary Indo-Pacific front, contributing to a favorable balance of power there? One important challenge is ensuring that European technology does not fuel China’s military modernization. For several decades, Washington has exerted considerable pressure on the EU to maintain its arms embargo against the PRC, even threatening adverse consequences for transatlantic defense industrial relations. As competition with China becomes more salient, the United States is also paying increasing attention to Europe’s transfer of “dual-use” technology to China and has urged some of its allies (in particular the French) to scrutinize more carefully their technology and capability transfers to China.

Beyond the issue of arms transfers, the United States is devoting increasing attention to the security role that countries like Britain or France can play across the Indo-Pacific, as both possess an important infrastructure of overseas bases across the region, powerful navies, and growing strategic ties with key US allies and partners in the region. Thus, Washington is encouraging greater military-to-military interaction with Britain and France in the Indo-Pacific as well as supporting greater connectivity between those two countries and its key allies and partners in the Indo-Pacific. Finally, the United States is worried about European signs of support to Chinese efforts to reorder Asia and the Indo-Pacific region in its favor. In this regard, in 2015, Britain, Germany, France, and Italy decided to join the Chinese-led Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), ignoring pleas from the Obama administration not to do so. To manage this problem, the United States has recently sought to elevate the question of China and the US-China competition to the top of the transatlantic political agenda, as illustrated by the summit of NATO heads of state and government in Washington, DC, in April 2019 and the leaders’ meeting in November 2019.
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**Competition with China and the Future of US-Russia Relations**

The China factor will also become increasingly important in US strategic calculations vis-à-vis Russia. The growing Sino-Russian relationship poses a significant challenge for the US—while it will certainly seek to avoid a China-Russia alignment, it is unlikely that the US would align with either against the other in the current environment, as some have argued. Russia’s connection to Asia and to the broader process of Sino-American competition is perhaps clearer than that of other European states. It is through Russia that the connections between the European and Asian theaters become most apparent. Russian fears about China’s growing influence in Central Asia, Eastern Siberia, or even the Arctic could offer an opportunity for a US-Russia rapprochement—analogous to the US opening to China during the Cold War, which forced the USSR to divide its attention and resources across Europe and Asia. In this regard, Richard Betts argues that since “the rise of China is ultimately a more serious security challenge than Russian reassertion...realists should hope for a way to achieve a US rapprochement with Russia.”

Nevertheless, Putin’s regime identifies the United States as the main threat to its security, and Russia has made its relationship with China a strategic and geo-economic priority. Their 1997 border agreement, coupled with both countries’ seeming determination to soothe existing frictions, has ensured an amicable relationship in recent years, enabling both parties to focus on competition with the US. From a US viewpoint, a hostile Russia can cause mischief but remains “weak and sufferable.” Russia and China together, however, are a much tougher challenge.

From a Russian viewpoint, the more Moscow signals to Washington that its relationship with Beijing is strong, the higher the price the US may be willing to pay politically to pry Russia away from China. US officials are by and large skeptical of America’s ability to manipulate the Sino-Russian relationship. However, there is a growing recognition in Washington that an excessively confrontational approach toward Russia in Europe could push Moscow closer to Beijing, compromising America’s broader geopolitical standing. This scenario creates an important dilemma for the United States, as Russia could conclude that touting its strategic ties with China could help extract geopolitical concessions from the US. Yet as Washington prioritizes its competition with Beijing, preventing the consolidation of a Sino-Russian bloc becomes important. Should, then, the US accept Russian interests in Europe or the Middle East in exchange for Russia’s cooperation in limiting Chinese influence in regions like Central Asia, the Arctic, or the Western Pacific or even Russian...
neutrality in Asian geopolitics? More broadly, what can Russia do for or against the US in Asia and in relation to China more specifically?

There are already signs suggesting that China and Asia may be increasingly relevant to US-Russia relations. Analysts have argued that the US decision to withdraw from the bilateral Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty (INF) with Russia followed a realization that Beijing (which was not part of the treaty) was making gains at the expense of both Washington and Moscow. Despite official insistence that European security concerns drove the decision to suspend its obligations under the INF, many experts have argued that the decision was actually driven by a desire to develop and deploy systems prohibited under the INF to counter Chinese capabilities. Since Beijing is no party to the arms control treaty, US officials have argued that the People’s Liberation Army has an advantage there. This raises an important question: Is the United States willing to embrace decisions that might be detrimental to the security of its European allies and interests for the sake of the higher-order objective of out-competing China?

In the short term, however, three factors are likely to complicate US-Russia rapprochement. First, the US electorate remains suspicious of Russia—investigations of Russian influence in the 2016 US presidential election remain salient. Second, alliances in Europe still shape US behavior, and Russia poses an immediate threat to some US regional allies. Finally, Russia’s behavior challenges American values as well as US security interests in Europe. As a matter of fact, both Republicans and Democrats are generally reluctant to accommodate Russia for the sake of balancing against China and deeply mistrust Moscow. The combination of the above factors complicates fundamental change. Nonetheless, as Washington looks at Russia through both a European and an Asian lens, and through the specific lens of the Sino-American competition, a delicate balancing act lies ahead.

Conclusion

Competition with China has become the United States’ top grand strategic priority. In examining how Sino-American competition, both in Asia and globally, affects the US European strategy, we identified two sets of challenges for Washington going forward. The first relates to resource trade-offs and the evolving Europe versus Asia hierarchy in US grand strategy. Because resources are scarce and US strategy prioritizes competition with China, Washington will have fewer resources for a proactive role in Europe, enabling other actors (Germany, Russia, Britain, France, and
the EU) to increase their influence. The US is increasingly weighting its prioritization of the Indo-Pacific against the need to stay engaged in Europe, with a view to preserving a favorable regional balance of power. Going forward, US engagement will likely seek to prevent Germany, the EU, and Russia from becoming either too strong or too weak; to ensure that the relationship between those three actors is neither too cooperative nor too conflictual; and to enable Britain and France to remain strong enough to help Washington preserve a regional balance of power.

The second set of challenges relates to the United States expanding its traditional concern with preserving the European balance of power. It now also wants to be assured that Europe’s key powers and institutions are on its side regarding competition with Beijing—or at least that they do not hinder US strategic objectives in terms of China and Asia. Toward this end, US strategy challenges that lie ahead in Europe include ensuring that European allies do not enable Chinese superiority in key technologies (including 5G or AI), ensuring that European activities in the Indo-Pacific support US strategic objectives,countering Chinese attempts to create division in Europe, and preventing Russia from becoming too close to China.

These conclusions have important implications for future research and policy analysis. We have based them on a simple premise: the prioritization of competition with China makes Europe a secondary theater for US grand strategy. We surely acknowledge that, when it comes to US China policy, different administrations will aim to strike their own balance between cooperation and competition and may thus make different choices regarding specific policies. However, there appears to be a broad consensus within the United States that competition with China is a structural phenomenon and is likely to be the key strategic challenge for Washington in the coming years or even decades. Against that backdrop, it is important for scholars to start thinking about what a China-first strategy means for US strategy elsewhere. Herein, we have sought to open that discussion through an analysis of America’s European strategy.

Our analysis also has policy implications for the United States and Europe. We have outlined the broad contours of what Europe as a secondary theater means for US strategy on that continent. In particular, we have outlined the importance of reconciling the pressure on the US to downsize in Europe to focus on the Indo-Pacific with the need to maintain sufficient engagement to preserve a favorable regional balance of power in Europe. What kind of military posture, diplomatic strategy, or economic presence would that reconciliation require? We have barely scratched the surface of
that discussion, which is likely to remain key for US policy makers and scholars in the years to come. For their part, Europeans still need to come to terms with the notion that Sino-American competition may well become the ordering principle of international politics. As they do, they must also ascertain how they will position themselves in that context: Will they pick a side or, instead, emphasize European strategic autonomy and reject the frame of Sino-American competition? Experts and policy makers have only just begun to debate this question. Their answers may well determine the shape and relevance of the transatlantic relationship in the twenty-first century.
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In 1996, Joseph Nye and William Owens foresaw the importance of information technologies and data sharing, warning that if the United States did not share the knowledge gained from its information systems—particularly satellites—other countries would have added incentive to develop their own. However, their analysis did not consider the potential benefits of resiliency offered by redundant allied systems. Decision makers should consider both the soft-power benefits of data sharing as well as the resiliency benefits associated with redundant, interoperable systems to enable a more robust path forward for gaining and preserving power in the information age. This article examines the disadvantages of restricting access to data as predicted by Nye and Owens and the unexpected benefits of redundancy for three space sector information technologies: reconnaissance satellites, global navigation satellite systems, and space domain awareness systems.

****

In 1996, Joseph Nye and William Owens argued that the United States was poised to lead the information revolution, increasing its power in international affairs. Key to maintaining its technological superiority, however, was sharing this information. They recommended that the US provide an “information umbrella,” sharing information to gain leverage with allies and maintain its leadership position. They noted that the United States has a considerable advantage in terms of investment and experience in these technologies and argued that if America did not share its knowledge it would create incentives for countries to develop independent capabilities. Conversely, its willingness to do so could be a way to build coalitions before aggression begins or to improve the decision-making of recipients during conflicts.
Nye and Owens suggested that the US “information umbrella” should follow the model of the “nuclear umbrella.” As with the nuclear umbrella, the information umbrella would provide leverage with allies and form the foundation for a mutually beneficial relationship. They acknowledged that this would require overcoming long-established prejudices against openly sharing intelligence. Concerns included the risks of disclosing sources and methods used in obtaining information and of making clear what the US did and did not know, potentially reducing its advantage. However, they concluded that “selectively sharing these abilities is therefore not only the route of coalition leadership, but the key to maintaining U.S. military superiority.”

The comparison to the nuclear umbrella provides a useful example to envision the potential benefits of information sharing, particularly space information, but the comparison is not perfect. While development of nuclear weapons is tightly restricted by the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, there is no such restriction for space information technology. Nor are the dangers associated with the proliferation of this technology considered nearly as dire. This factor complicates the ability to develop and maintain an information umbrella but also broadens the policy options available. In many cases, the United States may find it beneficial to share data and encourage the development of independent space systems among allies.

James Clay Moltz states that “net-centric” space technology, based on resiliency gained through redundant systems and commercial and international partnerships, may be more critical in today’s world than traditional views of power that emphasize purely national technologies. Further, Moltz contends that the United States is better situated than its potential adversaries to excel in this new form of power. The US has allies capable of developing and maintaining advanced space systems while its primary adversaries, Russia and China, have few, if any, close allies with this capability. This suggests that combining information sharing and coordinated space technology development to enable more capable and resilient interoperable systems may provide greater security advantages than information sharing alone.

This article examines the historical development of three military space sector information technologies—reconnaissance satellites, global navigation satellite systems, and space domain awareness systems—and demonstrates that in these areas Nye and Owens’s warning was prescient. The US reticence to engage in meaningful data sharing contributed to allies deciding to develop independent capabilities. However, the examined cases also
show that these developments resulted in unforeseen benefits to the United States in terms of redundancy and resilience that now play a critical role in US military power. These three cases indicate that the United States could have achieved benefits earlier, and with less tension among allies, if it had pursued a policy encouraging both information sharing and the development of interoperable systems. Lessons learned from these cases can be applied to future decision making.

Reconnaissance Satellites

The value of reconnaissance satellites has been evident since the beginning of the space age. The United States’ first successful reconnaissance satellite mission, Corona, launched in 1960. This first satellite collected more imagery of the Soviet Union in two days than the U-2 reconnaissance aircraft had collected in two years of flights. Building on this success, the US reconnaissance program moved ahead rapidly, launching more than 100 reconnaissance satellites by 1972.4

Throughout this period, reconnaissance satellite technology and data were tightly controlled. When the US and the Soviet Union completed the first Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty in 1972, the agreement referred to verification by “national technical means.” While this was understood by both parties to the treaty to refer to reconnaissance satellites, they deliberately chose not to publicly acknowledge the existence of these assets.5 Even the presence of the United States National Reconnaissance Office (NRO), the agency that developed remote sensing satellites, remained classified until 1992.6

The United States’ high level of secrecy and reluctance to share technology and data extended even to allies. In 1973, Israeli officials requested access to US reconnaissance imagery in support of the Yom Kippur War. US officials responded that the information was not available due to damage to the satellite. While this may have been true, Israeli officials were not convinced and chose to proceed with Israel’s own satellite reconnaissance program.7 Israel launched its first reconnaissance satellite, Ofeq–1, in 1988. This made Israel the fourth country in the world to develop a reconnaissance satellite, after the United States, the Soviet Union (1961), and China (1975).

The 1991 Persian Gulf War demonstrated continued limitations in US sharing of reconnaissance data with allies. In 1992, France requested US satellite imagery to support its efforts in the Gulf War. When the US declined to share the images, France started its own reconnaissance program.8 France’s first reconnaissance satellite, Helios 1A, was launched in 1995, fol-
ollowed by increasingly capable satellites in the same series. France was the fifth nation to develop a reconnaissance satellite. The data from this series was used to support independent French decision-making. A French military official stated in 2015 that it was because of Helios imagery that France declined to join the 2003 US invasion of Iraq, as France’s independent assessment of this imagery contradicted US interpretations of intelligence at the time.  

See table 1 for inaugural satellite launch dates by country.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nation</th>
<th>First Reconnaissance Satellite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soviet Union/Russia</td>
<td>1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While other factors, such as technical capability and prestige, likely impacted these decisions, US reticence to share its own reconnaissance data when requested also played a role in the Israeli and French development of independent reconnaissance satellite systems. Further, once these nations developed this technology, they were free to share the resulting information—or the technology itself—according to their own policies.

Unlike the US, France chose to undertake its satellite reconnaissance program as a cooperative effort. *Helios 1* was developed in partnership with Italy and Spain. Later Helios satellites incorporated Greece and Belgium into the partnership. In 2006, Germany developed its own reconnaissance satellite system, SAR-Lupe, with a radar instrument allowing the collection of information regardless of weather and lighting conditions. A cooperative treaty with France allows both nations to access data from both the Helios and SAR-Lupe satellites. France has a similar agreement in place for access to data from Italy’s dual-use COSMO-SkyMed constellation, launched in 2007 and 2008, which also carries radar instruments. In 2017, Italy launched its first dedicated reconnaissance satellite, built by Israel Aerospace Industries.
In addition to the significant degree of data sharing among European nations, Israel, France, and others have also proven to be much more willing than the US to export advanced satellite remote sensing technology. Despite a multiyear process that began in 2009 to reform export control regulations, remote sensing systems with military applications remain on the tightly controlled United States Munitions List.\textsuperscript{14} These systems include those with high spatial or spectral resolutions and many of those with radar remote-sensing characteristics. By contrast, allied nations spurred by the US to develop their own reconnaissance systems have shown a willingness to export this technology. In 2009, India launched its first reconnaissance satellite, the \textit{Radar Imaging Satellite-2}, built by Israel Aerospace Industries. That same year, Turkey signed a contract with Thales Alenia Space of France and Italy’s Telespazio to purchase a high-resolution imagery satellite, launched in 2016.

It is worth noting that, beginning in the 1980s, many countries—including the United States—promoted the growth of commercial remote-sensing companies capable of providing high-resolution imagery. The data sold by companies has proven valuable for national security and foreign policy uses.\textsuperscript{15} However, these companies remain highly regulated. Limitations are placed on the spatial resolution of this imagery to ensure it remains less precise than data provided by advanced military reconnaissance systems. Companies are often prohibited from selling data in particular geographic areas, to particular customers, or at particular times.\textsuperscript{16} While companies are regulated by the nation in which they reside, the US has also exerted “checkbook shutter control.” That is, it purchases all available imagery under an exclusive license so no one else can access it. The US thus has a way of wielding some level of control even over foreign commercial systems. While some countries may find that their national security needs can be met solely through commercially available satellite data, the continued limitations on access and the differences in capability differentiate them from nationally owned reconnaissance satellites.

As Nye and Owens suggested, by failing to adequately share data, the US had created an additional incentive for allies to develop their own systems sooner than they may have otherwise. Once that development had occurred, the US ceded not only its leverage as a data provider but also control over further proliferation of both the information and the underlying technology.
Global Navigation Satellite Systems

Limited US data sharing also acted as an incentive for independent allied development of global navigation satellite systems. The US Department of Defense (DOD) launched the first experimental navigation satellite, \textit{TRANSIT 1A}, in 1959. The system used measurements of the Doppler shift in the satellite signal to determine a receiver’s location on Earth. The DOD planned to use the system to allow accurate positioning of submarines carrying Polaris missiles. The system was declared operational in 1964. A second system, TIMation (time/navigation), experimented with spacecraft carrying precise clocks, with an initial launch in 1967. This project evolved into the Global Positioning System (GPS), established in 1973. By 1978, four GPS Block 1 satellites were operational. Although the constellation would not be considered operational globally until 24 satellites were in orbit (which occurred in 1993), the system proved to have utility early on.\footnote{17}

The Soviet Union engaged in the development of a parallel system, the Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS), with 10 satellites in orbit by 1985. The constellation became fully operational in 1996 but was not maintained; it included fewer than 10 operational satellites, on average, between 1998 and 2006. The system returned to full operational capacity in 2010.\footnote{18}

In 1983, a civilian aircraft, Korean Airlines 007, strayed into Soviet airspace and was shot down by a Soviet fighter jet. Following this incident, President Reagan announced that the GPS signal would be made available for civilian use. However, the civilian signal would be less precise than the military signal—accurate to approximately 100 meters versus 10 meters for the military. The US government would also have a capability referred to as “selective availability” that would allow the civilian signal to be deliberately degraded or disabled. Despite these restrictions, civilian GPS receivers were in mass production by the late 1980s.\footnote{19}

In a 1992 communication to the European Parliament, the European Commission noted that although the US military currently made the GPS signal freely available for civil use, this arrangement could be halted at any time. Further, the civilian signal’s accuracy was insufficient for use in the civil air navigation system, a highly desirable application.\footnote{20} In 1994, a European Parliament resolution officially called for establishing a European strategy for satellite navigation, and the Commission responded with a proposal for an independent European global navigation satellite system.\footnote{21}

In response to this movement and recognizing the growing commercial industry built on GPS, President Bill Clinton issued a directive stating
that the United States was committed to providing the GPS signal “on a continuous, worldwide basis, free of direct user fees.” The directive also stated that the US would discontinue the use of selective availability within a decade and that the government would advocate for the acceptance of GPS as the standard for international use. This was too little, too late for Europe, which continued ahead with plans to develop its independent Galileo global navigation satellite system.

In 2001, US deputy secretary of defense Paul Wolfowitz sent a letter to the defense ministers in selected EU countries. He argued that the planned European system could complicate US plans to modify and improve GPS due to potential interference of the Galileo signal with the upgraded US military signal on GPS. He further indicated that the civilian forum in which Galileo was being developed was insufficient to fully assess the security implications of the system.

European leaders did not respond well to this action. French president Jacques Chirac warned that Europeans risked “vassal status” if they abandoned the project. The European commissioner in charge of the project expressed frustration at “American pressure against the Galileo project” and the prospect of further delays. The European Commission approved the next phase of development in 2002 and engaged in international cooperation, ensuring compatibility with the American GPS and Russian GLONASS systems. In 2016, the Galileo system reached initial operational status. When Galileo becomes fully operational, it will be the fourth such constellation in the world, following the United States, Russia, and China. Once again, by refusing to make data available in a meaningful, reliable way, the United States added incentive for allies to create an independent system, and its efforts to dissuade such developments generated increasing tension.

**Space Domain Awareness Systems**

This pattern is being repeated once again for space situational awareness (SSA) systems—systems that track and analyze space objects to determine where they are, what they are, and where they are likely to be in the future. The US has been tracking objects in space since the space age began with the 1957 launch of Sputnik I, and it has had an operational space surveillance system since 1958. The DOD worked with NASA, which also needed to track satellites, with both entities contributing observations to be cataloged by the DOD. In 1960, following the launch of the first Corona reconnaissance satellite, DOD officials determined that security concerns dictated withholding some data. The DOD began screening the catalog for
sensitive information before providing it to NASA, which then shared this information more broadly. This process, in which the DOD maintained a full tracking system while providing a subset of data to NASA for broader distribution, continued for more than 40 years.\textsuperscript{27}

In 2001, the US government released the \textit{Report of the Commission to Assess United States National Security, Space Management and Organization}—more commonly known as the Rumsfeld Report after the commission chairman, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld. The report recognized the significant and growing dependence of the US military and economy on space assets and noted that this made space assets potentially attractive targets for adversaries. The report warned of a “Space Pearl Harbor” and emphasized the need to improve SSA. Space situational awareness is critical to avoiding unintentional collisions among satellites and other debris in space and detecting and attributing attacks on space assets.\textsuperscript{28}

In addition to the need for SSA data for military purposes, there was also a recognition that with the growth of commercial activity and increased civilian reliance on space assets, the US Air Force should provide warnings of threats to US or other friendly satellite operators. In 2000, a DOD memorandum directed the Air Force to study options for providing SSA support to commercial and foreign entities. The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2004 directed Air Force Space Command to implement a pilot program in this area.\textsuperscript{29} The pilot program later became the operational SSA Sharing Program.

While the stated goal of the pilot program was to encourage international cooperation and transparency with foreign nations, the initial implementation fell short of expectations. The US Air Force maintained two catalogs—an internal high-accuracy catalog with detailed information on all tracked objects and the publicly accessible space track catalog with more basic information on a subset of space assets. The DOD routinely conducted conjunction analysis to determine the risk of a collision only for US military spacecraft, and the public catalog was inadequate to independently run this type of analysis. The limitations of this approach were demonstrated dramatically by the 2009 collision of an operational commercial Iridium communications satellite and a defunct Russian Cosmos satellite, which occurred with no advanced warning for Iridium operators.\textsuperscript{30}

Following the Iridium-Cosmos collision, the US began running conjunction analysis for all operational satellites and contacting satellite operators in the event of a potential collision. However, initial efforts struggled to balance the desire to work with satellite operators with the need to protect sensitive data. One Air Force analyst described early efforts at assisting
operators in planning collision avoidance maneuvers as “kind of like playing ‘Marco Polo.’”

The US military has taken steps to substantially improve the situation since then. As of 2019, Strategic Command had signed agreements related to SSA services and data sharing with 19 nations; two international organizations; and more than 77 commercial satellite owners, operators, and launchers. These agreements allow higher-quality data to be shared more systematically. The military has also begun increasing the amount of data made available through its public catalog. Further, recent years have seen the emergence of commercial SSA entities, particularly in the United States, that sell SSA data and analysis to domestic and foreign satellite operators.

However, there are still notable limitations to SSA data sharing. Even with recent improvements, the data provided in the public catalog remains insufficiently accurate to carry out conjunction analysis, and the US does not accept any liability for the information it shares. Even when more accurate information or conjunction analyses are shared, the US does not provide insight into its data sources or algorithms, making it impossible for users to independently evaluate accuracy or conduct further analysis.

The United States reserves the right to deny participants access to SSA data and information without prior notice or explanation. Participants in the SSA data-sharing program are restricted from redistributing the data without explicit approval from the US. Furthermore, users note that while the data is currently provided free of charge, the US government provides no guarantee that this will continue to be the case in the future. Outside of these specific limitations, some partners remain generally uncomfortable relying on a program run by the US military as it may have different priorities and concerns than foreign, commercial, and civil users.

The slow development of data-sharing systems by the United States, combined with the continued limitations of those systems, has driven a number of allies to begin development of independent systems. In 2005, the European Commission convened a panel of space experts to report on security issues related to the European Space Policy. The group noted that while the United States was currently providing tracking data for free, “this situation could change in the near future, and the data already provided are not exhaustive or not being made available at the needed time.” It recommended the development of a European space surveillance capability as a high-priority activity. The European Commission announced in 2008 that it would develop this capability, emphasizing Europe’s need
for political and technical autonomy. In 2016, the European Union Space Surveillance Tracking system became operational.

A 2018 report by the Institute for Defense Analysis identified a lack of confidence in DOD-provided data as a key driver for many foreign and commercial entities developing independent capabilities. In interviews, officials cited the lack of transparency related to DOD data, particularly the lack of insight into processing methods, as a key source of concern. Others called attention to issues of accuracy and completeness of the data provided. South Korean government officials estimated that their country was receiving data for about only 40 percent of objects tracked by the DOD. In addition to Europe and South Korea, India, Canada, Australia, and Japan are among those developing or improving national SSA capabilities.

**Unexpected Benefits: Redundancy and Improved Capabilities**

In each of the above cases, the United States had an information advantage based on superior technology, just as Nye and Owens suggested. While the US did make some data available to allies, its efforts fell short of allies’ needs and expectations. In all three cases, allies directly referenced the lack of US data sharing as a factor in developing independent systems. The US choice to limit the sharing of data—versus using data sharing to provide the basis of coalition leadership and to maintain technological superiority—led to tensions between the United States and its allies and contributed to allies’ decisions to develop independent systems.

From Nye and Owens’s perspective, this approach may be viewed as a strategic failure on the part of the United States. However, the development of independent allied systems has ultimately benefited the US. As US reliance on space assets has increased, their vulnerability has become a growing concern. The 2018 National Defense Strategy recognized that new threats to military and civil use of space were emerging and called for investments to prioritize efforts to assure space capabilities. One of the widely agreed-upon methods for overcoming or deterring attacks on these assets is the development of redundant, resilient systems.

For example, given sufficient interoperability between the systems, if an adversary were to damage or disrupt GPS, the United States could switch to the Galileo signal. An attack on GPS would potentially have other ramifications, such as nuclear denotation detection, that would need to be dealt with in other ways. However, if the goal was to disable GPS, the ability to use Galileo should still be a deterrent. Knowing this, the adversary may determine that it is not worth attacking GPS in the first place. The same is true for redundant space reconnaissance and SSA systems.
From this perspective, allies’ development of redundant military space systems may appreciably increase US national security. By engaging allies to build partnerships enabling the mutual sharing of information and technology, the US can reduce its vulnerability in these areas.

In addition to the benefits of resilience, cooperation and interoperability can improve performance. If the United States can negotiate gaining access to data from foreign reconnaissance systems, it will increase the volume of data available for analysis. Even without gaining regular access, the United States may reasonably assume that allies with mutual security concerns may be conducting surveillance and analysis with similar goals. Increasing the amount of data collected and the number of individuals and organizations analyzing this data reduces the risk that security threats will go undetected.

Coordinating navigation systems could be similarly beneficial. Receivers that can access the Galileo signal, in addition to GPS, will have more precise positioning capabilities. They will also be more likely to have access to a sufficient number of satellites for accurate positioning, even in rough terrain or urban canyons, and be more resistant to jamming or spoofing efforts. The United States and Europe have already begun to work toward this capability for military systems.

SSA technologies are primarily ground based, but the benefits of redundancy and improved performance are similar. The ability to accurately detect and attribute attacks on space assets, which relies on high-quality SSA data, is a crucial element in deterring such attacks. Just as for traditional reconnaissance data, the more space surveillance data that is collected and analyzed, the more likely it is that nefarious behavior will be detected and accurately attributed, thus improving deterrence.

While these examples focused on the military benefits of engaging allies in their development and operation of redundant systems, in the case of GPS and SSA, improved capabilities would also benefit civilian and commercial users of these systems.

**Implications and Lessons Learned**

Nye and Owens were not wrong when they recognized in 1996 that the nation able to lead in the information revolution would accrue power, and they correctly identified information sharing as an important source of leverage with allies. As was demonstrated in the cases of reconnaissance satellites, GPS, and SSA, they also correctly predicted that a lack of sharing would add an additional incentive for allies to attempt to match US
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capabilities. What they failed to adequately account for was the important military benefit that can result from access to independent systems.

This benefit suggests that Nye and Owens’s vision of an information umbrella must be updated. Rather than sharing data to maintain technological superiority, the United States should share its data to encourage partner contributions, interoperability, and resiliency. As Moltz identified, these attributes are the keys to twenty-first-century space power. The US should seek to be a coalition leader, just as Nye and Owens envisioned, but this coalition should aim to bring allies together to mutually share information in an “interoperable information umbrella.”

Engaging with allies to encourage their technological development, rather than seeking to prevent it, is likely to generate stronger ties and reduce tensions. Acting as a leader in information exchange and interoperability also gives the US military greater flexibility in data-sharing decisions because allies are not entirely dependent on the United States. Thus, decisions to withhold some data have less of an adverse effect. Further, to the extent that data is shared, the United States can see concrete benefits as allies respond in kind, improving US military capabilities.

In the area of reconnaissance satellites, this stance could propel efforts to engage in more formal international coordination and data sharing with allies in Europe. The US would have multiple options for how to accomplish this. Rather than disclosing data from its most advanced, highly classified reconnaissance systems, it may opt to coordinate the development of jointly owned systems or to contribute data from a system specifically designed to complement allied capabilities.

For global navigation satellite systems (GNSS), cooperation and efforts to ensure interoperability with Europe’s Galileo system are already well underway. However, it is worth noting that the US could have avoided much acrimony with its allies if this cooperative effort had begun a decade earlier. It may have a chance to do things differently by pursuing interoperability from the beginning if the United Kingdom moves forward with current plans to develop a GNSS.43

Data sharing and engagement are perhaps most advanced for SSA. The US Space Command, reestablished in July 2019, has continued the efforts begun by US Strategic Command to pursue data-sharing agreements that enable a greater degree of information sharing with partners.44 These agreements also provide the United States access to data sources from many different entities and create an opportunity to understand and address challenges of system and data interoperability. Some nations—such as Japan, Australia, and Canada—have identified interoperability with US
systems as a goal for developing SSA systems. The United States should encourage other nations to follow a similar path and engage with more independent systems, such as those being developed in the European Union, to explore options for interoperability early on.

As noted above, decision-makers have many options concerning how to assimilate the factors discussed here. There is no one-size-fits-all solution for all technologies, at all times, with all potential partners. Prestige, technical capability, economics, varied strategic interests, and other factors will continue to influence whether and when nations choose to develop independent capabilities. The dynamics of the security dilemma may play a role as well, and decisions to share data could help to alleviate or exacerbate the situation. However, this factor would likely be more relevant to sharing that extends to US adversaries rather than to allies. In any situation, the United States must carefully consider the potential risks of sharing data or coordinating on technical development. However, the potential benefits of information sharing and the pursuit of interoperability should not be overlooked.

The examples above suggest that when US decision-makers determine how much data they are willing to share, when, and with whom, they should heed Nye and Owens’s warning that these decisions may impact allies’ decisions to develop their own capabilities. Nye and Owens argue that greater data sharing could be used to extend the period of US technical superiority. The examples described here suggest that the effect they identify is present, but their argument misses a key point. As noted by Moltz, with respect to information technology, redundancy and interoperability are often more valuable to national security than technical superiority because they can increase capabilities and provide resilience to the entire system. Data sharing is a way to gain leverage with allies and build coalitions, and when combined with engagement to develop interoperable systems, these relationships can be even stronger.

**Conclusion**

We have entered the information age, and as predicted by Nye and Owens, and argued by Moltz, our conception of power must adjust to this new environment. Nye and Owens argued that the United States should create an information umbrella, sharing data from its superior information technologies with allies to generate leverage and preserve technological superiority. They predicted that if the United States failed to share its knowledge, other nations would be incentivized to match its capabilities. This effect was seen in the cases of reconnaissance satellites, GNSSs, and SSA.
In the case of reconnaissance satellite data, the United States refused offers to provide imagery despite direct requests from close allies during conflict situations. With respect to GPS, the US provided non-US military users with a significantly degraded signal and emphasized its right to further degrade or disable the signal at any time. Changes to these policies proved to be too little, too late. Similarly, while the US proactively put in place a system for sharing space situational awareness data with foreign entities, it provided relatively low-quality data and gave no commitment to long-term provision. Even as systems for sharing space surveillance data have improved over time, the US has shown no interest in making its full high-accuracy catalog, raw sensor data, or algorithms available to its allies.

In each of these cases, US reticence to share data resulted in tensions with its allies and, ultimately, contributed to incentives to develop independent allied systems. However, these developments had critical benefits that Nye and Owens did not foresee in their assessment. The independent systems provide redundancy and resilience that underlie deterrence and, when systems are made interoperable, can result in appreciable capability improvements. As noted by Moltz, these disaggregated systems and cooperative relationships offer a superior model for facing twenty-first-century challenges.

To account for this advantage, the US should seek to lead the creation of an interoperable information umbrella. In spearheading this international cooperative effort, the US would share data with its allies. However, it would do so as part of a reciprocal system in which allies are encouraged to develop systems that can contribute data while also improving the system’s resiliency as a whole. As noted above, the specific pathways to pursue this effort will differ depending on the timing, technology, and set of partners involved. This strategy recognizes the unique opportunity of the information age to maximize US power: strengthening relationships with allies, increasing system resiliency, and improving military capabilities.

Mariel Borowitz
Mariel Borowitz is an associate professor in the Sam Nunn School of International Affairs at Georgia Tech. Her research deals with international space policy issues, including international cooperation in satellite data-sharing policies and space security.
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BOOK REVIEWS


The Stuxnet operation covertly affected Iranian nuclear ambitions while the NotPetya malware damaged Ukrainian systems and global infrastructure during the most well-known state-based cyberattacks. During the United States 2020 presidential election, the US had the same concerns as in 2016 of Russian internet troll farms attempting to manipulate public opinion. Confronting these arising problems requires understanding Russian cyber operations from strategic and technical perspectives. Fortunately, Dr. Scott Jasper examines these topics in Russian Cyber Operations, exposing the ways, means, and ends underlying Russia’s various influence and attack events. Analyzing which Russian cyberspace actions breach armed conflict evaluations based on the Tallinn Manual and international norms, the model continues building on his previous work, Strategic Cyber Deterrence. The book explores Russian cyber practices through discussing recent active operations; ways where continuing operations affect international security dynamics; and, finally, US defensive options. The selected analytic framework allows Dr. Jasper to interweave Russia’s strategic aspirations with tactical events. Each chapter highlights a case study demonstrating how the Russians applied the principle during recent operations. The work demonstrates exceptional documentation, careful research, and an appreciation for the subject matter’s complexities. Those considering the strategic implications arising from state-based cyberattacks or any aspect of international tensions should add this volume to their reference list.

Dr. Jasper applies the strategic framework throughout the work based on groups possessing the technical means to conduct an attack and then whether attacks violate either legal standards or international norms. The technical aspect investigates the means used for intrusion, evasion, and deception and touches briefly on phishing and stolen credential attacks before reverting to a generic malware description as “malicious code intended to perform an unauthorized process” (p. 14). This oversight proves unimportant later as the work focuses more specifically on legal interpretation and US strategic approaches. The legal framework uses US Code, the UN Charter, and Tallinn Manual 2.0 as written and published by the International Group of Experts to establish standards. The most used standards include violation of a state’s sovereignty, intentional wrongful acts against a state, or the breach of existing international legal obligations. Technical and legal guidelines combine across the case studies to prove that Russian actors possessed the technical means and intended to commit wrongful, damaging acts.

Launching into well-documented events, the Cyber Operations section addresses asymmetry, hybrid attacks, and information warfare with separate chapters. Each involves a state use of cyberattacks against an unprepared enemy. The asymmetry chapter documents the 2007 Bronze Soldier event—where Russian patriots used distributed denial of service against Estonia to prevent removing a World War II memorial—before discussing the 2008 Georgian invasion. In evaluating hybrid warfare, a word for which no Russian doctrinal equivalent exists, Jasper substitutes the Gerasimov doctrine, an adaptive approach advocating military interventions at all societal levels. Hybrid warfare cases feature the 2014 Crimean and Ukrainian social media manipulation as well as the target tracking tool installed on Ukrainian military Android devices. Both events are analyzed as excessive intervention and unlawful use of force. The section’s final chapter on information warfare assesses the 2016 Russian propaganda campaign and the Republican and Democratic campaign data breaches during US presidential elections. Though not violating the standard for an armed attack, the election interference events were still deemed unlawful as acts restricting the state’s freedom of choice. Each section presents an interesting case while focusing more on whether an act breaches the legal standard than how those acts are technically achieved or integrated.
Continuing the strategic approach, the book's middle section reviews how state behavior creates reaction through discussing organizations like the Group of Seven and the UN Group of Governmental Experts (GGE) on Information Security. Jasper evaluates coordination between these groups as the primary method to establish norms and standards. The NotPetya case again demonstrates covert Russian actions as violating Ukrainian sovereignty, although the author questions whether damaging another state's private industry rises to a force-level event. Delving deeper into NotPetya's actions, Jasper suggests that neither Trump nor Obama's US diplomatic actions achieved the desired effect; legally indicting known Russian hackers and enforcing sanctions both failed to reduce Russian cyber campaigns. Finally, the text suggests that the 2018 Department of Defense Cyber Strategy was designed to employ forward defense concepts to counter future Russian activity, even if many of those actions are not yet public.

The final section leans away from the analytic framework and case studies to suggest how future security strategies may offset projected Russian activity. The author first discusses how the National Institute for Standards in Technologies (NIST) Risk Management Framework (NIST 800-53) appears as one security standard for compliance options before mentioning Lockheed Martin's cyber kill chain. The cyber kill chain describes a rough format for how attackers penetrate and escalate privilege within a system. NIST cybersecurity practices appear frequently in US federal government compliance standards, but Jasper misses a step here through not using the same international standards applied during the book's first half. A standard chosen from either the European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA) or something associated with the UN GGE might have been more appropriate. The last two chapters continue those trends, demonstrating the Mitre Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge (ATT&CK) framework; potential automated defenses; and how future technical offset might change cyber implementation. The technical offset chapter investigates a 2018 intercept of Ukrainian vessels by the Russian Navy, which was interesting yet unrelated to the overall cyber topic.

Dr. Jasper starts strong, with clear examples and excellent discussion about several past cyber events, notably the Bronze Soldier in Estonia and the Georgian invasion. After the strong start, I felt the book's latter sections moved away from the stated goal of exploring Russian cyber operations to focus on US strategic counters. After the two initial events, the only detailed attack reference was NotPetya and its Bad Rabbit predecessor. When selecting this work, I had expected detailed discussions about recent Russian cyberspace technical practices and strategic aspirations rather than a US policy debate. The book could have been immensely improved by taking a chapter or two to evaluate various players in Russian cyber or to compare known advanced persistent threats and their place as either government or military entities. Another missing feature was any comparison against multiple events either textually or graphically.

Overall, Russian Cyber Operations: Coding the Boundaries of Conflict effectively combines and categorizes several previous strategic theories under a common cover. The three sections allow the reader to review Russia's past actions, consider how states interact, and then move forward to US strategic options. Well referenced, with many current news and scholarly article links, the book demonstrates where future Russian cyber operations might affect US policy implementation. The text does fall short of the intended goal to comprehensively discuss Russian cyber operations, but my overall impression remains positive. I would recommend this book to those working federal government strategy or international relations and less to those pursuing cybersecurity fields. At the end of the
day, I did enjoy the work and will be adding *Russian Cyber Operations* to my own cyber policy reference list.

Dr. Mark T. Peters II, USAF, Retired


*Warbot 1.0: AI Goes to War* is a science fiction novel of near-future conflict between the United States and China. In 2033, China has toppled the government of the Philippines. The US Army is on the ground to support the Filipino government and military in its efforts to retake Manila. This is the setting for a vivid, detailed tactical depiction of the impact of artificial intelligence (AI) and robotics on warfare.

In its focus on the transformational impact of tech, the book is in the same genre as the novel *Ghost Fleet*. Indeed, the author thanks *Ghost Fleet* coauthor August Cole for encouraging him to write the short story that eventually became the novel.

The author, retired US Army colonel Brian M. Michelson, served in assignments around the world in the XVIII Airborne Corps, the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault), the 97th Civil Affairs Battalion (Airborne), United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM), and Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC). As a senior fellow at the Atlantic Council, he focused on AI, robotics, and warfare.

There is no consensus definition of “artificial intelligence,” which refers to software programs enabling machines to undertake tasks previously thought to require human intelligence. One of the principal approaches within AI is machine learning (ML). In ML, data is used to develop (“train”) models that, given new data, can predict or classify rapidly. The models can be continuously updated with new data, with or without human supervision, allowing adaptation. These programs have a wide range of possible military applications, including navigation for autonomous vehicles, targeting, logistics, or the identification of unusual patterns of activity.

*Warbot 1.0* is a novel used as a delivery mechanism for a payload of ideas about future war. AI-enabled robots fight alongside humans or in groups or swarms on land, in the air, and in the sea. The book opens with an engagement between US and Chinese autonomous armed vehicles. The Chinese rely on robots disguised as shipping containers to guard their installations and to identify and target Filipino citizens. Drone swarms seek and kill in urban combat, while groups of autonomous armed submarines target ships at sea and overflying planes. AI-driven robots identify, target, and attack at a speed that no human could match.

AI is also used to rapidly integrate and process multiple streams of information, from which it identifies patterns and makes predictions. Soldiers have improved, real-time situational awareness of the battlefield via receiving information and giving orders using virtual reality helmets and special gloves or exchanging with AI intelligence programs in natural language. Chinese psychological operations, directed against the families of deployed US soldiers, are individually tailored for maximum effect. Ultimately, the book concludes that US victory is delivered by means of human-AI teaming—compared to the Chinese reliance on AI alone—and a superior AI intelligence system that was easier to train and learn, enabling faster adaptation.

*Warbot 1.0* also delves into some of the second-order effects of these technological advances. The use of robots in combat reduces human casualties, inviting military adventurism and allowing the use of tactics that involve sacrificing units without qualm. Conflict escalates rapidly when AI systems react to other AI systems. Real-time information streams tempt senior officers to micromanage, undermining mission command. Humans wrestle with ethically fraught decisions about settings that control the robots’ level of autonomy and tolerance for civilian casualties. Humans anthropomorphize and develop
emotional attachment to the robots with which they work. Humans must decide how much they trust their AI systems.

The book’s portrayal of the likely ways in which AI will transform war is broadly in line with current and emerging capabilities, even if the idea that all of these will be in place by 2033 is overly optimistic. Where the book is more fiction than science is in its portrayal of AI as working well and largely without error, even when predicting human behavior.

ML models are probabilistic, statistical models of phenomena developed from data sets. When the models are left to learn on their own, taking in data without human supervision, there is no guarantee of the outcome. If the data used to train the model is not representative of the phenomenon, the models may be biased or simply wrong. This is a recurring problem in facial recognition, for example, because most of the available images for training models are of men of European descent. Consequently, facial recognition is much less accurate for others. Also, if the underlying phenomenon changes in some important way, then previous data and models will no longer work well. This is why some stock market models were thrown for a loop by the COVID pandemic. Finally, humans can err in building models by failing to include important features; choosing the wrong algorithm; or making mistakes in data collection, structuring, cleaning, or coding. ML models work best when applied to concrete, clearly defined, stable phenomena for which there is representative data, and even then, they are sometimes wrong.

Warbot 1.0 does provide an example of an AI error due to novel input. It also acknowledges the probabilistic, statistical nature of machine learning models by imagining AI systems that communicate confidence levels for their claims and predictions, allowing humans to decide whether to trust that information. However, many of the things that would cause an ML model to be wrong—such as biased data, inclusion of the wrong features, or changes to the underlying phenomenon—would also make it impossible to calculate meaningful confidence levels. This, in turn, should have implications for human adoption of and trust in AI. The Warbot 1.0 vision gives AI too much credit—but maybe that is what is needed for a good story.

M. A. Thomas
Air Force Cyber College


What do you see when you look up at the stars? This is one of the fundamental questions that author Doug Millard, a deputy keeper of technologies and engineering at the Science Museum in London, tries to answer in his book Satellite: Innovation in Orbit. Millard dives into mankind’s history and fascination with the universe beyond the planet that we inhabit and discusses the great minds and scientific achievements that made spaceflight and satellite launch possible. Written in a storylike fashion and densely illustrated, Satellite covers the full spectrum of launch into orbit and discusses the plethora of ways that satellites are integrated into daily life.

The book is organized logically, beginning with a discussion about the numerous physics discoveries contributing to the development and use of satellite systems. Sir Isaac Newton and Johannes Kepler are both introduced in the first chapter, which provides original illustrations from both scientists on their laws of gravitation and motion. Konstantin Tsiolkovsky’s contributions make up a good portion of this initial content as well, and he is mentioned throughout the book for his work on applying the theories of earlier discoveries to rocket and propellant design. Particularly interesting are the parallels that Millard makes between prominent science fiction writers, such as Jules Verne and H. G. Wells, and the research that was making that science fiction a reality. This
connection to literary fiction helps to establish an early bond with the reader by referencing many familiar stories from these authors.

Millard quickly makes the transition from engineering theory to practice as the militaries of the world turn their attention toward acquiring and operationalizing these prototype systems being developed. Multiple think tanks and advisory groups, such as the RAND Corporation and the British Interplanetary Society, began devising solutions to the problems inherent in space travel. He covers the notable contributions of individuals, such as Arthur C. Clarke and several prominent Russian enthusiasts, to the concept of space lift. Millard also includes detailed images of the hobbyist groups and prototypes in action, engaging the reader in the excitement of the time period and giving a sense of belonging and wonder to this early space era.

Millard then expands upon the inevitable realization that satellites are being launched and used for all humanity. Rightfully beginning with a dialogue on Sputnik, Millard includes discussions on the early systems that were deployed for government use. He accurately summarizes the space race occurring between the Soviet Union and the US along with the public fascination as it all unfolded. The American launch of Project Score initiated the Western foray into the communications satellite realm, relaying a message from President Eisenhower across the globe for the first time. Millard furthers the discussion of early satellite uses, including expansion into reconnaissance with TIROS and imaging with SENTRY, as well as infrared detection using MIDAS. The intelligence agencies made quick use of these capabilities, employing them for data collection as the Cold War began to take shape.

As more powerful rockets are developed, Millard informs, higher orbits became more accessible (p. 106). This development created a market for global communications as commercial companies leveraged these rockets to place satellites in geostationary orbits. Telstar, Intelsat-1, and other satellites brought new methods of information distribution to industry and government. Details are also given about other orbits designed to solve unique challenges, such as the Molniya orbit, to cover higher latitudes. Satellite costs became affordable enough that large networks could be built, such as the Iridium constellation of 66 satellites. In this segment, the author introduces the Global Positioning System, which revolutionized precision navigation, timing, and nuclear detonation detection for military use. Millard wraps up the intriguing discussion of satellite constellations with a couple of chapters on their scientific applications. He spends this segment discussing the onboard elements, fuel types, propulsion systems, and orbits. Arming the reader with the history and functionality of satellites, he concludes by pondering the future of both satellite systems and mankind’s presence in space. He leaves it to the reader to decide what the future holds.

In conclusion, Millard uses this book to introduce readers to the story of the satellite. His intent is simply to inform the reader of how humanity reached into its imagination to put objects into space and how that imagination can be put to use to usher in a new space age. It is an excellent book to place on the coffee table to entertain guests or to casually glance through at leisure. This book is not for those looking for a technical manual, but it will be appreciated by anyone looking to be entertained by and informed on the history and future applications of satellites.

Capt James Corcoran, USAF

The Button: The New Nuclear Arms Race and Presidential Power from Truman to Trump

The Button could have been a balanced, focused argument on nuclear deterrence and nuclear weapons. Ultimately, it devolves into the same tired antinuclear arguments of the
past 30 years. The work suffers from several limitations, first among them the conscious bias of the “usual suspects” cited in the work along with a plethora of hyperbolic statements. Some examples include the following: “We are all on the atomic Titanic. . . . The risk of accidental nuclear war is increasing. . . . [There is] very little in the way of controls. . . . We’re playing Russian roulette with humanity. . . . There is no way to prevent a determined President from starting a nuclear war . . . without any provocation. . . . The system is unconstitutional, dangerous, outdated, and unnecessary.” Additionally, the book is not logically organized to make the argument against nuclear weapons; rather, it presents the material haphazardly. It begins with a fantasy-based scenario likely to deter most serious nuclear scholars from reading any further. Next, the authors meander from current bluster, to some nuclear history, to a host of problems with nuclear weapons, then more history—but without a clearly focused argument or adequate context. The work would have been more effective by stating its arguments up front, then answering the question posed in chapter 9: “Why do we still have the Bomb?” Each problem or risk factor should have been addressed individually. Instead, the reader must wade through the disarray to reach the recommendations in chapter 10. This review begins there and analyzes each recommendation, offering a more balanced view of nuclear weapons and nuclear deterrence.

The authors’ overarching argument is that the United States should ultimately eliminate all nuclear weapons, but until then, it should restrict authority for nuclear use and change its nuclear posture. They offer 10 recommendations to support this argument, summarized below.

End sole authority. The authors argue that presidents alone should not have the power to authorize nuclear use because they may be unstable or need to make a snap decision. Instead, Congress should be involved in any decision for first use of nuclear weapons to slow down the process and allow for more decision time. The president would retain sole authority to act freely and quickly in the case of a confirmed attack. The authors seem to believe that a president would, without provocation, make a nuclear-use decision without additional input. They conflate sole authority with sole decision-making, ignoring the consultations that would naturally occur before authorizing nuclear use—including whether use is legal in a given context. Such consultations were the case with President Trump’s decision to deny a strike on Iran. While it may regrettably be part of deterrence, bluster is not blunder. Furthermore, requiring congressional approval could create ambiguity about who controls nuclear use and complicate extended deterrence. For example, if Congress voted to use nuclear weapons without presidential approval, based on the passions of the people, who decides? Does this ambiguity increase the risks that our adversaries might misunderstand US intentions or control? Such a situation creates a crisis within a crisis and may invite preemption by an adversary. The authors correctly state that control of nuclear weapons is scary. This is why the United States has sole authority.

No launch on warning (LOW). Perry and Collina are terrified of accidental nuclear use based on false warning, particularly from cyberattack or “if the STRATCOM Commander was having a bad day.” They recommend using nuclear weapons only in retaliation after a confirmed detonation (on the US or allies). However, their argument discounts how LOW complicates Russian assessments of war outcomes and enhances deterrence. The work of Steve Cimbala is instructive here and could have been referenced to great effect.¹ The authors do not seem to realize that LOW is a US choice, not an automatic response. They fear LOW due to false alarms leading to an accidental nuclear war. The fact is, a nuclear accident is not war, and a nuclear war is no accident.

No first use (NFU). This recommendation may well be the most reasonable of the entire book. However, the argument for NFU is undeveloped and underexamined. On the one hand, NFU would appear to create a more stable deterrence environment because it offers a clear declaratory policy yet retains flexibility as a national security choice. How-
ever, such a policy is only as strong as the trust between adversaries—currently in short supply. On the other hand, NFU would not be reassuring to allies—especially if the authors’ recommendation of congressional approval for nuclear use is adopted. This policy could lead to greater proliferation. The value of having options retains what Tom Schelling calls “the threat that leaves something to chance.” Perry and Collina also suggest limiting the first-strike threat from submarines by restricting their deployment areas. This thinking is illogical. Since submarines are supposed to be stealthy, how would one know their location? And, even if restricted, their missiles could still be used for first strike.

Eliminate US ICBMs. This is the book’s third major argument because it most closely relates to the authors’ fears of false warning and LOW. They see ICBMs as simply a first-strike weapon of immense danger and not worth the yearly $10B replacement/sustainment cost over the next 30 years. While the authors support extending the New Start treaty limits on nuclear weapons, they fail to say what happens to Russian missiles not committed to US ICBM targets. They discount the “missile sponge” argument or using ICBMs as retaliatory weapons—even a sponge has holes. ICBMs impose costs on our adversaries and raise the stakes of an attack. Yes, the central US is in the crosshairs of Russian missiles, but without US ICBMs, what else would be in the crosshairs? Eliminating US ICBMs makes Russian targeting simpler and crucially more effective. These missiles are the safest leg of the triad and a worthy, affordable insurance policy for such an existential threat.

Renew New Start. While not a major argument in the book, the authors obviously want to stress the importance of arms control with a goal of nuclear zero. It seems the New Start treaty will be extended. However, the Russians do not intend to further reduce their strategic weapons or, seemingly, limit tactical/short-range nuclear weapons. The authors would like the US to immediately reduce its entire nuclear arsenal to 100 nuclear weapons and deploy only 10 nuclear submarines, without specifying a deployment posture or the effects on their other proposals. They somehow believe that such drastic reductions will make the US safer, ascribing much more trust to Russian intentions than to US military nuclear planners at STRATCOM. Finally, Perry and Collina predict grave implications from a lapse of New Start, claiming that a runaway arms race would be worse than current modernization efforts. This too is hyperbole. First, there is no current arms race, nor must there be one without New Start. Current modernization efforts respect New Start limits and will ensure that the systems remain viable. Nuclear weapons are not like fine wine: they do not get better with age. Second, as the authors mention, we do not need arms control to reduce our weapons—to even below New Start limits. How much is enough for minimum deterrence of a low-probability, high-consequence event? Is it zero or something else? This is a national security choice.

Limit BMD. The authors excoriate the US for deploying BMD, blaming it for most of our arms control problems and for Russian behavior. They posit that BMD is ineffective, costly, and destabilizing. Further, they fear that if a president believes missile defense is effective he may “escalate . . . [and] . . . the more we spend the more we convince ourselves it will work.” This is fear mongering. By testing BMD, we learn what works and what does not. This process increases confidence in the system’s ability to protect against a rogue state attack—buying time to consider retaliation. As for destabilizing, the US BMD system is not designed to defend against an attack from Russia or China. To think otherwise is ludicrous. Consider that the Russians have 100 missile defenses around Moscow. The US will soon have 64 systems in Alaska and California. The Russians would like the US to be completely vulnerable even though our systems will be extremely limited if used as a defense. Just as the US cannot assure allies, it cannot allay the suspicions of Russian leaders. Nations must convince themselves. Doing so requires trust and a trustworthy partner. The authors quote George Schultz’s statement that “deterrence cannot
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protect the world from nuclear blunder or nuclear terrorism.” It seems reasonable to believe that BMD might.

The authors conclude the book with four more recommendations: using executive action rather than treaties to make unilateral changes to our nuclear posture, engaging North Korea and Iran, exercising public diplomacy toward nuclear zero, and electing an antinuclear president. Regrettably, few specifics emerge. However, earlier parts of the book suggest that they would prefer executive action to “de-mate” warheads from weapons to increase safety. They seek to increase public support for nuclear zero and, of course, the environmental and climate change benefits of nuclear abolition. Finally, they hope for a president committed to changing US nuclear policy. Success in the two latter efforts will require that the authors first convince Russian leaders of the need for change—something not likely until 2030 (post Putin).

The authors deal in possibilities without any analysis of probabilities and second-order effects of the risk of such drastic changes. They focus on US actions, neither addressing our adversary’s actions and intentions nor suggesting turning Russian nuclear weapons into glowing ploughshares. The recommendations do not approach the kind of Reagan-Gorbachev moment of a grand bargain toward nuclear disarmament. Perhaps the authors were being realistic, but their fictional scenario makes it less likely. They could have suggested immediate, complete elimination of all ground-based nuclear weapons. Their argument remains unclear if the suggested limits (only 100 nuclear weapons) are unilateral or post–New Start goals for the US and Russia. However, since the book exhorts nuclear zero, suggesting anything short of zero seems useless. It would have been insightful for the authors to consider other more probable scenarios than the opening example. For instance, what should the US response be if we successfully intercept a rogue nuclear-armed missile launched against the United States? Even more interesting, what if the intercept fails?

Three recommendations are noteworthy: upgrade command–control systems, protect the president, and eliminate the Trident low-yield nuclear missile. C2 upgrades will make current and future systems less vulnerable and more effective. New methods of protecting the president will ensure continuity and proper authority. The authors should have suggested changes to presidential succession—to include the secretary of defense as third in line. Other options exist for a low-yield nuclear option that would help maintain submarine survivability.

The book proclaims that Bill Perry was the strategist behind most of the US military advantage today. If so, it seems strange his views have changed to such a degree. One wonders if this is part regret for unfinished work, missed opportunity, or perhaps an overzealous antinuclear coauthor. For those who believe that eliminating nuclear weapons is feasible, desirable, and acceptable, this book will likely disappoint. Those who believe otherwise will be equally unconvinced. A more balanced view of nuclear deterrence can be found in the writings of Forsyth, Chilton, Obering, Heinrichs, Mahnken, and Cimbala. Read this book if you wish to learn the arguments of the antinuclear establishment, and remember that “it is well that war is so terrible, otherwise we should grow too fond of it.”

Col W. Michael Guillot, USAF, Retired

2. See the Strategic Studies Quarterly archive at https://www.airuniversity.af.edu/.
This reprint of US naval officer J.C. Wylie’s *Military Strategy: A General Theory of Power Control* includes an engaging introduction written by John Hattendorf followed by the text of *Military Strategy* itself. The book also contains a postscript written in 1987 and three excerpts that offer additional insights into Wylie’s theory.

John Hattendorf’s introduction beautifully brings J. C. Wylie’s career to life, shifting between his operational and intellectual experiences in the Navy. Wylie began serving in the Asiatic Fleet, where he had more experience with diplomacy than many of his counterparts who spent their interwar years engaged in fleet exercises (p. xi). Regardless, at Guadalcanal he showed himself to be a flexible and adaptable leader who innovated with new technology in combat to help his commander make the most of their ship's radar (p. xv). Subsequently giving him his first command of a destroyer converted into a minesweeper, the Navy removed him six months later to help it figure out how to help its officers systematically sort through the overwhelming amount of information that they had to process and comprehend (p. xvi).

Wylie’s time at the Naval War College as a student in 1948 set him down the path of writing *Military Strategy* as—amidst the post–World War II throes of defense unification debates—the Navy struggled to justify its existence in an age of atomic weapons (p. xx). Seeking to make a powerful argument for what the Navy should do led him to the study of maritime history, particularly a broadened approach that examined the “relationship of maritime matters to events in other fields of human activity” (p. xxiv).

In doing so, Wylie accepted Julian Corbett’s idea that the “purpose of sea power is to project control over the land” (p. xxvi). But Wylie wanted to do more than hone in on maritime strategy; he also sought to highlight the inadequate attention given to strategic thought in general (pp. 7–13). For example, although he considered US campaigns in WWII Europe to be “brilliantly fought,” he concurrently assessed them as detrimentally having “an obscure, contradictory, and finally nonexistent strategic end” that sought peace more than control (p. 15).

Wylie believed that those who had studied strategy tended to either frame their analysis in discussions of offense or defense (pp. 17–18) or by identifying “principles of war” (pp. 18–19). His perception was that more attention needed to be devoted to “analysis by operational pattern” as well as “analysis on a conceptual or theoretical foundation” (pp. 20–21), which he broke down into four categories of maritime, continental, air, and Maoist (or revolutionary) war.

Wylie’s analysis of operational patterns also led him to organize warfare by cumulative and sequential strategies. Wylie’s sequential strategy consisted of a kind of linear progression of war through a “series of actions growing naturally out of, and dependent on, the one that preceded it,” including the two drives across the Pacific in World War II (pp. 22–23). By contrast, submarine warfare in that conflict exemplified cumulative strategy, where the “entire pattern is made up of a collection of lessor actions” that are “not sequentially interdependent” (p. 23). Wylie believed this concept had as much applicability to air as to naval warfare (p. 25). He also thought that cumulative warfare could not be decisive in its own right; rather, its success “meant the difference between success or failure of the sequential” (p. 25). Thus, he wanted strategists to consider how to “balance our sequential and cumulative efforts toward the most effective and least costly attainment of our goals” (pp. 25–26).

Useful as these concepts were, however, he did not think that they were “adequate” for a holistic war theory (p. 27). Likewise, his conceptual theories of maritime, air, continental, and revolutionary or Maoist warfare also were not holistic, but he found them imperative for each service to better understand the others’ way of thinking (p. 29) and to
determine “when and where and under what circumstances” each could be employed most effectively (p. 48).

Interestingly, Wylie believed that Mao’s theory had been better tested than airpower theory (p. 53). Regarding airpower, moreover, theorists tended to assume that the “control of a people can in fact be exercised by imposition (or threat of imposition) of some kind of physical destruction . . . that . . . can be imposed from the air” (p. 63). Liddell Hart came closest to a general theory with his indirect approach, Wylie observed, but this concept was too ‘nebulous’ and more or less just overlaid an indirect approach on top of continental theory (pp. 59–60).

Writing during the Vietnam War, he also wondered if and how a continental or Clausewitzian theory based on sequence could defeat a Maoist cumulative strategy or if the US must develop its own cumulative strategy (p. 54). Regardless, none of these largely domain-based theories offered a general and all-encompassing theory of war, not even Clausewitz (pp. 56–57).

Ultimately, Wylie wanted to determine “what kind of control is desired” in order to appreciate “under what circumstances will destruction or the threat of destruction bring about the desired means of control” (p. 41). Such control could be “direct, indirect, subtle, passive, partial or complete,” and it also need not be military (p. 89). Thus, Wylie briefly advocated for crafting a compelling philosophy to “be ‘for’ ” (p. 90), although he did not expand on this idea at length. But it fit into his insistence that—because “military matters are inextricably woven into the whole social power fabric”—a general strategy must account for “power in all its forms” (p. 93).

Despite being a naval officer, Wylie also believed that one of the key “basic assumptions for strategic planning” was that the “ultimate determinant in war is the man on the scene with the gun” (p. 72). To begin thinking about establishing control required one to determine the enemy’s center of gravity or “national jugular vein” (p. 77), which then could be exploited by taking charge of the “pattern of war” by deftly “manipulat[ing] . . . the center of gravity of war.”

A strategist must manage the “nature and the placement and the timing and the weight of the centers” toward one’s desired ends (p. 78). General Sherman, for example, “manipulated the center of weight of the war as he marched” into the south, thereby seizing control of the war’s pattern (p. 79). In World War I, the Allies attempted to act similarly at Gallipoli, although they failed (p. 80). On the flip side, one must also seek to make one’s opponent’s “theory invalid” in the planning process to keep the enemy from seizing control of a war’s pattern (p. 86).

Wylie’s Military Strategy offers a comprehensive and coherent look at military strategy that helps enable multi-domain operations by letting each service understand the other’s worldview and then brings those perspectives together in seizing the initiative. Every SSQ reader should peruse this short tome on strategy.

Dr. Heather Venable
Associate Professor, Air Command and Staff College


“Wake any political scientist from a dead sleep with the words, ‘[T]he strong do what they can[,] and they will likely finish the sentence, ‘[and] the weak suffer what they must ’” (p. 119). This quote highlights just one of the many noted fortune cookie-esque sentences from which most individuals have derived their knowledge of Thucydides. Andrew R. Novo and Jay M. Parker, both professors at the National Defense University, find this knowledge problematic. As a result, they seek to bring their varied but reinforc-
ing backgrounds in history, classics, and international relations to bear on this relatively short, efficient introduction to Thucydides.

Their most repeated refrain centers on understanding the context in which Thucydides wrote to challenge the international relations' (IR) community’s imposition of realism and structuralism onto his work. Thus, while they provide some overview of debates within the IR community about how to interpret Thucydides, most of their approach is historical in nature. They want readers to wrestle with the entirety of the text and seek to place it in historical context, and then they want readers to apply this approach habitually.

This book is especially timely in light of Graham Allison’s oft-cited work Destined for War: Can America and China Escape Thucydides’s Trap? The authors have not designed their work specifically to challenge Allison, but readers will certainly be prepared to do so upon completing this book. Their first chapter, entitled “Trap or Talisman?,” provides context on Athens, Sparta, and other relevant Greek city-states as well as on Thucydides himself. The second chapter compellingly challenges systemic thinking that the IR community uses to portray a problematic bipolar world of Sparta and Athens. True to their historical thinking, the authors also resist the idea of an inevitable war between these powers. Rather, war broke out because of the choices made not only by Athens and Sparta—where citizens actively debated the use of force—but also by smaller allied powers. Major powers had to make tough decisions as to whether to provide support to uphold their alliances. In Sparta’s case, this made the notion of Sparta hegemony a “chimera” (p. 46). That is not to say that Sparta was not powerful, but just that it had significant limits placed upon its actions by past decisions. Likewise, Syracuse and Corinth could be considered “major power[s] in their own right” (p. 53). This kind of context is essential to challenge the frequently quoted line about the inevitability of war between Athens and Sparta. Similarly, we should be careful to avoid making faulty parallels between Athens and Sparta then and the US and China today.

The next chapter unpacks the idea that fear pushed Sparta into war with Athens. The authors make a number of interesting observations about fear, such as pointing out the oddity of a city-state known so much for “courage and martial valor” acting out of fear in the first place (p. 90). A bit contradictorily, though, the authors then highlight that the most important Spartan fear may not have been of Athens but of their own helots (p. 91). This theme also reinforces the authors’ continuing insistence that domestic realities and politics made essential contributions to decision-making in Athens and Sparta. They also identify a specific trigger for Spartan fear to keep readers from making simplistic, sweeping conclusions about how fear functions in international relations, noting that fear propelled Spartans into action when Athens “began to encroach upon Sparta’s allies” (p. 92).

They reinforce the complexity of the Peloponnesian War by insisting on the “fragility of power and the fundamental flexibility of alliances” (p. 104), which dramatically emerges when one takes a wider view of the war than Thucydides. Furthermore, states struggle to measure power and, as a result, often make problematic and costly miscalculations (p. 173). This theme emerges strongly in subsequent chapters when the authors challenge the notion that the weak must endure what the strong can dish out. As the authors insist, the strong may do what they want, but they should also recognize the likelihood of painfully suffering from their own decisions (p. 120). This example is important when one considers the longer perspective of ancient Greek history—a perspective Thucydides failed to incorporate fully given his death before the ramifications of conflict had fully played out. For example, a strong Athens brutally destroyed the much weaker city-state of Melos even though Athens did not have to employ brutal force; rather, internal disagreements within the Melos government led some individuals to betray Melos to Athens (p. 133). But, even more importantly in the long term, no one really won in Greece. Athens fell in 404 BCE, yet the devastation continued, with Spartan
power later “shattered” in 362 BCE (p. 168). Ultimately, Athens, Sparta, and Thebes all “bid for dominance and failed” (p. 169). In other words, no one really won except later participants who benefited from Greece’s disorder, reinforcing one of the authors’ key points that the “winner is not necessarily better off than before the war began” (p. 174).

While this work never quite makes a case for how it differs entirely from previous works, it is an accessible treatment of Thucydides that provides invaluable perspective for students and professors alike, either before or after reading the ancient historian’s work on the Peloponnesian War. Ultimately, the kind of issues the authors raise throughout help introduce students to complexity and the eschewal of simple answers to complex questions. This book will benefit students beginning a war theory course in professional military education or those more broadly enrolled in IR or history courses.

Dr. Heather Venable
Associate Professor, Air Command and Staff College
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